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by
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this

exploratory study examines

the

relationship between inclusive language and God concept by comparing inclusive
non-inclusive groups.
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participant's
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF STUDY

Background
About twenty years ago I remember

(Lafferty 356).
When we

came

I

was

in

to the

righteousness," we

a

singing "Seek Ye First the Kingdom"

United Church similar to my home

congregation across

line, "seek ye first the kingdom of God and his [emphasis mine]

sang "seek ye first the

kingdom of God and God's [emphasis mine]

righteousness." I did not know why the pronoun was changed,
first lesson

on

The

"inclusive

"language issue,"

as

it

came

to be

I asked. It

was

my

courts ofthe

language with reference to people was
a

controversy that has lasted

By 1980, the General Council of the United Church of Canada formally

committed itself to "inclusive"
Voices Uinted,

language

for all of its

publications.

published in 1997, reflects the denomination's

Church of Canada,

as a

mainline denomination

of the first denominations in Canada to

"inclusive

so

known, first appeared in the

relatively mild; however, inclusive God language sparked

one

and

language."

church in the late 1970s. The reaction to inclusive

for decades.

town.

Its latest

commitment. The United

strongly coimnitted to

explore

and

hynmbook,

social justice,

was

adopt guidelines conceming

language."^
History

The United Church of Canada

union between the Methodists, the

'

came

into existence

Presbyterians,

and the

on

10 June 1925 the result of a

Congregationalists.

Earlier

The United Church of Canada was formed in 1925 when the Congregationalist, the Methodist, and
Presbyterian Churches formally united. As a mainline denomination, the United Church is
predominantly liberal in its theology with a strong emphasis on social justice. It is currently the nation's
largest Protestant denomination witili approxunately 668,549 members (United Chiurch of Canada,
Yearbook and Directory 5).
the

Fisher 2

of Methodist and

amalgamations
a

union may be

possible.

members became

Presbyterian groups

Over the

course

monumental task of trying to
such

a

several

The

same

expressed in a

time, given the

rapidly expanding Canadian

appeared particularly compelling.

faced with

a

shortage of resources to

The

cope

small in

Presbyterians began to worship together.

between the denominations

were

minimized while the

evangelical effort captured the unionist's imagination. Jesus'

they may all be one

widely quoted, inspiring

...

so

that the world may believe"

advocates with

a

(John 17:21)

was

hope that the scandal of division might be

(Grant 127).

At the

of God

a

to be

compete (Grant 126). As the Westem frontier opened,

of Methodists and

dream of consolidating the

removed

to

theological differences

prayer, "that

was

immigrants, while the Congregationahsts, relatively

simply unable

congregations

were

possibility that such

preceding church uruon church

At the

services to

union between denominations

with the arrival of new
were

(JCilpatrick 1-2).

provide religious

Presbyterian and Methodist Churches

number,

of three decades

increasingly convinced the Christian ideal

visible union between denominations

population,

gave rise to the

same

time

supporters of church union sensed that, by uniting, the kingdom

might gradually be realized within the nation of Canada. Early minutes

denomination's General Council state this

ofthe

plainly:

interpenetrate our civilization
with the Spirit of Christ, and to transform those agencies and institutions
of society which are foreign to that spirit, to the end that Christian people
may have the fiiUest opportunity for realizing the ftiUest of the Christian
hfe and that others may come to the same. (United Church, "Report ofthe
Conunission" 238)
The aim of The United Church is to

help

to

From the eamest desire to Christianize the social

grew

-

a

order,

a

passion for

social justice

passion that has become a hallmark ofthe Uiuted Church of Canada.

Church
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uiuon

also had

a

formative influence

on

how United Church members viewed

themselves. Premier United Church historian, John Webster Grant, writes that "the
characteristic

usually mentioned

inclusiveness"

(130).

that would admit the

sought to
or

welcome

From the

ordination of women. The

had

beginning,

the United Church

was

viewed

as

the church

and to be open to everyone

despite differences

It

of opinion

lapses.

Upon its inception,

ordained female

by people who try to describe the United Church is

largest number of people possible while excluding the fewest.

everybody

occasional moral

first

the United Church

began to

wrestle with the issue ofthe

Congregationalists, while having no rule against it, had no

clergy in Canada.

The Methodists and

Presbyterians,

consistently resisted women's

ordination. In 1928,

a

considered the issue with the

on

the other

hand,

General Council conunittee

prominent voice of Nellie McClung lending support.^

On 4 November 1936 the first woman, the Rev.

Lydia Gruchy, was

ordained.

Nevertheless, although the denomination had formally accepted the ordination of
women,

find

by

1968

only sixty women were ordained,

and

only twelve of those

congregations that would accept them (Forrest 47).
The feminist movement ofthe 1960s led to dramatic social

increased

awareness

of the role that sexism

structures of the time. That

awareness

Unofficially the church had failed to
(Forrest 49).
the

could

In 1962 that

policy to be

^

Nellie

movement,

a

had

allow

change

played within the existing

a

deep impact

women

on

and

an

institutional

the United Church.

to be both ordained and married

policy was made official. Strong reaction to it, however,

overturned

by the

1964 General Council. Over the

course

caused

of the past

McClung (1873-195 1) was an outspoken Canadian proponent of the women's suffrage
political activist, legislator, and author.
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tliree

decades, the level of acceptance of female clergy and of clergy couples has risen.

The Issue of Language

Thel970s

brought

growing

awareness

ofthe role that

limiting how the world is perceived.

defining

and

released

a resource

of its

a

that included Guidelines for

language played

in

1976, the Uiuted Church of Canada

In

Equal Treatment ofthe

sexes.

As

a

part

introduction, the Guidelines stated the following:

being reminded constantly of our responsibility as
through language. In particular, we are reminded to
avoid the transmission, through writing and speaking, of stereotypes that
limit opportunity for members of any group (sex, class, age, race) in our
society to grow as persons and to live freely and creatively. We accept this
responsibility as one important act of Christian faithfulness and one aspect
of proclaiming authentic life for all people everywhere. (Daughters and
Sons 4)
Today, Christians

are

transmitters of values

In the

following year the Division of Mission in Canada reported through the

General Council that
the

concem

and their

a

working group
their

regarding women:

relationship with men; b)

response" (United Church,
further identified that

a

had been assembled with the mission to

new

awareness,

To formulate

stmggles

some

changing roles

directions for the Church's

"Division of Mission in Canada"

number of Christian

for justice,

"a) Clarify

women were

279).

The

working

group

experiencing "changed

consciences," which sensitized them to the things that prevent political, social, and
economic

equality between the

exclusion and

sexes

(279). "They," the report continues, "experience

pain when confronted by the predominantly male imagery and talks

'brothers in Christ'

as

the "concem for the

if women did not exist"

use

of non-sexist and inclusive

both the male and female
the stories of the great

(279).

images

women

in

language;

of God found in the
our

In response the

heritage" (279).

the

Bible; [and]

same

concem

the

report
to

of

notes

incorporate

concem

to honour
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language, three

In hs consideration of inclusive

heritage

have

converged.

Its

streams of the

emphasis on social justice, inclusivity,

Umted Church's

and its

advocacy for

form the milieu from which the United Church has endorsed inclusive

women's

equality

language.

Its commitment

resolution

by the 28th General Council:

was

formalized in 1980 with the acceptance ofthe

following

presently in use be studied with a view to identifying
language. Those materials to be studied would include the

1. That materials

exclusive

2.
3.
4.

Hymn book, the Manual, the Service Book, the "New Creed," Christian
Education Resources and other Divisional materials;
That changes be recommended that would avoid such language;
That these changes be implemented in new editions and publications
[and]
That such changes be made available to our constituency even before
new editions are prepared so that such changes may be incorporated
locally. (United Church, "Sessional Committee" 944)

Guidehnes for inclusive

language were drawn up

and

approved for distribution by

November 1981.
Diane

Walker,

a

doctoral student whose thesis focused

on

theology on women in mirustry in the United Church of Canada,
Church had

(21).

begun to adopt

She adds that this is

a

a

bias "for

a source

"major theme of feminist theology" (21).

1982 General Council: "What we've done

.

.

.

-wrote

ongoing process of theologizing

Impassioned debate between those who

from

a

on

impact of femiiust

argues that the United

experience over tradition as

contention, she highhghts phrases used by the Committee

in favor of the

the

To

of authority"

support her

Sexism in its report to the

theological

our own

statement-

...

let it go

experience" (21).

embraced inclusive God

language and those who

opposed its introduction followed the release of the original inclusive language
guidelines.
The 1982 General Council, while

affirming the use

of inclusive

language, sought

Fisher 6

to assure the church

proposals

that, in the future, "there is

with reference to God in the

13"

Llewellyn,
the

intent to

life, worship

without further reference to General Council"

August

no

publications

(United Church,

92). Reflecting back on the intent of the

national

or

impose Inclusive Language
of the national church

"Minutes of Friday,

General Council's

motion, Hallett

Secretary for the Division of Theology, Faith and Ecumenism,

wrote

following:
The word

is a word foreign, in my opiiuon, to the nature and
"impose"
style of our functioning as a United Church. [T]he policies and procedures
...

ofthe United Church

established in the

acted upon by staff and volunteers, are
counciliar manner. Subsequently, they are

are

same

imposed. [AJny strategy of a Division to publish
Language and a variety of images to refer to God
would not be, in my opiiuon, an intention to impose. Rather, it would be
endeavoring to be faithful to the spirit and intention expressed by every
General Council since 1977 and, more specifically, in the decision ofthe
28th General Council. ("Re: Inclusive Language")

implemented,

not

materials with Inclusive

By 1984, opposition to inclusive language had increased. The Task Force

on

the

Changing Roles of Men and Women in Church and Society interpreted the resistance to
inclusive

language

as

evidence of patriarchy: "The Task Force's

within the institutional church is illustrated

Inclusive
"There
means

made

by the church's response to

the Guidelines for

Language" (Walker 21). Assessing the resistance the Task Force concludes,

was some

realization that

changing values,

a

experience of patriarchy

motion

calling

worldview and power

for

amended to read "into the
As of December

Committee
The

on

language change means more than changing words: it

relationships" (21).

Also in 1984, Council

baptism "into the name of the Holy Trinity," but it was
name

ofthe Father and of the Son and of the

1984, the Task Force was dismissed and replaced with

Holy Spirit" (21).
a

Standing

Sexism.

opposition appeared to crystaUize in April

1986 with the release of a sixteen-

Fisher 7

page

publication entitled,

Distributed
at the

"The

Language Issue in the United Church of Canada."

by the conservative United Church Renewal Fellowship,

"Guidelines for Inclusive

feminist attack

on

biblical

Contortion of Faith,"

authority (4-5). Ralph Garbe, in

an

a

change in faith" (3).

Llewellyn reminded Presbytery secretaries

views contrasted with those

(Letter to Secretaries).

liturgical,

expressed by the General

He went

on

to share with them

and Faith Committee that would be
summer

and ecumenical

that its

publisher,

and that its

Council of the United Church
a

paper

presented to

prepared by the

the

of 1986. The report articulated the

thirty

first General

biblical, theological,

implications ofthe use of inclusive language with reference to

God. On this basis, the General Council of 1986

passed a resolution that

intention within the United Church of Canada to "create

a

fi-eer,

more

affirmed the

broadly inclusive

community by the use of a variety of human and other metaphors, images,
for God in church

radical

article entitled "The

Fellowship, had no official standing within the United Church

Council held in the

a

charged that "the evidence is beginning to mount, that what is

In response Hallett

Theological

critical look

a

Language." It denounced what it perceived as

happening in our church is not simply a change in language, but

the Renewal

it took

and pronouns

documents, worship, and liturgy" (MacLauchlan 4).

Moreover, it also invited the United Church to the following:

[To] engage its members and invite its ecumenical partners to share in a
study of the biblical, theological, liturgical, and ecumenical implications
ofthe movements towards

existing
formula.
After the General
a

general

letter

a more

inclusive Christian

community for

new language for God and in particular the Trinitarian
(MacLauchlan 4-5)

and

Council, Llewellyn, conscious of the sensitivity ofthe matter, released

explaining the actions

of the 1986 General Council. In it he stated the
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following:
There is considerable apprehension with many people that Inclusive
Language precludes the use of certain very familiar, very biblical and
historically treasured images and references for God-such as "Father" and
"He.".

.

.

At

no

time has it been

suggested that we stop using masculine
remain, for most of us, an

for God. The fatherhood of God will

imagery
appropriate
that

some

and faithful way to address the Divine. It is simply the
in our membership find the motherhood of God equally

meaningful and faithful,
(General Letter 2)
Those who resisted the
and

angry" in subsequent reports

debate

on

the inclusive

appeared to
The

hymnbook
a

use

and in

case

keeping with the biblical tradition.

of inclusive

language were characterized as "fearful

to General Council

language occurred at the

(Walker 22). By

1994

no

fiuther

General Council level. The issue

be settled.

impact of the language policy is most clearly seen in Voices United,
for the United

Church, first published in 1997. As

a

precursor to the

booklet, entitled Voices United-Services for Trial Use 1996-1997,

congregational input.

publication was
prayers, for the

The

Hymn and Worship

hymnbook. They

with reference to God in the booklet's

hymnary,

distributed for

Resource committee who authored the

entrusted with the task of assembling the
new

was

the latest

set forth their

and

appropriate liturgy, psalms,

guidelines

for inclusive

language

opening pages:

employ non-gendered images in the naming of God,
and to balance the use of male-gendered images with female-gender
images; The use of gender-defined pronouns for God will be avoided.
Exceptions would be considered in those instances where a metaphor or
simile is being employed which would make the use of such gendered
pronouns appropriate; Language will be used to characterize God's
relationship with us as other than coercive, oppressive or demeaning ofthe
dignity and worth of human beings and of creation. (Voices UnitedServices 7)

We will seek both to

Subsequently,

as a

resuh of the committee's editorial

bias, references

to God

as

Fisher 9

I
"Father"

or

"Lord" have been

substantially reduced in new hymnbook.

the Psalter section of Voices United,
word "Lord." "For

many,"

the committee

(Voices United-Services 8). The

is, for instance,
to you

we

a

prayer to

a

a

new

Mother

sing, wide is your womb,

In summary,

only nine

noted, "Lord is oppressive and hierarchical"

hynmary also

God, and
warm

great deal of controversy in the past, it is

Three

now

language.

images

|

of God. There

"Mother and

God,

wing" (Winter 280).^
as

the

it is used to refer to God, has created

norm

within both church

of the United Church of Canada.

Presuppositions

important presuppositions underlie the larger debate

inclusive God

The first has to do with the

Both supporters and detractors of inclusive God
be

adds feminine

hymn with the words,

a

is your

liturgical publications
Three

instance, in

ofthe 141 Psalter selections retain the

although inclusive language,

documentation and the

For

about the

use

of

descriptive power of language itself.

language

agree that

language itself can

descriptive ^id prescriptive in the sense that it shapes the way reahty is viewed.

Inclusivists, such
warrant for

as

Duck, Johnson, McFague, MoUenkott, and Wren, claim biblical

applying inclusive language to

our

speech

about God. Detractors, such

as

Achtemeier, Frye, Bloesch, and Cooper, also claim biblical warrant for their position.

They point out that masculine language

for God

categorically different manner than is the

predominates,

feminine

and that it is used in

a

imagery of the Bible. They contend

that, given the nature and the paucity of feminine images for God,

no

exists for the type of wholesale

calling. Moreover,

while both groups

changes for which inclusivists

acknowledge the transcendence of God,

are

biblical support

inclusivists go fiirther

by

suggesting that the very transcendence of God underscores the complete inadequacy of
^

Used with

permission.

'
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describe God. Hallett

language to

Llewellyn,

former

the United Church's General Council, makes this

Secretary for Theology and Faith of

point:

speak inclusively of God, to balance male and female, personal and
nonpersonal images, is to be aware that God is neither limited or defined
by human language. Language is metaphor. The reality is inexpressible.
(Letter to Secretaries)
To

Non-inclusivists,
and resist

Scriptures

on

the other

applying

hand,

inclusive

stress God's self-revelation

language

for God insofar

as

through the

they believe that it

stands at odds with the biblical witness and that it risks the introduction of false doctrine.
Bloesch defends the traditional

language used to describe God:

symbols corresponding not to iimer
feelings or experiences, but to ontological realities. Their dominant
reference is objective rather than subjective. They are hierarchical and
organic symbols, not male images. (36)

But

Inclusive

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit

language

advocates and their detractors

McFague, Wren, Caird, Cooper, Frye, etc.,
language that the
is the word

Bible

uses

God is

diverse

also agree that all

speak of God is metaphorical.

or

ahnost all ofthe

The

social

one

possible exception

organization and functions to legitimate its power

arrangements" (Talbert 92). Mary Daly's widely quoted dictum,
male is God"

(The Qualitative Leap 19) succinctly expresses

Theologically orthodox

scholars such

acknowledging that the Church has,
contrast to

Duck, Smith,

presupposition assumes that a "community's language for God

projection ofthe group's

this view.

as

essentially different from or interchangeable with the femiiune.

A third dominant

a

to

as

Holy. They disagree however on whether the masculine language used to

speak about

is

are

in its

as

a

Achtemeier

"If God is

femirust

male, then

application of

respond by

history, unjustly supported patriarchy (2).

Daly however, Achtemeier maintains

that masculine God

language,

as

In

found
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in the

Bible, represents

not

a

projection of culture onto

revelation of God who breaks into human
This fbird

God but rather

a

record ofthe

history (5).

presupposition points to the underlying difficulty in reconciling the

views of those who support and those who

reject inclusive language for God.

Reconciliation appears

a common

which both

impossible without

parties defer.

Whereas writers such

as

understanding of authority to

Achtemeier, Bloesch,

emphasize the importance of God's revelation to hxunanity,
feminist scholars such
be

as

as

recorded in the Bible,

Ruether and Fiorenza suggest that the

reinterpreted in light of women's experience. Indeed,

and Ivimel

canon

of Scripture must

Fiorenza makes this

point:

not the Bible or the
place of divine revelation and grace is
church
but
the
women
and the lives of
ekklesia
of
patriarchal
women who live the option for our women selves. It is not simply the
experience of women but the experience of women (and all those
oppressed) struggling for liberation from patriarchal oppression. (128-29)

The locus

or

.

.

.

tradition of a

sides have

Although both
God

language, their agendas

language long

on

use

deity fearing that it will

lead to

spirited debate

community of faith that is

of language

the other hand,

a

about the

use

of inclusive

completely different. Proponents of inclusive God

for the creation of a

and sexism and view the

inclusivists,

are

engaged in

are

as a

alarmed

liberated from

patriarchy

crucial element to its establishment. Non-

by the apphcation of inclusive language

to the

heresy and the worship of false gods. Whoever shapes the

language the Church speaks, shapes the image of God the Church proclaims.
A

In 1994 while

that the way in which
a

child. It is not

Psychological Perspective

taking a master's degree in pastoral counseling,
people view

a new

God is

concept. Aristotle,

I became

aware

heavily influenced by their early experiences
as

as

Larry Day points out, discusses the idea that
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a

exists between

relationship

a

person's belief in God

and his

(or her) relationship

with

family (172).
Several theories have been put forth to

God concept. This

study

what it has to say about
our

shall focus

our

on

the

explain the nature of the

fmdings

formation of the

of contemporary research vis-a-vis

understanding of maternal

and

and

paternal characteristics

understanding of deity.
Noteworthy both because of its influence and its

God

language is Freud's proposal that,

God is modeled after and
Freud God "is

in every case,

an

connection to masculine

individual's

perception of

changes with their perception of their fathers (147).

nothing other than an exalted father" (147). Thus,

God did not create human

beings; human beings

created God.

For

in his estimation

This, in fact, is

an

inversion of Genesis 1:27.
Most theorists would agree that

a

child's parents have

that child will view God. Beit-Hallahtni and

hypothesis

stems from

viewing rehgion as

a

a

significant impact

on

how

Argyle suggest that the "parental projection"
"cultural

projective system" (71):

a) Belief systems are not created anew by each individual as he grows
up. They are transmitted from generation to generation.
Belief
systems endure because the private fantasies and images of
b)
individuals correspond to these cultural traditions. (71)
Freud's assertions aside, the

parental

and

empirical evidence linking the influence of

authority figures with the development ofthe God concept does not

demonstrate that God is

merely a human psychological construct. Several Christian

authors/counselors have recognized the influence of childhood memory on

person's

God concept. David Eckman, Leanne

and Matthew

Linn, all writing from

a

Payne, David Seamands,

pastoral counseling perspective,

a

and Dennis

have
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ministered to those with
noted the
God.

unhealthy and unbiblical conceptions of God. Each has

importance of having a God concept that emphasizes the loving nature of

Furthermore,

a more

relationships with others.
something to

positive conception of God appears to produce better

The

psychological

say about inclusive God

data

language.

on

God

To my

concept may have

knowledge no

one

has

ever

studied the link.
In sununary,

historically the United Church of Canada has

commitment to social justice and to the
viewed

as a means

to combat sexist

equality of women.

language,

and thus, in

Inclusive

on

strong

language has been

use.

At the

the

same

time,

people's God concepts continues to

bring fascinating insights into how people view God. Yet,
been

a

spite of controversy,

United Church of Canada has stood firm in its commitment to its
the existence of psychological research conducted

shown

the link between the two has

ignored.
The Problem

Much of the tension

surrounding the implementation of inclusive language has

been attributed both to the resistance to

change and to the realization that changes in

language bring about changes in perception. If language shapes people's perception

reality,

then

a

change in the way the Church speaks about

in the way the Church views God.
for

God should result in

a

of

change

Although masculine God language has been criticized

reflecting and reinforcing patriarchy, it remains unclear what the use of masculine

God language

means

for the individuals who

use

it,

and how the

use

of inclusive God

language might change their perception of God.
Moreover, psychological research supports the view that

a

person's God concept
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is influenced

significantly from early childhood by his

correlation exists between

or

her parents. A

maladaptive childhood interactions

and

positive

unhealthy God

concepts.
The

The purpose of this
view God and the

considered how

use

study was

of inclusive

Purpose

to determine the

relationship between how people

language with reference to

God. In addition, it

people's conception of God with respect to their relationship with their

parents affected their receptivity to the

use

of inclusive God

language.

I believe that this

knowledge is of pragmatic value in considering the nature and the use of inclusive

God

language within the Church.
Theological Presuppositions
A

study of this kind inevitably must be informed by basic theological

presuppositions.

Intellectual

honesty demands that I disclose mine. Theologically,

essential agreement with the Twenty Articles of Faith

as

affirm

a

were

held to be

trinitarian understanding of God, the

both the Old and New Testaments,

God and

containing

as

the

"only infallible rule

following three affirmations

are

of particular

acceptable to

all

as

in

Gospel

evangelical Christians.

sovereignty of Jesus Christ,

Scriptures,

am

contained in the Basis of Union

of the United Church of Canada. These articles affirm the central truths ofthe

which, when they were drafted,

I

I

and I accept the

having been given by the inspiration of

of faith and life"

importance to

this

("Basis" 14).
study.

The

I discuss them in

tum.

The

humanity.

Trinity, I beheve,

shows both God's love for and God's

I affirm my behef in

conunuiuon

with

God, known as "Father" by Jesus, who raised Jesus from
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the dead and who created all
a

things. Although I view God as

distinction between God and creation, I

in the world

through Jesus

I affirm the

into human

Christ and

deity of Jesus

sinfiil

humanity,

himself,
stands

may

reject deism, believing that God has been

not

as an

as

Jesus

Christ. By

beings,

as

historical watershed

accept and embrace

a

participants

in the life of God.

Christian believers for

Jesus

was

and is the

The traditional

cross was

both

divine, and God's identification with
was

reconciling the world to

Cor.

5:19). The death of Christ
from

God,

offer of reconciliation.

means

whereby human beings become

language of the Trinity,

to be viewed

and empowers

as

adequate,

language poses

"Father" with reference

to God

a

it must retain the

to

and

uses

Central to the issue is how the

barrier. This

means

is, naming God

Trinity's

the biblical

What is at issue is how Christians may

message of the love of God and cormnunion with God

for whom the traditional

that

language is personal, relational,

point of reference for its interpretation.

congregations.

the

godly living.

speak faithfully in our current cultural context.

Canada

on

Simply put, the Holy Spirit indwells

"Father, Son and Holy Spirit," is

term

affirming that God entered

God's witness to the human heart to these

as

If a reformulation ofthe traditional

underlying theology.

am

the death of Jesus

heavenly Father's loving

Holy Spirit inspires faith,

as a

I

whereby humanity, alienated and separated

events. The

story

so

counting their trespasses against them" (2

Moreover, the Holy Spirit stands

as,

doing

"In Christ God

was a man.

active

by the power of the Holy Spirit.

history in a tangible way. Thus,

God's self-sacrifice for human

Creator and, therefore, make

can

underlying

be conununicated to

people

study explored what the use ofthe

worshippers in three Uiuted Church of

^
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Second,

I affirm the

sovereignty of Jesus Christ. The

early Christian Church was that "Jesus

is Lord"

of Jesus Christ is to understand that

precedence

over

subscription to

every other

By this

2:9-1 1).

(Phil.

claim, all other competing claims for ultimacy in human life

disciple

central confession of the
one

absolute

relativized. To be

are

a

allegiance to the risen Christ takes
ideology and every political, tribal,

or

familial alliance.

Although this gives wide
my

Lord," is

to be lived

that presuppose

an

daily,

it

latitude for

Christians to be the head

are

over

every

language

ruler,

over

not

ideological

every

foundation. To state the

authority,

attempt to

either supports

Christian faith, it does hold this confession
Christian and non-Christian

or

Christian worldviews. Jesus Christ is

2:8-10; Eph. 5:23). While this study does
whether inclusive God

"Jesus is

necessarily differentiates itself fi-om those philosophies

entirely different theological

obvious: not all worldviews

Third,

interpreting how the confession,

as a

or

answer

and
the

acknowledged by

over

the church

(Col.

question as to

undermines this central tenet ofthe

boundary that distinguishes between

critiques.

I affirm that both the Old and New Testaments have been

given by the

inspiration of God and contain the "only infallible rule of faith and life" (United Church,
"Basis"

14). Certain

streams of feminism have

rejected Christianity entirely as being

hopelessly patriarchal. Mary Daly is perhaps the most outspoken critic within this
The intent of this

study is neither to

argue

against

such

biblical story in order to acconunodate contemporary
God

language. Rather, this study,

impact
^

of inclusive God

See for instance

a

position,

objections

nor

to the

group.

to reconstruct the

use

conscious of the parameters of Scripture,

language on God concept.

Mary Daly's "The Qualitative Leap Beyond Patriarchal Religion".

of masculine

analyzes

the
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Statement of Research

This
second

study had two phases.

In the first

Questions

phase participants were surveyed.

In the

phase participants drawn from the first group were interviewed.

Survey Phase
The

following research questions

Research

Question #1.

are

addressed in this

To what extent do

participants

study.
in this

study use masculine

language for God?
Hypothesis

#1.

in this

Participants

study will use masculine language

for God to

varying degrees.
Research

maternal

Question #2.

How do

participants view God in terms

of paternal and

qualities?

Hypothesis
masculhie God

#2. All

language,

participants, regardless

have

an

of the extent to which

they use

image of God that contains both maternal

and

paternal

characteristics.

Hypothesis #3. Proponents

preferences
more

for maternal

of inclusive God

imagery to

describe God

as

language will show stronger
compared to participants who

make

prevalent use of masculine God language.
Research

Question #3.

How do the

theologies differ between those who

use

inclusive God language and those who do not?

Hypothesis
be less

#4.

Participants who

advocate the

use

of inclusive God

language will

theologically orthodox than those who prefer non-inclusive language.

Interview Phase
In the second

phase of the study forty of the seventy-eight participants surveyed
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were

interviewed. These

Hypothesis #5.
use

of inclusive God
Research

in the

forty indicated their willingness

to be

The belief systems of participants who show

language

are

Question #4.

participants' images

characterized

In what ways

figures

have had

show

a

receptivity to

the

are

early interactions

with

parents reflected

of God?

greater Hkelihood

to

or

abusive interactions with

adopt inclusive God language than those who

with their fathers.

positive relationships

Research

a

by common theological themes.

Hypothesis #6. Participants who have had negative
father

interviewed.

Question #5.

How does the

use

of inclusive

language

affect

a

person's

view of God?

Hypothesis
contributed to their
Research

#7.

Participants who

understanding

of God

as

inclusive

language believe that it has

being more feminine.

Question #6. What is the relationship between inclusive language

used in reference to God and

Hypothesis #8.
influences their

use

a

as

person's conception of God?

The type of relationship the

participants had with their fathers

conception of God.
Definition of Terms

Christian

Orthodoxy for this study is

characteristic of Christian

theological orthodoxy as

shorter version of the Christian

Gender neutral

defined

as

assenting to the values

identified

by Hunsberger on the

Orthodoxy Survey (see Appendix A).

language may be defined as language that avoids both masculine

and feminine ways of speaking of God.

God Concept A mental

representation or image,

which expresses

a

person's
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cognitive

and affective

understanding of the Divine.

Grammatical Gender A formal characteristic of words that

speech according to masculine, feminine
Inclusive

or

language will be defined as "language that treats the genders equally by

by a combination of using

or

(Cooper 25).

referring to

and

To avoid the cumbersome and

term "inclusive

language" is used,

or

by avoiding gendered language

avoiding terms of both genders equally"

repetitious use ofthe word "God," when the

it shall henceforth be taken to

mean

than 2.13

use

of inclusive

Masculine God

and

language

for God

by the Fisher Liclusive Language

forms that

inclusive

are

as

indicated

by a mean

as

those who

score

of no less

Instrument.

language may be defined as language which uses grammatical

masculine. These would include terms such

personal pronouns

such

as

"he,"

"

his,"

as

"Father,"

"

Lord,"

King,"

as

those who

adoption of inclusive language for God in the Church.

Non-inclusive

language may be defined

pattem of using both masculine and feminine

language altogether,

or

repetitious

language" is used,

used to refer

as

language that does not

terms

equally,

by a combination of avoiding

avoid the cumbersome and
inclusive

"

and "him."

Non-inclusivists for the purposes of this dissertation shall be defined
oppose the

language

"God" unless otherwise indicated.

Inclusivists for the purposes of this dissertation shall be defined

support the

of

neuter classifications.

using both masculine and feminine terms equally,

altogether,

designate parts

specifically to

use

avoiding gendered

terms of both

genders equally.

To

of the word "God," when the term "non-

it shall henceforth be taken to
"God."

or

follow the

mean

only language that is
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Patriarchy "is the name commonly given to [male dominated] sexist social
structures. Coined from the Greek

or

authority), patriarchy is

hand ofthe dominant

subordinations

a

pater/patros (father)

form of social

man or

reaching down to the least powerftil who

express

or

sex.

It

(origin, ruling,

power,

organization in which power is always

men, with others ranked below in

Sexism, is the "belief that persons
basis of their

and arche

are

form

a

a

graded series

in the

of

large base" (Johnson 23).

superior or inferior to

one

another

on

the

includes, however, attitudes, value systems, and social pattems which

support this belief (Johnson 23).

Symbolic significance ofthe parental figures means,
between each ofthe

parental figures

and the

"the semantic

similarity

representation of God" (Tamayo 73).

Methodology
This

project was

an

different groups: those who
three

the

exploratory study comparing the God concepts
use

inclusive

language

for God and those who do not. The

participating congregations were chosen deliberately based on the

people in them would provide a suitable sample population for
The

study itself has

which takes in

two distinctive

demographic information

instmments. This
The second

phases.

The first

likelihood that

each group.

employs

a

questiormaire

and combines three different survey

questionnaire was pretested and subsequently modified.
phase builds

subsequently interviewed.

on

Both

the first.

phases

are

Forty participants who filled
described in

Population
The

of two

and

more

detail in

out surveys

were

Chapter 3.

Sample

population for this study included the following three congregations:

Sackville United Church, Streetsville United Church, and Wihnot United Church. These
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congregations
would

were

provide

group. In

a

chosen

deliberately based on the likelihood that the people in them

sample population for an "Inclusive"

suitable

and

a

"Non-Inclusive"

total, seventy-eight participants took part in the first portion of the project.
Instrumentation

The survey

portion of this study made use of three different instruments. First,

incorporated a researcher-designed instrument intended to
who embrace the

use

the "Fisher Inclusive

experts for face and

of inclusive God

language

discriminate between

version of the Christian

validity. Second,

people

and those who do not. I have named this

Language Instrument" (see Appendix B).

content

it

It has been validated

the survey included

Hunsberger' s

Orthodoxy Survey (see Appendix A). Third,

Enghsh version ofthe Semantic Differential Parental

Scale

it included

originally

by

shorter

an

formulated

by

Verigote et al. (see Appendix C).
Data Collection

The data from the first

questionnaire was

phase of the project was

administered. In total,

Most of the surveys

were

cassette

shortly after the

seventy-eight questionnaires

were

distributed.

completed immediately following the Sunday moming worship

services of each of the three churches
The information

collected

surveyed.

gathered in the

second

phase ofthe study was recorded on audio

tape, transcribed, compiled, and then assessed.
Delimitations and

Although the use
pronouns such

as

of masculine

"Him" and "He"

have chosen to focus

on

the

use

as

Generalizability

language

well

as a

for God includes the

prevalent use

of the title "Father"

as

use

of masculine

of masculine

applied to

imagery,

God for two

I

reasons.
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First, advocates
most

problematic

represents
most

the

for inclusive

not

in

contemporary society. Second, for non-inclusivists "Father"

only the primary way Jesus addressed God,

prevalent appellatives used

for God

today.

but also remains

as one

of inclusive

designation "Father" means to

of the

study does not attempt to resolve

This

theological/ideological debate surrounding the use of inclusive God language.

it compares what the
use

language have found the designation of God as "Father"

a

group of people who

Rather

support the

language on the one hand, to what the designation "Father" means to
of inclusive

group of people who

reject the use

responses have been

closely scrutinized.

language on the other.

a

Their different

Moreover, this project has explored the pattems that characterize the relationship
between the
to the

use

of inclusive

language

for God and God concept

participants' relationships with their fathers

and their mothers. Its

in the fact that it provides churches and denominations with

possible benefits

and

pitfalls

paying special

of adopting inclusive God

attention

significance lies

psycho-spiritual data on the

language. The results should be

approached cautiously bearing in mind the study's relatively small sample size.
Overview of Dissertation

Chapter 2

of this work further delineates the

theological debate
show the

about inclusive

language. Furthermore, it reviews key studies that

interrelationship between God concept and masculine

characteristics that people

use

surveys used

as

well

as

validity of the instmments. Chapter 4 presents

interviews.

Finally, Chapter

5

and feminine

to describe God.

Chapter 3 describes the
and the

presuppositions that underscore the

substantiates both the

reliability

the results ofthe survey and the

interprets the results, bearing in mind the possible pastoral
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and

pragmatic imphcations ofthe fmdings. Further hnes of inquiry are also suggested.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Overview
The

use

of inclusive

language

its advocates and its detractors agree

bring
is

about

for God has

on

this:

proved to be

a

divisive issue. Yet both

they believe that language has the power to

changes in the way that reality is perceived and, therefore,

to

shape how

God

conceptualized.
Although the topic

knowledge no
God. The

one

has

of inclusive

language has been widely discussed,

formally studied the impact it has

complexity of the

issue is

compounded by the

on a

person's conception of

fact that it encompasses various

disciplines including linguistics, theology, feminism, psychology,
contributing

voices

Personally,
would argue that
the

use

a

are

anthropology.

use

of both femiiune and masculine

images

breadth of imagery is found in the Bible and that to limit

and listeners alike to

a

The

for God. I
our

speech to

"Almighty," "Lord,"

and

narrow, and to

extent, patriarchal perspective. I recognize

that to the contemporary
Bible and within

and

varied and many.

I endorse the

of the familiar

to my

ears

worship

some

of some, the

prevalent use of masculine language in the

is considered to be

Inclusive language has been advocated

"Father," unnecessarily restricts readers

as a

inherently patriarchal

non-sexist way to

and

oppressive.

speak about God. While I

support the dynamic equivalent method of Bible translation, I believe that if inclusive
God language is

worship,

uncritically imported either through translation or into

that the nature of God

distorted. Inclusive

as

revealed within and

the

language of

through the Bible may be

language, by reconstructing the root metaphors

in the biblical faith
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has the

potential

interest lies in

to lead to

an

entirely different rehgion. This is not my agenda. My

discovering more about the relationship between inclusive language and a

person's conception of God. This study focuses
who

use

inclusive

This

three relevant

for this

study.

several

language

key issues that provide the theoretical

language and introduces

linguistic considerations.

of masculine

underlying

conceptualized by those

do not.

The first section defines inclusive

The second section considers
use

how God is

language as compared to those who

chapter examines

imderpinnings

on

language

why advocates

for inclusive

language oppose the

for God. This section considers what is identified

sexist dualism and examines the claim that patriarchy is

of culture.

projected into the

Furthermore, it shows how inclusivists appeal to the Bible

their call for inclusive

to

support

language.

The third section presents the

of masculine

as an

viewpoint of those who support the continued use

language to describe God.

It considers what non-inclusivists feel is at stake

in the debate.
The fourth and final section addresses the

psychological data have to
language used to
between

name

pastoral care

say about

our

question,

"What does the relevant

understanding of God with respect to

and describe God?" This section also notes the connection

and

a

person's God concept.

Linguistic Considerations-Defining Inclusive
In

language

spite of an enormous
over

the

the

course

their terms. Moreover the

God

amount of theological reflection

Language

on

of the last two decades, few scholars have

diversity of opinion as to what to

the

topic of inclusive

begun by defining

do with masculine

language
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for God adds

a

feminists such

feminine

over

layer of complexity to the language issue
as

Judith Plaskow, Carol Christ, and Naomi

the masculine while

scholars such

Ramey MoUenkott,
retain

as

whole. Houts notes that

Goldenberg wish to

She further notes that the

Gail Ramshaw, Linda Mercadante, Aime Carr,

Rebecca

exalt the

Daphne Hampson and post- 1973 Mary Daly wish to

dispense with all anthropomorphic language (1 16).

including

as a

Oxford-Carpenter,

and

majority,

Virginia

Rosemary Radford Ruether, wish to

anthropomorphic language just as long as "inclusivity and symmetry to guard

against idolatry ofthe male symbol" (116).
The Taskforce

on

the

Changing Roles of Women and Men developed the

Guidelines for the Uihted Church of Canada in the

publication of Inclusive Language
early
was

1980s. Sanctioned

by the General Council executive. Daughters

the United Church's first attempt to

began by showing how language could be used to

among its

reinforce

existing stereotypes and how language

beings.

congregations.

It then

Daughters and Sons

never

a

gave

Either

language is inclusive,

language, by definition,

was

2.1).

language. Perhaps

it led its reader to think in either/or

equated with exclusivity and, implicitly, with sexism.

masculine and femiiune characteristics

as

it is exclusive. Hence, masculine God

the outset then, the notion that masculine God

In

Table

formal definition of inclusive

or

on

of language that could be classified

examples with inclusive language (see

significantly, through its use of examples,

categories.

could have formative influence

proceeded to give examples

exclusive and contrasted these

more

It

and Sons of God

explain and popularize the use of inclusive

language

human

first

was

language may,

From

in fact, include both

subtlety dismissed.

1997, the United Church released a booklet entitled, Just Language. Intended

to
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Table 2.1. Exclusive/Inclusive

Language
Inclusive

Exclusive

Human

Generic

Beings

Groupings

People,

Persons,

Manldnd

Women and men,
all, kin, folk

Clergymen

Clergy person, clergy men and
women, clergy

Policeman

Police officer

Fireman

Firefighter
Laity, laypeople
Clergy and spouses
Chairperson, chairman and
chairwoman, the chair

Layman
Clergy and wives
Chairman

God

King
He, him
Master

replace Daughters

and Sons, Just Language noted that "In

encourage the

of inclusive

use

language, there

inclusive language and resistance

to

its use"

categories. Thus, MacLauchlan writes,

of inclusive

some

language:

and

women

humanity,

people" (6).

spite of the positive

is still much

misunderstanding

(MacLauchlan 5).

Language continues to lead readers to think of inclusive

language excludes

people

men

all of us,

God, Father/Mother, Creator
Friend, Sustainer, Redeemer
Nurturer, Source of Life
Everlasting Arms, You, Your

Father

Language

all

Man
Men

"Inclusive

She goes

on

language

language
to

Like its

give

a

efforts to
about

predecessor,

Just

in terms of either/or

includes everyone; exclusive

helpful

and fuller definition
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language most coimnonly refers
gender balance; that is, where male and
language
female pronouns are used, male and female images of God are evoked,
and male and female stereotypes are avoided. (6)

In the United Church of Canada inclusive

in which there is

to

Other

either/or

writers, such as Duck, Sweeny, and Wren

polarity,

even as

"Father" for both
ofthe

they condemn the prevalent use

reflecting

and

that

perpetuating patriarchy.

to

of the

As

a

as an

influential and

the

same

image of God as

on

on

the

language

religious education;

distinguished hymn writer to

the

traditionalist, Garrett Green articulates the common underlying conviction

using inclusive God language means

balance it with feminine

to "eliminate masculine

language. ..[It]
.

uses

both

specific language which help
John

language for God or to

imagery" (46).

For the United Church of Canada, "Inclusive

neutral

assume

Duck's focus is

liturgy, particularly the Trinitarian formula; Sweeny's is

and. Wren brings his expertise

topic.

seem

gender-neutral language

to broaden

Cooper makes this

language is not the

our

and

a

same as

gender-

balance of gender

perceptions" (MacLauchlan 6).

observation:

people who wish to speak of God more inclusively merely want to
language for God as part of a wide variety of Scripture's
references to God, instead of limiting the Christian vocabulary almost
exclusively to constant repetition of God, Lord, Father, and he [original
emphasis]. They point out that in the Bible God is called a rock, a fortress,
a consuming fire, light, a friend, a potter, the desire of the nations,
[original emphasis] and that Scripture occasionally also uses feminine and
maternal imagery for God. By including all the ways the Bible speaks of
God in our religious language, they conclude. Christians will sometimes
refer to god as Mother [original emphasis] or use feminine imagery for
God to augment the traditional language of God as Father, Lord, and King
[original emphasis]. (25-26)
Some

use

According
mean

the

to this

use

femiiune

position,

of feminine

when

people speak

about inclusive

language

for God,

they

language as part of the whole pattem of bibhcal language

for
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God. This

but rather reflects the
uses

to describe God.

multiplicity of images, including
Cooper states

that this is the

study done for the Church of Scotland (26). This
the

feminine terms be used

position does not require that masculine and

equally

images, that the Bible

feminine

position of The Motherhood of God,

stance best reflects my

own

a

position on

topic.
For the purpose of clarity, this paper follows

language.

Inclusive

language, according to Cooper,

equally by using both

language altogether,

masculine andfeminine
or

is

"language that treats

equally,

or

God

the genders

by avoiding gendered

by a combination of using and avoiding terms of both genders

"

equally [original emphasis] (25).
"inclusive" and

terms

Cooper's definition of inclusive

The United Church of Canada,

"gender-neutral" language, has

chosen to

adopt

a

differentiating between
combined

approach

(MacLauchlan 6).
I would like to make
term non-inclusive

gendered
terms

God

equally.

opposed to

I have done

so

exclusive to describe God

for two

reasons.

the term exclusive has taken

patriarchy. Second,

use

the

language that does not

avoid

First, used in the context of the inclusive
on

use

pejorative cormotations that imply

of masculine God

imagery,

as

reflected in the

Bible,

necessarily sexist.
At its heart the intent of gender inclusive

that
or

I have chosen to

the term non-inclusive does not predispose the reader to

conclude from the outset that the
is

important distinction.

language and language that intentionally uses both feminine and masculine

language debate,
sexism and

as

one more

one

gender is

more

language is to "avoid any suggestion

privileged, prominent, valuable, desirable, normative, powerful,

gifted than the other" (Cooper 27).

It

implies that while men and women may not be
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the same,

they are

The

in fact

equal.

impetus behind changing the language used to speak of God is to

discrimination against

women.

Such

changes

the elimination of sexism. Three relevant

language, however, may entail more than

in

hnguistic considerations

Meaning: Acknowledging Polysemy, Context,
Words

possible,

then

mean

different

different

things to

people.

and

are

Change

in order.
over

Time

Yet if conununication is at all

language must assume approximately the same meaning between the

speaker and the listener, between the writer and the reader.
synonyms

eliminate

two different words with

are

Even

a

casual

glance

at

overlapping meanings:

a

dictionary ought to

words it contains: that most of them have

their range of meaning is
similar

or

whether

G. B. Caird states that

disclose two facts about the

more

than

one

defined, wherever

meaning,

we

and that

list of words of

possible, by
overlapping meaiung (synonyms). The simplest test to
a

show

have understood every word is the substitution of a synonym.

(41)
At the other end of the scale

identical in sound and

are

homonyms.

spelling has

two

is used in very different ways when
"father ofthe

village.

child,"

or

say that the

The word "mother" is

no

used to refer to "Mother Earth,"

we

These

or more

are

instances where

meanings.

refer to "Father

priest is

a

language

as a

"mother-of-pearl,"

series of word

instance, the word "father"

Time," "Father Abraham," the

on

distinctly different meanings

"Mother

Superior,"

"polysemy," that is,

words, and synonymy "are the co-ordinates which enable
stock of a

word that is

"father" to every Catholic child in the

different. It takes

the mother of twins." G. B. Caird notes that

For

a

grids" (41).

us

the

or

when

say, "She is

multiple meaning of

to tabulate the entire word

The breadth of meaning of a word

may be called its semantic range.

For the

listener, the meaning of a word is largely determined by the

context in
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which it is used. Here I quote Caird at

between context and

length to illustrate the important relationship

meaning:

weightiest rule of speech is that context determines meaning.
by context? The words we use have at least four
of
types
setting, verbal, situational, traditional and cultural, all of which
The first and

But what do

we mean

The verbal context may be narrow or
is used the paragraph, the chapter
word
the
broad; the sentence in which
even the book. The situational context includes such factors as the

have

an

influence

on

their

sense.

or

occasion ofthe utterance to the occupation of the speaker. If we wish to
understand the sentence "There is something wrong with the table," we
need to know whether the speaker is a housewife in the dining room, a

building site, a statistician in a computing firm laboratory of
official of the Water Board. The words "catholic," "orthodox" and
"priest" may be used by two different speakers in very much the same
situation, and yet with a different sense because the speakers stand in

mason on a
an

important, for example, to a
language the sentence,
attempting
"I'm mad about my flat"; he needs to know whether the speaker is an
EngUshman enthusiastic about his living-quarters or an American furious
about his puncture. (50)
different traditions. The context of culture is
to translate into his

Frenchman

Whereas the synonymy and

overlap,

context

own

polysemy of words define how their meanings

distinguishes their meaning. Since the meaning of words changes

over

time, etymology, which studies the derivation of words and tracks their changes, is

important. Etymology is relevant to
word "man," which
now

was once

this

include

will suffice to show the relevance of the

if a

man

went to

as

the

understood to encompass both male and female persons, is

culturally understood by many to

1 Samuel 9:9 the writer

study insofar as masculine language, such

acknowledges

only one gender:

change

such

ofthe

meaning

men.

A few

examples

of words to this

topic.

In

changes when he states, "(Formerly in Israel,

inquire of God, he would say, "Come,

let

us

go to the

seer," because the

prophet of today used to be called a seer)." In the history of Israel, "Yahweh," Israel's
name

was

for

God,

was

also the most

called "Master." The Hebrew noun, "ba'al," which

means

important name ofthe deity in the Canaanite pantheon.

"master"

Hence the
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practice

of calhng God

"Baal," which was done in all innocence, led to confusion ofthe

world of Yahweh with the Baal rituals

proposed the word "husband"
will call

me

Arguably,

as an

(D.

F.

Payne 109).

alternative: "'In that

To avoid the confusion Hosea

day,'

declares the Lord,

"my husband"; you will no longer call me 'my master'" (Hos.

inclusive

language is

of the title "Father"
A second

as

an

'you

2: 16).

effective way of comitering sexist misinterpretations

applied to God.

example illustrates the need to approach such linguistic change with due

caution. G. B. Caird

points how Christianity changed the semantic

content ofthe word

"God":

coming of Jesus the whole situation of [humankind] has so
to change the semantic content of the word "God." God
becomes "the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" (2 Cor. 1:3; Eph.
1 :3; 1 Peter 1:3). The Day of the Lord becomes "the Day of our Lord
Jesus" (2 Cor. 1:14). (51)
With the
altered

In essence,

as

changes

in words and in the mearung of words

accoimnodation to the cultural
the covenant

case

The

cited above, the

Garrett Green

gospel"

wams

Why is

an

continued faithfulness to

change marked the move from Judaism to

as

Duck suggests

imaging of God. Why they call

(85),

or

whether it leads to

a new

(52).
Inclusive

Language Necessary?

Inclusive language advocates believe it

speaks

ensure

only

point of contention is whether the change in the word "Father" helps the

Church "be faithful to the

religion as

in order to

mark not

relationship with God but also the transition of one distinct religion to

another. In the

Christianity.

surroundings

can

for

a

radical

about God is considered below.

to be a viable alternative to the masculine

change in the way the Christian Church
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Patriarchy and the Language of Oppression

Although inclusive language is
who advocate its

a

complex topic,

widespread use is simple:

masculine

the most basic

premise for all

language for God is

sexist and

supports patriarchy. This is Ehzabeth A. Johnson's conviction:
While officially it is right and consistently said that God is spirit and so
beyond identification with either male or female sex, yet the daily
language of preaching, worship, catechesis, and instruction conveys a
different message: God is male, or at least more like a man than a woman,
or at least more fittingly addressed as male than as female. (4-5)

Daughters and Sons of God,
inclusive

language,

shows the

one

of the first United Church

publications

consistency between the United Church's

on

official

position

and that of Johnson:

The results of this tradition of emphasizing masculine

imagery and

femiiune aspects of God have been to limit the possibilities
to understand themselves as created in God's image, to

ignoring the
for women

perpetuate sexist attitudes in our society and to limit
God.

a

report prepared by the church's Committee

denomination's

communicate, but

on

language was

a

tool with which

suggest that language and thought

so

also

issue

another: "Just

our

articulated

Theology and Faith for the

seen

not

only as

a means

by which people

they classify and order reality. Language

shape the way we see the world" (Umted Church, "Committee" 338).

one

of

thirty-first General Council. This report begins with the premise that

language shapes reahty: "Language is

with

miderstanding

(9)

The United Church's most detailed defense of inclusive
in 1986 in

our

are

understood

as

standing

in

language shapes

our

perceptions

experience of the world shapes

our

language" (339).

as

by stating, "[T]he challenge that is before us is

to

and

a

It goes

serves

on

to

to

reciprocal relationship

experiences
From

of the

world,

there, it firames the

speak of God in ways that

are
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faithful and inclusive to

our

experience" (339).

predicated on human experience.
means

to

diminish the

acceptability of language is thereby

The

The document understands inclusive

negative effects

of masculine

language

language while at the

same

as a

time

enriching the church's understanding of God:
It does not

mean we

God. It does
those which

enrich
The authors envision

our

a

must

mean we
are

now

abandon

problematic

to many in the

symbols to balance

community of faith

and to

understanding of God. (339)

balance between male and

female, personal and nonpersonal

images. They conclude with a common theme, namely,
defined

present words and symbols for

our

must seek additional models and

"that God is neither limited

nor

by human language. Language is metaphor. The reality is inexpressible" (339).
This latter theme

theological implications

undergirds the report's examination of the biblical
of inclusive

and

language:

a biblical perspective one can say this: The God of Scripture is the
God who says, "I am who I will be," God who will not be limited by
human images. To be open to new words and images for God is to be

From

faithfiil to the call of Scripture. It is also to confess God's fi-eedom.

(United Church, "Committee" 340)
The report also considers the

theological implications of inclusive language:

A cormnitment to inclusive

of God. It is

language is

confession that God is

the

recognition
than what

of this "Godness"

humanly see,
speak or understand. It is an acknowledgement that God's presence must
be sought in many different situations and circumstances. It is an
affirmation of faith that God is with us on our joumey of life, whether in
the pillar of cloud or the pillar of fire, in the blinding light ofthe mount of
transfiguration or in the cloud that succeeded it. (341)
a

For critics of inclusive

objections.

For them the

language, these

more

affirmations

are

we can

tangential to their

dispute is not over the adequacy of language to fiilly describe

transcendent God. Rather, it is whether the
work of the One whom the

changes proposed reflect the

language is intended to

name

a

character and

and portray. Critics presuppose
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knowledge of God based on God's
it is

Houts

rightly observes that the debate turns

and traditional masculine
way that feminine

Even

language to
in

language,

as

being employed, is inconsistent with God's self-revelation and, therefore,

inappropriate.

a

self-revelation, hi their minds, inclusive

as

on

the

question,

"Does biblical

imagery define and preserve the character and nature of God in

imagery does not or may not?" (1).

the 1986 report

on

inclusive language

describe God, other authors have gone

describing how masculine language for God has

emphasized the inadequacy of

beyond the United Church's position
fimctioned in

a

sexist way. I

now

tum

to these views.

Dualism at Work

Christian feminist

spirituality has been highly critical ofthe Christian church for

its acceptance of a sexist male

female dualism. Janet Martin Soskice describes the

-

problem:
If God is

seen as

conclusion is not

male, then woman is not fiiUy in the image of God. This
a new one; in fact, it was reached by a number of (male)

of the

early church-women are not fiilly in the image of
The "fathers" realized that the "image" in question was not a
God.
physical image, for God does not have a body. Rather, they concluded, it
was by virtue ofthe man's capacity for freedom, rationality, and dominion
that he was "in God's image." But these features-rationality, freedom, and
dominion-were precisely those which, according to the consensus of
classical antiquity, women lacked. In a hue that can be traced from Plato
and Aristotle right through Philo, Origen, Augustine, and up to the debates
surrounding women's suffrage of our own modem time, women have been
held to be deficient in reason and naturally subordinate, and the marriage
relationship to be one of natural mler to natural subject. (84-85)
theologians
...

Roman Catholic scholar Sandra M.

Schneiders,

connects the

use

of masculine God

imagery to this dualism:
Westem

religion and, m particular, the Judaeo-Christian tradition is deeply
patriarchal, not only in its institutional organization but in its theology of
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presented, not exclusively but
overwhelmingly,
being. Males, who are perceived to be
in
God's
unequivocally
image, are God's representatives and ministers.
God and of humanity. God is
as a

male

Women, by virtue of their female sex which is unlike the sex attributed to
God, are regarded as deficient images of the divine, unfit to represent God

worshiping community or minister to him in official cult. Women
subordinate to men, helpers to men in the work of procreation, and
thus defmed primarily in terms of their sexuality, i.e., their relation to men
to the
are

as

wives and

mothers, and their participation in the natural processes by

which human

of the

beings come into existence and thus become subjects
spiritualization processes over which men preside.

The dichotomous dualism between male divine creator and female
natural creation within which the male human is assimilated to the divine
sphere and the female human to the natural sphere is the paradigm for the
endless series of superior/inferior dichotomies that is characterized

as

pole are divine creativity, power,
intelligence, initiative, activity, goodness, independence, and at the female
pole are natural passivity, weakness, instinct and emotionality, receptivity,
evil, dependence. The short-hand cipher for this pervasive dualism is the
spirit/body dichotomy, spirit representing everything divine and body
representing everything natural. The spirit is male; the body is female.
(79-80)
masculine/feminine. Thus, at the male

Rosemary Radford Ruether views the association ofthe spirit with the male and

body with the

female

as

anthropology" (Sexism

part of the

root

and God-Talk

commonly associated with hierarchy,

problem with what

94-99).

she calls

"patriarchal

Within this firamework,

masculiiuty is

and domination:

Male monotheism reinforces the social

hierarchy of patriarchal

rule

through its religious system in a way that was not the case with the paired
images of God and Goddess. God is modeled after the patriarchal ruling
class and is seen as addressing this class of males directly. [T]hey are his
representatives, the responsible partners in covenant with him. Women as
wives now become symbolically repressed as the dependent class. Wives,
along with children and servants, represent those ruled over and owned by
the patriarchal class. They relate to man as he relates to God. A symbolic
hierarchy is set up: God-male-female. (53)
Moreover, feminists such

as

Duck, Ruether, MoUencott, and Wren reject the

"androcentrism" of the English language. "Androcentrism," according

to Elizabeth A.

Johnson, "[is] from the Greek aner/andros (male human being), [and] is the

name
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commonly given to

the

characteristics of mling

personal pattem of thinking
men

language, through its use
to refer to groups whose

are

nomiative for all

of so-called

generic terms

acting that takes the

humanity" (23-24). The English
such

as

"he," "man," and "mankind"

gender is unidentified or that contain both sexes, is androcentric.

This mascuhne bias of the
that when males

to be

and

language is viewed as reinforcing patriarchy by suggesting

viewed

as

the norm, the feminine is

thereby considered derivative

and inferior.
The

mascuhne

same

critique against sexist language in general is then applied to the use

language

for God in

approach. Mary Daly,

an

particular.

Scholars differ

on

of

the temper and tone of their

outspoken writer and feminist who has

left the Christian

Church, is the most vitriolic:

popular image of God as a great patriarch in heaven,
rewarding
punishing according to his mysterious and seemingly
has
dominated the imagination of millions over thousands
arbitrary will,
of years. The symbol of the Father God, spawned in the human
imagination and sustained as plausible by patriarchy, has in tum rendered
service to this type of society by making its mechanisms for the
oppression of women appear right and fitting. If God in "his" heaven is a
father mling "his" people, then it is in the "nature" of things and according
to divine plan and the order of the universe that society be maledominated. (Beyond 13)
The biblical and

and

The United Church of Canada,

rhetoric

or

on

the other hand, has not been

from culture and projected onto the

by some. United Church documents only go
was

extreme in its

its conclusions. Whereas the sexist masculine/feminine dualism has been

regarded as having been extrapolated

God

as

shaped by its patriarchal

between these two views is

culture"

important.

so

far

as

"image of God"

stating that "the biblical language of

(MacLaughlan 15-16).

It is the difference between

The distinction

a

patriarchal culture
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creating a patriarchal
terms

(Beyond God 13)

God. The former is
God

Talbert
that

God,^ "a symbol spawned in the human imagination" in Daly's
and

a

patriarchal

culture

briefly considered below.

Language,

explains that

Cultural
a

Projection,

and functions to

and the Locus of Authority

key part of feminists' critique of patriarchy holds

"[a] community's language for God is

organization

using patriarchal language to describe

a

projection of the group's

social

legitimate its power arrangements" (92).

Both the

interpretation and the content of certain biblical texts are viewed as having been
co-opted by patriarchal culture.
that all

images

of God

are

Feminist

The result is

human

God

Ruether believes

projection:

theology starts with anthropology, rather than deducing

male-female relations from
as

systemic sexism.

patriarchal

image and roles,

male is

an a

priori definition of God. The definition of

presumed to be

in relation to

women

a

projection of their own

self-

and lower nature, upon God. Thus it

is not "man" who is made in God's

image, but God who has been made in
A feminist reconstruction ofthe images of God thus starts
man's image.
by seeking a just and truthfiil anthropology. It then constructs images of
...

God that will better manifest and promote the fiill realization of human
potential for women and men. It assumes that all [original emphasis] of
are human projections. God in Godself is beyond
images, only partly and metaphorically expressed in any
images. The question is: what are worse projections that promote injustice
and diminished humanness, and what are better projections that promote
fixller humanness. ("Imago Dei" 277)
our

images

of God

human words and

Likewise, Sally McFague notes, "The fradition says we

inevitably means

analysis

^

we

at the same

imagine

God in

our own

are

the

imago dei, and that

image" (82). Gerstenberger begins his

philosophical starting point:

This has parallels in postmodem thought. Middleton and Walsh assert that from the perspective of
postmodem authors Lyotard, Derrida, Foucault and Eagleton, "not only is the world socially constmcted,
but it is constmcted in violent ways that invariably oppress the marginal while ideologically legitunating
those with the most world-constracting power" (145).
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All talk of God introduces limited and

incomplete (therefore misleading)
understandings
beings speak of God
conceptions
or
in
and,
doing so, always, consciously unconsciously, presuppose their
own circumstances and
possibilities. Human beings speak of God
according to their own human images. This pertains also to the perception
that God is male. It is not that Jews and Christians have taken special
pains to call God "he"; the masculine designation apparently developed
"naturally" and without great to-do. God was seen as male because in
ancient Israelite society-including the worshiping congregation-public
and dominant functions were exercised only by men. Religion and the
priesthood were reserved for men, and the ruling male elite quite naturally
envisioned God in its own image, without question and without doubt, (vi)
into

Green

rejects this view,

of God. Human

our

which he labels "role model

theology" (48):

The axiom that

religion is a projection or social construction is not really
theological but rather a pre-theological assumption generally taken for
granted by the proponents of a genderless God. Various forms of
projection theory are widely held today by sociologists, anthropologists,
psychologists, and philosophers of religion. (48)^
The

images

approach cited

of God

are

human

above raises

projection,

as

a

serious

theological problem.

Ruether asserts, then hiunan

virtually nothing about a God who transcends all human interaction,
authoritative voice of God

logical extreme, presents

as

an

God

speaks

beings

epistemological quandary.

To reduce God to

pushed to its

a mere

To hold that God is unknowable and that human

something unknowable. "For," in Lesslie Newbigin's words,

entertain rational doubt about

moment,

^

proposition on the basis

does not doubt" (The

Green states that this

has been

(47).

one

a

human

legitimacy of postmodernism' s radical
language

entirely inadequate to describe the nature of God implies that human beings
to know

could say

let alone hear the

into their lives. This view, when

construct substitutes faith in God for faith in the

questioning of reality.

If all of our

"we

have

can

is

a means

only

of some belief which, at that

Gospel 42).

theory, as first presented in Feuerbach's, The Essence of Christianity (1841)
given a sociopolitical twist by Karl Marx and a psychoanalytic interpretation by Sigmund Freud
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Ruether' s
about

doing

agenda, however, is not about knowing God. First and foremost it is

away with

patriarchy. Thus,

larger agenda that re-envisions

the

core

for

her, inclusive language is only

a

part of a

of Christianity in order to eliminate

symbols

patriarchy:

theologies in North America and Westem Europe are
engaged in an in-depth exploration of the many aspects of this
reenvisioned understanding of nature, sin, and redemption. This involves
detailed critique of how the false ideologies that sacralize patriarchy have
been constmcted in different historical branches of Christian theology. It
involves dismantling these theological justifications of patriarchy and the
enunciation of altemative views of God, humanity-male and femalerelations to the body, nature, and society that envision egalitarian
mutuality as the tme meaning of original and redeemed creation and
reconciliation with God. (Women 8)
Modem feminist

Green, in contrast, defends the preeminence of Scripture:

orthodoxy seriously-especially the normative role of
theology leads to a dilemma. If the
Scripture
Bible is the touchstone of right doctrine, then theology must leam its
doctrine of God from Scripture, not from the mores of secular culture-not
even from egalitarian liberal-democratic culture. (49)
Christians who take

for doctrine-role-model

Language may shape culture, and culture may shape language, but the central
issue for Church is who and how the normative and authoritative root

Christian community

are

to be determined and

interpreted.

"the normative role of Scripture for doctrine" is
the hermeneutical

key

for

experience"

Scriptures

is open to debate. If context determines

as

How Green's assessment of

weighed against the

"women's

a

non-sexist

meaning,

as

feminist

emphasis

of

interpretation of the

Caird insists

question of whose context supplies the definition and connotations
becomes

symbols of the

(50),

of inclusive

then the

language

paramount.

Regardless

of how the

recognizes their importance.

Scriptures

are

interpreted,

the Church

Hence both sides ofthe inclusive

universally

language debate appeal to
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Scripture in order to justify their views.

The biblical warrant for

speaking of God

inclusively is considered below.
Biblical Warrant for

When inclusive

Addressing God Inclusively

language advocates tum to the Scriptures, they frequently

acknowledge both the fact that the Bible contains
if not all, of the

feminine

images

for God and that most,

language that is used to speak about God is metaphor (e.g.. Duck; Wren;

Smith; MoUencott; McFague; Johnson). Making reference to the Trinity, Paul Jewitt
argues

that, "feminine figures could

thought about God" (240).

He

...

reasons

be used without

altering the substance of our

that the creation of men and

image supports the use of both feminine and masculine images

women

in God's

for God:

If the woman, like the man, is created in the image of God (Genesis 1 :27)
and is therefore as much like God as the man, then female imagery is just

capable as is male imagery of bearing the tmth that God is
fellowship of holy love. (240)
as

Further biblical warrant for the

that the

use

of inclusive

Scriptures contain a number of different

below lists those

Scripture,

images

feminine

use

trinitarian

language is posited from the
images of God.

and considers other arguments, derived from the

which have been used to justify the

a

of inclusive

fact

The section
data of

raw

language.

Feminine Imagery
The Christian

Scriptures

the divine. These feminine

support for Israel (cf.
hen

in

images

Deut. 32:1

relatively rare instances do
include that of a mother

described

eagle used to

show God's

1-12; Exod. 19:4; Isa. 40:31-32). The image of a mother

highlights the compassion of Jesus (Matt. 23:27;

bear robbed of her cubs

associate the feminine with

highhghts the

fierce

Luke

13:34). The image

punishment of God (Hos. 13:8).

figuratively as the mother of frost (Job 38:29),

as

of a mother

God is

the Rock who gave birth to
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Israel

(Deut. 32:18),

Christian believers
be likened to
mother

coin

(Isa.

49: 14),

Thus, just

images

feminine

(Ps. 22:9),

a

These mclude

and

as

the

as

a woman

Spirit who gives spiritual birth to

in labor

mother who comforts her child

or a woman

and male

illustrate

midwife

(John 3:5-8). Through certain other metaphors and similes, God may

a woman.

(Luke 15:8),

language

as a

who mixes yeast in

God's attributes and actions

metaphors

particular

such

as

attributes

(Isa.

(Isa.

42: 14; 45: 1-1

66: 13),

a woman

dough (Matt. 13:33;

are

illuminated

Luke

activities of God

a

nursing

who lost

a

13:20-21).

through masculine

"King," "Lord," and "Father," these

or

1),

by using

femiiune

stark and familiar

imagery.

Proponents

of inclusive

femininity, gendered grammar,

language have also appealed to etiological expressions
and the

of

personification of Wisdom to support their

arguments for inclusive language. These shall each be considered in tum.

Etiological Expressions
In the Hebrew

are

connected

the latter

of Femininity

language, the verb riham, the adjective rahum,

etiologically.

means

The former two words

are

linked with

"compassion"

"womb." Some writers have asserted that the uterine

encompassed by the root rhm signifies the image of God as

female

and the word rehem

while

metaphor

(Smith 56-57).

Here is

Smith's translation of Jeremiah 31:20:

Ephraim my dear son? Is he the child I delight in? As often as I speak
against him, I still remember him. Therefore, my womb trembles for him;
I will surely have mother-compassion upon him, says the Lord. (57)
Is

Compare this with a more traditional reading taken

from the New Oxford

Annotated Bible:

Ephraim my dear son? Is he the child I dehght in? As often as I speak
against him, I still remember him. Therefore, I am deeply moved for him;

Is
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I

Gruber

surely have mercy on him,

says the Lord.

challenges the validity of Smith's interpretation stating that Jeremiah

and other

native-speaking Hebrews were probably not fully conscious of the etiological association
between riham, rahum, and the word rehem

etiological associations
to the Lord

of this kind

are

(50).

valid then

exclusively could be construed as

"the

Gruber concedes however, that if
no

fewer than thirteen passages

image of God

as

applied

female."^

Gendered Grammar and Pronouns
The Hebrew word ruah is

frequently, though not exclusively, granunatically

feminine. The Greek word pneuma is in

a

neuter form. Li the minds of some this may

justify the Spirit be addressed using feminine pronouns.

Clark H. Pirmock is

cautiously

supportive of their use in certain circumstances:
Using a feminine pronoun would pick up the grairunatical feminine ofthe
Hebrew and honor femininelike [sic] functions of the Spirit, such as
birthing, nurturing, grieving and sheltering. It would also recognize Spirit
as associated with such feminine images as wisdom and the shekinah
presence. Spirit fosters receptivity in our hearts vis-a-vis the Father and is
often femininelike [sic] experience-coming as gentle dove, mother eagle,
and poured-out love. (16)
He

qualifies

his support

by acknowledging that the Gospel

of John

uses

the masculine

pronoun and suggests that oftentimes the pronoun "it" appears to work well. Pinnock
worries that,

by using the feminine article, people may put

femininity ofthe Holy Spirit, thereby ignoring the
and the Son

an

undo focus

on

the

feminine dimensions of God the Father

(16-17).

Hebrew words such

as

shekinah, indicating "God's presence," and hokimah,

indicating "wisdom," are both grammatically feminine. Virginia MoUencott points

^

These passages include Exodus 34:6; Deuteronomy 4:31; Joel 2:13; Jonah 4:2; Psahns
1 12:4 (see Septuagint LXX); 145:8; Nehemiah 9:17, 31; 2 Chronicles 30:9.

103:8; 1 11:4;

out

78:38; 86:15;
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that

though the actual word shekinah

presence"

as

does not appear in the

Bible, the concept of "God's

represented by glory or the cloud does (37). She

imminence with

femininity, contrasting

it with Hebrew God

associates God's

language, which she

contends, emphasized the abstract, etemal, static, transcendent nature of God. She tells
her readers that "feminine

humanlike,

terminology had to be

and personally effective attributes"

characteristics to the divine based

on

found to express God's

(38).

Yet the

more

everyday,

vaUdity of attributing gender

grammatical gender should be questioned.

Professor Mark Strauss differentiates between

grammatical gender and biological

gender:
The

inability to retain form is also significant with reference to gender
languages like Greek and Hebrew have both
which
is really just a formal characteristic of words,
grammatical gender,
and biological gender, which refers to sexual identity. While all Hebrew
and Greek nouns have grammatical gender (masculine and feminine in
Hebrew; masculine, feminine, and neuter in Greek), only rarely do they
have biological gender. For Greek terms like aner ("man" or "husband")
and gyne ("woman" or "wife"), biological gender coincides with
grammatical gender, hi other cases, grammatical gender and biological
gender are at odds. The masculine Greek noun diakonos ("deacon,"
"minister" or "servant") is used to refer to the woman Phoebe in Romans
16:1. The Hebrew term for "preacher" (qohelet) applied to Solomon in
Ecclesiastes 1 : 1 is feminine, but no one would translate "the preacher
she said." The Greek term for "child," teknon, is neuter, yet we do not use
the word "it" to refer to children. Similarly, the Greek word for the Holy
Spirit, to pneuma, is neuter. But because the Spirit is a person, we use
"he," not it. The Hebrew terms for "spirit" {ruah) and "soul" (nepesh) are
feminine, but no one would suggest that the immaterial or spiritual part of
human beings is essentially feminine. In all these cases the form indicates
grammatical rather than biological gender, and pronouns associated with
this form must often be altered in English translation to capture the
meaning of the Greek or Hebrew. (86-87)
itself. This is because

.

If grammatical
that the

gender is not necessarily indicative of biological gender,

.

then it follows

grammatical form of specific Greek and Hebrew words does not necessarily

convey either masculine

or

feminine characteristics. MoUencott's

.

analysis

of shekinah
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appears to be

instance of a feminine dualistic stereotype.

an

The United Church's inclusive

scholars have translated the pronouns the Bible

uses

The

original Hebrew and Greek texts

we,

as

questions how

Just Language,

language resource.

to refer to God:

used plural pronouns like they and
masculine and feminine pronouns to refer to God; yet most
biblical translators and worshipping communities have tended to use only
well

the male

God, in

a

pronouns.
as a

Scripture,

Notably the Hebrew word for "God," elohim,

(Exod. 21:6),

no

singular pronoun, he, when referring to

limited number of instances recorded in

plural noun, it has

97:7).

as

When

to pagan

also been used to refer to rulers

gods (Exod. 18:11;

referring to

Ps.

the God of Israel, it

is

or

a

God.

(MacLaughlan 16)

is referred to
masculine

using plural

plural noun.

Read

judges with divine connections

86:8, etc.) and probably

usually takes

a

to

angels (Ps. 8:5;

singular verb, and, therefore,

implication of any plurality in the divine nature can be inferred.
However, contrary

texts do not

use

Language asserts, the

original Hebrew and Greek

feminine pronouns to refer to God, If anything, the biblical writers

meticulous in their
Hebrew does not

goddesses

to what Just

use

even

of masculine forms.
have

a

of pagan cultures

According to Yehezkel Kaufinann, biblical

word of "goddess"

are

are

(10). Hence,

even

when feminine

referenced, they fall under the masculine rubric of

elohim.

Lady Wisdom
The Greek word for "wisdom" used in the

frequently cited

as a

biblical

lauded,

not

and she is

example of a feminine vision ofthe divine. Lady Wisdom

first introduced in Proverbs 1 :20-33 and
tradition. She is

Septuagint is "Sophia,"

plays

a

significant role within the Hebrew

only in the book of Proverbs,

but is also

prominent in the

books of Ecclesiasticus, the Wisdom of Baruch, and Job. Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza

is
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claims that
the

"Sophia is,

in fact, the God of Israel

goddess" (133-34). Cady, Ronan, and Taussig further elevate Sophia's

that, "Sophia had never developed fully as
the limitations

a

imposed on her by Judaism's

divine person

an

ecumenical

caused

a

stir

"Re-imaging"

Ben

Witherington takes

Wisdom within the biblical

significance

for Christian

Deity.

A

Conference held in 1993 in

by praying, "Our maker Sophia,

Creator God, let your milk and

as

status

claiming

co-equal with Yahweh,

strict monotheism"

contemporary feminists have embraced Sophia
at

expressed in the language and imagery of

mere

(12).

due to

Some

decade ago

participants

Miimeapolis, Minnesota,

we are women

in your

image.

.

.

.

Sophia

honey flow" (Jerrett 26).
a

different

approach.

In

appraising the importance

of

tradition, he traces its evolution and summarizes its

theology:

importance of the personification of Wisdom cannot be
overemphasized. It is an idea that, once introduced into the Biblical
Wisdom tradition, took on a life of its own and grew in importance, in
complexity, and in depth as time went on. In due com-se it would come not
only to represent an attribute of God or God's creation, but also to be used
as a way of talking about what became the central focus of Israelite faithTorah. Then, in an even more striking move, Wisdom became a way of
talking about the central figure of Christian faith, Jesus, both in some
Gospel traditions and in the Christological hymns. (50)
The

Lynette Miller identifies "Sophia" with the third person ofthe Trinity. Noting that
Wisdom

came

Wisdom

was

into

being prior to God's creative activity (Prov. 8:24-25)

present

at God's work of creation

(Prov. 8:25-30),

and that

she concludes that

"Wisdom, Sophia, is the Holy Spirif (35-36).
In

entire

"Sophia," Elizabeth Johnson finds the basis

for

a

feminine

Trinity (124-87). She describes, in tum, how the activities

those of the

Holy Spirit (124-49), how, by the use

of analogy,

exposition of the

of Sophia resemble

Christology can be re-
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envisioned in non-masculine terms
that of "father," is based

descriptive

for God

on

(150-69),

analogical language

With respect to

(173).

and how the
and

use

of the term "mother," like

is, therefore,

an

appropriate
Jesus to Wisdom's

Christology, Johnson likens

child, Sophia incarnate:

chapter respeaks [sic] Christology by telling the gospel story of Jesus

This

the story of Wisdom's child, Sophia incarnate; by interpreting the
symbol of Christ to allow its ancient inclusivity to shine through; by
as

exphcating christological doctrine to
Johnson also makes reference to

see

what is of benefit.

(154)

"Mother-Sophia":

Language traced on this female pattem intimates that birth-giving,
nuiturance, play and delight in the other, unmerited love, fierce
protectiveness, compassion, forgiveness, courage, service, and care
weak and vulnerable characterize what surrounds

us as

for the

absolute mystery.

living and life-giving experience as mothers is fitting metaphor
for speech about the gracious Sophia-God of Jesus and her worldrenewing Spirit. (175)
Women's

the

Cooper challenges
which member of the

theological orthodoxy of this approach by questioning

Trinity Wisdom is.

He states that "if Sophia

Christology simply

identifies Wisdom with the person of Yahweh and then affirms Yahweh
person incamate in

Jesus, it fails

to be trinitarian"

(217).

some

a

personification of a divine

personification of God" (216).

Although scholars
tradition,

the divine

He argues that "God has wisdom

he is wise. But that does not make wisdom God. Therefore

attribute is not

as

agree that Wisdom's contribution is

wide range of opinion exists

"Sophia" constitutes

others she functions

as a

deity

divine

while for still others she is

wisdom. Some may be

a

on

important to the

Christian

how that contribution should be assessed. For

at odds with

a

Christian

understanding of God,

personification of one or more persons

ofthe

for

Trinity,

simply a personification of an attribute of God, namely

persuaded that "Sophia" provides

credence to the

case

for the
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broad

of inclusive

use

language,

while others will

the Christian Church is

"Sophia,"

question whether,

actually praying to

the

same

in

praying to

God known in and

through

Jesus Christ.
In

argue that masculine God

conclusion, inclusivists

language both reflects

and

supports systemic patriarchy. The preponderance of masculine God language used by the
Church is

thought to

which, in tum,
beheved to

Bible,

creates

a

patriarchy by elevating masculinity

kind of sexist dualism. Moreover,

project their sexist norms unto God.

by invoking
the

contribute to

a

male-like

as are

deity.

words and

Feminine

grammatical

images

In tum,

and

forms that

of inclusive

use

language

for God

feminine

images

imagery

are

to be found in

feminine in their derivation. These
as a

basis to defend the

for God.

In contrast, critics of inclusive

masculine

language

contend that the biblical and traditional

does define and preserve the character and nature of God in
does not. A

are

they justify continued patriarchy

arguments, along with the use of "Lady Wisdom," have been used
broad

femininity

patriarchal cultures

metaphors

are

over

snapshot of their beliefs

is

a

way that

presented below.

What Is at Stake?
For

has been

opponents of inclusive language, the issue is

patriarchal

uses

are

Christian church

in the past. Most would agree that it has. Nor is the issue whether

not the Church should

that these

not whether the

use

feminine

appropriate so long

as

imagery or metaphors
they adhere to

the

or

for God. Most would agree

maimer

in which the Bible itself

feminine imagery. Rather the central issue is how Christian believers should address

God. Those who insist
the Jewish

nor

on

using masculine names

the Christian

and titles for God

point out that neither

traditions, in the main, have equated masculine language for
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God

as

meaning that the bibhcal God is male (Zeigler 326). Therefore, contrary to

who advocate the

neither

use

of inclusive

language, masculine language

for God is viewed

having been the creation of a patriarchal society nor as reinforcing

as

those

sexism

within the Church.
The

primary concem often expressed by opponents

its introduction into the Church's pattem of praying and
the way that the

a manner

names

that is

language

and titles that

are

for God is not

interchangeable,

compromised when inclusive language is

changing rehgions" (52), Hence,
is used, it should retain "the fiill

diminish, alter,

or

an

image of God in

introduced. Garrett Green

"changmg religious metaphors

meaning and specific teachings

language

means

for God

of biblical revelation and

(Cooper 191),

briefly consider the use of masculine language for God in

the Bible with particular reference to Jesus'

use

ofthe term "Father." Moreover, I shall

objections against the use of inclusive language as raised specifically within the

context ofthe United Church of Canada. Then I shall

viewed

at odds with

and that the

critics insist that if and when inclusive

undermine them"

The sections that follow

cite the

addressing God is

part of the biblical record preserve

echoes the sentiments of many when he notes that

does not

language is that

Scriptures portray the Deity. Underlying their concem is the conviction

that masculine and feminine
masculine

of inclusive

as

favorable

over

feminine

The Bible's Use of Masculine

explore why masculine language is

language for the names and titles of God.

Language

for God

Unequivocally, masculine, hierarchical language dominates the Bible's
characterization of God and those who worship him. According

Caird, the five metaphors that

are

most

commonly used to

to biblical scholar G. B.

express God's

relationship
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with his

worshippers

master/servant"

(176).

references to God
the

are

are

"king/subject, judge/litigant, husband^wife, father/child,

After

a

thorough study, Cooper concludes

that the feminine

categorically different from their masculine counterparts.

He makes

following generalization:
Most ofthe Bible's masculine

language has the linguistic fimction of

God is and what he is like. In other words, it both
identifies and describes God. Scripture's feminine language only has the
linguistic fimction of telling us what particular attitudes and actions of
God are like. [M]ost ofthe masculine language identifies God by name,

telling us both who

title,
Of special
term is

or

appellative. (131)

significance to this study is the use of the term "father"

Although the

prominent throughout the New Testament, it is used to speak of God directly only

about twenty times in the Old Testament

(Cooper 106).

The

Gospels record Jesus having

called

God, "Father," 170 times and, with only one exception,

prayer

using

any other

liturgical

and

never

invoking

God in

appellation.^ With reference to the Pauline literature, Hamerton-

Kelly states, "[T]he Paulme
to

for God.

evidence suggests that the "father"

quasi-liturgical usage.

The

appellation was

early Christians did not talk

confined

about God

as

"father," they talked with him" (87). The Apostle Paul begins all of his epistles with the
invocation, "Grace and peace from God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ" (cf. Rom.
1:7; 1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1:2; Gal. 1:3-4; Phil. 1:2; 1 Thess. 1:1; Phil. 1:2; 1 Thess.

l:l;Pliilem. 3) (87). Hamerton-Kelly lists fiirther instances ofthe use of the name Father:
Furthermore the

appellation occurs in a thanksgiving (2 Cor. 1:3; 1 Thess.
1:2-3), an oath (2 Cor. 1 1:31), an acclamation (Phil. 2:1 1; 4:20), an
intercession (1 Thess. 3:11-13), a benediction (Rom. 15:6; 2 Thess. 2:1617), a baptismal liturgy (Rom. 6:4), and a creed (1 Cor. 8:6; 15:24). When

we

add to these the acclamations in Gal. 4:6-7 and Rom. 8:14-17

evidence for

^

The

Psalm 22: 1

a

liturgical

context appears to be conclusive.

...

the

(87-88)

exception is found in Matthew 27:46 and Mark 15:34 wherein Jesus, dying on the cross, quotes
crying, "My God, my God why have you forsaken me?" (Hamerton-Kelly 71).
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J. D. G. Dunn beheves that sohd evidence exists to suggest that Jesus
addressed God

by the Aramaic word abba (618). Pointing to

Aramaic word itself occurs and the clear attestation that the

Christians

(Rom. 8:15; Gal. 4:6)

term must have been

so

precious to

Palestiruan believers into Greek
had been

in

disciples, [and]

as a

same

was

used

it would not have been

clearly imply" (619).

regarded "as

was

earliest
of abba

use

distinctive of

Spirit ofthe Son,

In summary, Dunn

"[T]he Ihcelihood remains that Jesus was marked out among his fellow Jews
the fact that abba

by early

Duim concludes that the

Duim notes that if the

distinctive hallmark of the

Romans 8:15-17 and Galatians 4:6-7

form

disciples that it carried over from the

worship. Moreover,

widespread among the Jews,

Jesus and his

Mark 14:36 where the

Greek-speaking churches,
the

regularly

in the way

adds,

at least in

his characteristic and regular form of address to God in prayer"

(619).
Objections
To

to Inclusive

Language

acknowledge the prevalence

of masculine

recogiuze the formative role of "Father"

does not, in fact, prove that inclusive

importance to

as a name

language

language to

describe God

or even

for God within the Christian fradition

for God should be avoided. Far greater in

critics is the conviction that the biblical pattem ofthe masculine

God must be maintained, lest God's self-revelation to

humanity be distorted.

of Kimel, "The triune God has named himself, and he Ihces his name"

naming of

In the words

("The God Who"

188). Cooper challenges the

ftindamental thesis of inclusivism "that claims that the

Bible's feminine references

speak of God

justify naming God Mother" (131).
speak about God,

it is used in

as

to

though he is a femitune person in order to

He concludes that when feminine

conjunction with masculine imagery,

a

language is

used to

phenomenon he
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names

"cross-gender" imagery.

He defmes

something associated with one gender as

a

cross-gendered imagery as
figure of speech for

a

of

and pronouns for

linguistically improper.

Pannenberg denies the interchangeability of male and female names

Wolfhart
with

use

person ofthe other

gender" (127). Therefore he considers using feminine names, titles,
God

"the

specific reference to Jesus' designation of God

as

Father:

concretely personal way of relating to God is made accessible only by
Especially, it is not self-evident to call God Father, as Jesus
did. Rather, it was Jesus' particular message of the nearness of God and of
his kingdom that enabled him to approach the divine mystery in a spirit of
such familiarity and intimacy. Therefore, in the Christian language about
God, "Father" is not an exchangeable metaphorical expression on the
same footing with words like "mother" or "fiiend." (31)
The

revelation.

A United Church

Critique

Donald Paris has been

an

outspoken critic

of the

use

of inclusive

United Church of Canada's latest hymnal. Voices United. Here I
Voices United

as a

widespread use,

focal

and because it is

whole. Likewise, the basic
of Voices United

choosing to

use

point for the following discussion both because of its

representative of the way inclusive language

being employed in the United Church of Canada's worship

hynrns

am

language in the

for God is

materials and documents

theological objections raised by Paris with respect to

are

highly applicable to

language is used. Of Voices Uiuted Paris writes

as a

the

other publications where inclusive

the

following critique:

hymns it diminishes the Father [original emphasis].
In its psahns it diminishes the Lord [original emphasis].
In both hymns and psalms it diminishes the Trinity [original emphasis].
And it even goes beyond Arius in making room for the Mother Goddess
[original emphasis]. (1)

1. In its
2.

3.
4.

In the first case, he notes that Voices United

substantially reduces the number of
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times the

"Father" is used for God. It has been

name

with terms such

naming

God

as

"Maker, Creator, God etemal,

"Father" is that it is both

as

warmth and respect.

Thus,

altematives is twofold.

depersonahzes

and intimate

First,

God. Jesus'

and Luke 10:22

are

and

own

use

and evokes both

of

"Father" with inclusive

terminology
1 1 :27

sayings of Jesus, suggests that he had a unique

and that his

knowledge came by and is passed on by
"All

things have been handed over to

Father, and no

one

me

knows the Father

to whom the Son chooses to reveal him".

problem with using nonpersonal terminology

by the United Church's

a sense

experience, assuming that the record of Matthew

knows the Son except the

no one

importance of

The

(Paris 1).

of nonpersonal

Gospel the verse reads,

except the Son, and those

inclusive

taught by Jesus

the extensive

knowledge of God,

by my Father;

Parent"

problem with exchanging the term

considered authentic

revelation. In Matthew's

The

the

or

replaced in over one hundred hymns

1986 report

language is not "to

on

inclusive

for God has been

acknowledged

language. Noting that the purpose

abandon all reference to God in

of

personal terms" (United

Church, "Committee" 339), it quotes Rita Gross who purposes moving, "God the Father,
not to the Verbs of Verbs, to the

androgynous deity" (339).
Instead, they

nonpersonal God concept, but to

imagery of bisexual

an

The authors ofthe 1986 report do not dwell

stress the balance between male and

on

this

image.

female, personal and nonpersonal

images, and affirm that language is metaphor and the reality inexpressible (339).
Yet, clearly the notion of a "bisexual androgynous deity" is
biblical

portrayal of God's identity. Thus,

a

second

a

problem emerges, namely,

attempting to balance masculine and feminine terminology for God,
of God emerges. Edith

deviation from the

a

Humphrey, commenting on the Mother/Father,

in

non-biblical view

Goddess

or
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God/she

coupling, writes that this

transcends

sort of language call calls to mind not

sexuality but an androgynous

or

a

"God who

hermaphroditic deity of grotesque

proportions" (43).
The second focal

point of Faris' critique is

the

hymnbook' s

avoidance of the word

"Lord." Faris vmtes that out of 141 Psalm selections in Voices Uiuted,
the title

'Xord," while, in comparison, the NRSV translation ofthe Bible records only

twelve of the 150
was

only nine retain

based

on

hierarchical"

the

psalms that do

not use

operating assumption that "for many.

(2). Faris questions who

of being driven

the word "Lord"

by a "radical

feminist

The committee's revision

Lord is

takes offense and

agenda" (2).

(2).

oppressive

accuses

and

the editorial committee

The issues raised

by the

editorial

committee's decision to eliminate the title "Lord" from many of the Psalms

reaching.

To cite

"O God, you

(866).

This is

translates the

are

one

specific example. Voices United records Psahn

great and highly

to be

praised;

your

145:3

are

as

far-

follows:

greatness is beyond all measmre"

significantly different from how the New Revised Standard Version
same

passage: "Great is the

Lord, and highly to be praised; his greatness is

unsearchable" (New Oxford). Taken together, the breadth of changes to the Psahns raises
concerns

so

about the

integrity of identifying specific texts

substantially from it.

second person address,
"God" and "Lord"

as

The differences include

a case

people do
in

point.

for God,

as

well

as

to

a

freating

functionally equivalent.

find the term "Lord"

She is

"Scripture" when they deviate

changing the third person address

ehminating the masculine pronoun

Nevertheless the editorial committee's
Some

as

concerns

oppressive.

should be taken into account

Feminist

theologian Salhe McFague is

highly critical ofthe "monarchial model"

of God

as

represented in
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terms such

"King"

as

and "Lord"

alternate set of metaphors

In her book Models of God, she proposes

(63-69).

including God

as

Arguably, whether the term "Lord"
Indeed it may be viewed
us

from

as a

sin, death, and from

The critical

in

subject to

is

as

Lover, and Friend.

oppressive or not is

a

matter of perception.

liberating confession of faith in the One who

all other false claims to

is able to free

hves of believers.

ultimacy in the

point, however, is implicitly acknowledged by the change. Namely,

insistence of changing the

change

Mother,

meaning.

terminology necessarily produces

The rationale for the

a

change

the

of metaphor and

change is problematic precisely because

the whims of its hearers. Such

a

an

rationale fails to

provide

a

check

a

it is

against the

bowdlerization of Scriptm-e.
With respect to the

Holy Spirit,"

is invoked

Trinity,

Faris notes that the trinitarian name,

only twice in the

times in the United Church's

as

previous hymn book (4).

frequently replaced by the words "God"
these

entire book

or

"Creator"

compared to being included fifty

The

or

"Father, Son and

name

"Maker"

"Father" is most
or

"Source"

altematives, Faris complains that these wordings "can all flow from

absfract urutarian

god," and that they leave

open the

a

distant

question whether "Jesus

and the

Holy Spirit are tmly and equally God, along with the first person of the Trinity,
they refiise to

name

Father"

(4). Bloesch,

in his book

Battle for the Trinity, states, "To affirm God
as an

absolute

person of the

being, but also

coexists

as a

as a

on

inclusive God

Trinity means

Trinity is only named in a fimctional capacity

that God not

such

as

entitled

only

as

exists

If the first

the "Creator"

"Source," then the interrelatedness between the persons of the Trinity,
from God's activities in the

whom

language

fellowship within himself (31).

Given

(4).

or

the

conceived apart

world, is lost. Bloesch continues, "Trinitarian monotheism
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affirms that there is
consciousness in

a

one

Subject interacting within itself in three ways,

threefold self-relatedness"

Consistent with its commitment to

Church of Canada has taken steps to
formula in other
be

asked, "Do

arenas.

For

by the Spirit?" (Celebrate
Canada

362).

are

for

God, the United

reaffirming their baptismal faith may

God, who has created and is creating, who has

to reconcile and make new, and who works in

Triiuty.

problematic insofar as

Holy Spirit.

come

us

in

and others

God's Presence-A Book of Services for the United Church of

problem with this confession is that it does

the Creator is

Jesus and the

language

provide altematives to the traditional trinitarian

between the first and second person of the
as

inclusive

In the past candidates for ordination have been asked for the

affirmation. One

Father

(31).

instance, those who

you believe in

Jesus, the Word made flesh,

use

divine

one

as

adequately distinguish

The functional

designation ofthe

it dimiiushes the creative work of both

A second altemative

Triune God in the Book of Services is

not

same

accepted as

a

profession of faith in the

follows: "Do you believe in

God, Source of

love; in Jesus Christ, love incamate; and in the Holy Spirit, love's power?" (362). This
formulation is

appealing, yet it is subject to Faris'

interpreted as flowing

from

a

criticism: its

"distant abstract unitarian

god" (3).

Finally, with respect to including the name "Mother"
Faris notes that "at least six hymns and three prayers

contained in Voices United (3). These include
you

we

sing: wide is

your

altemative versions of the

womb,

warm

a

is your

(916).

as a

descriptive

naming the Mother

hymn that begins,

Faris condemns the

God
use

as

for God,

Goddess"

are

"Mother and God, to

wing" (Voices United 280)

"Prayer of Jesus" that address

"Father and Mother of us all"

language could be

and

"Father-Mother" and

of this matemal

terminology
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by pointing out that the nation of Israel struggled against the Mother Goddess religion of
the Canaanites who

worshipped Baal

of God is neither masculine

having

introduced

especially

in

a

nor

and Asherah

feminine and

accuses

"bisexual Mother Goddess"

light of the United Church's

(3-4).

(4).

the

producers of Voices United as

Fans' criticism

1986 report

favorably quoted Rita Gross's proposal to move "to

He notes that the Christian view

on

an

inclusive

seems

appropriate

language that

imagery of a bisexual

androgynous deity" fRecord of Proceedings 339). However,

the

parallel between the

contemporary use of the title "Mother" in prayer and hymnody and ancient Israel's

struggle against idolatrous worship
that the term "Mother" is not

meanings.

Moreover the

present in either the
it in

worship

Why

or

Anthony C.

name

"Father"

to reinforce

or

"Mother" alone. What it

to

a

sexual dualism not

means

to those who hear

explored by this study.

Language Predominantly Masculine?
Thiselton notes that the argument for

depatriarchalizing language
with modem

synonym for "Father." The words have different

apposition of "Mother-Father" points

in prayer is

is the Bible's

a

of pagan deities is not obvious. What is obvious is

full-scale program of

about God presupposes that the ancient biblical writers

gender stereotypes

patriarchal

a

and used

began

language either consciously or unconsciously

social stmctures:

If the ancient biblical writers did not begin with the gender stereotypes
projected back by the modern world, their choice of the gender-related
images had a different significancefrom that presupposed in much current
popular debate [original emphasis]. The use of "Father" in biblical
traditions does not necessarily presuppose an anti-feminist social
orientation: it is used analogically to designate the relation of care,
compassion, authority, and social discipline which both parents, regardless
of gender, can exercise towards their children. What makes the term
offensive to some is the sociological assumption that it carried for the
biblical writers the pre-determined stereotyping of a later age. On this
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basis the language is
John W.

perceived to be exclusive. (459)

Miller, in an important work entitled Biblical Faith and Fathering: Whv

We Call God "Father." views bibhcal

contained within the

book, he draws

patriarchy in a positive light.

on

ancient

Canaanite

mythology.

the Enuma

so

gods

of Mesopotamia

These cultures

were

as

portrait of God as

and he is killed. In tum, his wife, the Mother
kill her children.

father

(43-55).

contemporary with that of ancient Israel. In

Elis, the father god Apsu is characterized

persuaded to

essay

recorded in the Enuma Elis and that of

as

brutish,

irritated with his children that he wants to kill them. His

death is

one

religious tales dating from the second

millennium BC and then compares them to the biblical
He draws from the father

In

at odds with his

plans

are

wife, and

spoiled, however,

Tiamat, in the aftermath of her husband's

She, too, is murdered.

Her

son

Marduk succeeds in

fashioning the universe with the remains of her body (46).
In Canaanite

mythology,

Baal's

universe. Faced with the demand

by

a

father. El, is

creator and titular mler of the

rival named Yam-Nahar to hand

over

El accedes to his wish. Baal is left to defend himself. In this and two other

portrayed not as

a

Baal,

tales. El is

sfrong father figure but the opposite: weak and inept (J. Miller 48).

Miller then tums to

a

third

myth that included a father figure and fimctioned

paradigmatically within Egyptian culture.
(father).

his son,

Here Osiris is

wicked brother. Set.

portrayed

as a

He recounts the tale of Isis

benevolent mler, but he

was

Subsequently, he had to be rescued by his

(mother)

outwitted

wife and his

and Osiris

by his
son

(J.

Miller

49).
These

myths

are

then

compared by Miller to the biblical portrayal of God as

"Father." The God of Israel, unlike those

portrayed in the ancient contemporary myths.
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insists that those who
God is

a

"jealous"

serve

God

(Exod. 20:5;

addition, this God is good.

15)

him shall service him alone

He created his

and gave them covenant

community

as

Deut.

Deut.

(Exod. 20:3;

5:7). Thus this

5:9; 32:16; Josh. 24:19; Num. 25:1 1). In

people.

He liberated them from

stipulations (Exod. 20) with the promise

bondage (Exod.

of blessing to the

they were passed on and implemented (Exod. 6:1-12). Finally,

acknowledged as

"Father"

(Deut. 32:6;

Jer.

this God is

3:19; Isa. 63:16; Mai. 2:10; Luke 11:2; Eph.

3:14, 15). "Being father (and not mother), this jealousy must be understood," writes
Miller, "first of all,

daughter deities

as

paternal jealousy directed against competing mother,

for the

right to primacy in his

Clearly the biblical
near

eastem

patriarchal
the

father

patriarchahsm" (J.

God

own

family" (J.

Miller

son

and

50).

religion "is simply not continuous with wider ancient

Miller

52). Miller concludes

espoused by Israel has positive

that the

powerful

and

loving

social ramifications for the stmcture of

family:
[Tjhe Bible registers an important socio-religious shift, one in which, on a
human level, men began assuming a larger role in the care of their
families..
[I]ts firm belief in God as effectively caring father undergirds
and encourages human fathers in the taking on of caretaking roles. In light
of what we now know about the importance of fathering for the emotional
well-being of children, this may be viewed in itself as a not inconsiderable
contribution to the life ofthe world. (52)
.

.

Other writers, such
biblical

as

Achtemeier, Scott, and Kimel, have tried to explain the

preference for masculine language by stressing its theological significance in its

ancient context. Old Testament scholar Elizabeth Achtemeier believes that the

widespread biblical preference for masculine imagery for God may be explained by
God's desire

as

Creator to be

The basic

distinguished from creation:

reason

for

[the masculine] designation of God is that the God of
creation, and therefore

the Bible will not let himself be identified with his
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worship not the creation but the Creator (cf. Rom.
rightly understand ourselves and our place in
the universe, the Bible tells us, until we realize that we are not gods and
goddesses. Rather, we are creatures, wondrously and lovingly made by a
sovereign Creator. The Bible will use no language which undermines
this confession. It therefore eschews all feminine language for God that
might open the door to such an error, and it is rigorous in its opposition to
every other religion and cultic practice that identifies creation with the
creator. (8-9)
human
1 :25).

.

beings

..

But

are

to

we can never

...

According to Achtemeier,

the

use

between the Creator and creation,

Christianity's

monotheism. The

You shall not make for

earth beneath

or

of masculine

the distinction

thereby ensuring Judaism's and, subsequently,

prohibition,

"You shall have

yourself an idol in the

in the waters below"

denial ofthe existence of other

language preserves

other

no

form of anything in heaven above

(Deut. 5:7-8;

gods (Deut. 5:35;

Exod.

20:3-4) results

Isa. 43:10-1 1;

on

the

grounds

the

and

goddesses-the ultimate

primeval sin, according to

the

exphcit

for God such
as

as

Creator

finally make ourselves

Genesis 3 and the rest of

scriptures" (9).
In the

the

and

we

or on

In her article

that it obscures the biblical distinction between God

and the creation itself: "If God is identified with his creation,

gods

in the

44:6; 45:5).

"Exchanging Gods," Ehzabeth Achtemeier rejects feminine language
"mother"

gods before me.

same

vein David A. Scott, in

Episcopal Church,

rejects

it

is of the

on

the

same

dismisses the

nature

feminine imagery equates the

as

essay critical of liturgical texts

metaphor of God giving birth to

grounds that it implies

(human)

an

the world. He

"that the creation is of God's nature, since

its mother"

essence

proposed by

ofthe

(247).

a

child

Like Achtemeier Scott beheves the

deity too closely with creation:

These prayers thus invite worshipers to count themselves as children of
God after the fashion of Christ's etemal, uncreated Sonship-that is, to
view themselves as proceeding firom the essence of deity and therefore as
being by nature (not by adoption, which is the new Testament teaching)
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children of God. This is

a

clear contradiction of classical

theology. (247-

48)
Whereas proponents of inclusive

language point to

itself and from that

language

use

feminine

who favor the fraditional masculine

as a

the

analogical nature

of language

counterbalance to the masculine, those

naming of God

argue that the proper context for

understanding the New Testament naming of God is grounded ontologically.

Bloesch

favors this view:
Such words
but

Father, Son, and Lord, when applied to God, are analogies,
analogies sui generis. They are derived not from the

as

they
experience of human fatherhood or sonship or lordship,
act of revealing himself as Father, Son, and Lord. (35)
Kimel

rejects

are

all other referent

than the context of God's

points

being

as

for

but from God's

interpreting the naming of God as Father other

revealed

through Jesus Christ:

God the Father and the Son is to

speak of the deity as he is in the
reality and relations of his divine essence. It is thus to know him
objectively, truly, accurately. When we name God Father, we are naming
him neither by absfraction from creation (via negativa) nor by infirute
extension of creation (via eminentiae) nor by self-projection (mythology);
rather, we are identifying him by the etemal Son, who belongs to the
divhie being and is proper to the Godhead, who has projected himself into
creation in the person of Jesus Christ.. In Jesus oiu: theological reflection
and knowing are ontologically grounded in God [original emphasis]. (The
God 196-97)
To

name

immanent

.

Other scholars such

as

employ the metaphor father to

Duck and Wren contest the usefiilness of continuing to

God in

associate God with the "Father"
to

reinforce sexist

to the

.

as

worship. They ask whether our culture

revealed

by Jesus,

patriarchy and male domination.

or

continues to

if it hears father in such

Duck believes the latter and

a

way

as

appeals

Church to find new ways to address God:
"God the Father" has

reigned at the pirmacle of patriarchal power. For the
witness, for the sake of loving Christian
sake of children yet bom, we must find ways to speak

sake of effective Christian

community,

for the
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of God that dethrone this false idol and that witness to the God made
known to us in Jesus Christ. (9)
A

key assumption among critics of masculine language has been that it contributes

belief that God is male. This

assumption should be evaluated not only in terms

grammatical gender that people

psychological data pertaining to

use

to

battery of questions

images

come

describe God but also in terms of the

Data

on

the God

included in the "General Social

Survey" was

"When you think about

to your mind?" and "Would you say

all?"

Concept

Opinion Research Center surveyed 1,599 people. Among the

imagery. Respondents were asked,
these

in Roof and Roof 202).

familial-personage images with more traditional types

included "Creator,

religious

categories including regions

affiliation. With

preference. Overall,
Friend

Protestants and

the averages

were as

images

(25 percent)

and

Spouse (17 percent).

significantly lower positive responses

"Creator"

still the

preference

age and

gender,

and

Catholics, regardless of
same

(82 percent).

Father

Lover

affihation had
was

contrast

according to

virtually the

follows: Creator

(62 percent). Redeemer (61 percent).

Mother

evaluated

were

and denomination showed

percent). King (51 percent). Judge (47 percent),
percent).

of belief. These

ofthe country, level of education,

only slight variations,

gender, geographic location,

percent),

somewhat

Healer, Friend, Redeemer, Father, Master, King, Judge, Lover,

Liberator, Mother and Spouse" (202). The results
collated into

religious

on

Surveyors wanted to

"soft"

(qtd.

section

extremely likely,

or

likely at

a

God, how likely do each of

likely,

not

ofthe

God concepts.

Psychological
Li 1983 the National

to the

order of

Healer

(69

(61 percent). Master (55

(44 percent). Liberator (43
Jews and those with

across

all

in both of these groups. This

no

religious

categories, although
study was interpreted to
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show "the androcentric nature of the Westem

Keating note,
predicated

Daly 1979; Goldenberg 1979;

three studies, each
God. In the first
that ofthe

study, they

referred to God

were

a

as a

second

required to

God"

Meadow 1980; Ruether

asked

In

1979)" (368).

gender of

to the

subjects to write a paragraph about God. They found

fifly-seven subjects, forty-five wrote paragraphs referring to God in masculine
use

"father." The remainder

In

god is male (Christ and Plaskow 1979;

employing different methodologies, they inquired as

form, either through the
as

thinking in theology and in the psychology of religion is

"Some of feminist

upon the observation that the Westem

Clanton 1990;

Foster and

god" (Foster and Keating 366).

of male pronouns

or

by describing God directly,

for

example

spoke of God in gender neutral terms. None of the subjects
only two subjects used the pronoun(s)

woman, and

study, fifty-three participants completed

circle "male"

or

a

he/she

questionnaire

"female" when asked how "most

(369).

in which

they

people would describe

(370). Fifty people circled "male," two "female," and one did not circle either

(370).
The third

study

asked

fifty subjects to

answer a

questiormaire

about what

thought most people in society believed about God, while a comparison group
eight subjects were
asked if they
"God is

a

asked about their personal beliefs

agreed that "God is

a

conceming

heavenly Father," "God is

a

God. The

more

heavenly Father" than "God is

a

people agreed that "God is
With respect to the

a

than four times

as

many

a

subjects were
and

to the cultural

agreed that "God is

heavenly Mother." More than three times

heavenly Parent" than "God is

of forty-

heavenly Mother,"

heavenly Parent" consecutively (371). The results pertaining

constmct of God revealed that

they

as

a

many

heavenly Mother" (371).

personal constmct of God, Foster and Keating note, "[Njearly
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two thirds

(33

of 50

concept)" (372).

subjects) agreed that God was

The results of their

a

Father but not

a

Mother

(male god-

study also showed the following:

subjects chose Mother but not Father (female god-concept),
subjects indicated both Mother and Father (both male and
female). Only two subjects chose Parent but neither Father nor Mother
(neither male nor female), and six subjects rejected all parental images.
(372)

None ofthe

and nine

None ofthe

When

subjects rejected both Father and Mother while accepting Parent.

they differentiated between Christians

found that "The Christians

.

.

.

were

most

and

.

.

and

.

none

of this

were

Keating believe that these results provide strong

concepts

are

male

assumptions

forms

are

Keating' s

for masculine

second and third studies

language with a gendered

used. In

spite of its use of anthropomorphisms, the traditional

agreeing that "God is heavenly father"
a

and

A

God constmct.

using male pronouns

prefer masculine language to

feminine

spite of its use of anthropomorphisms,

Christian

majority of respondents

majority of subjects believe that God is male.

of respondents
In

and

study, they erroneously infer biological gender when masculine linguistic

position has been that God is neither male nor female.

that

of

god-concept and many people's personal god-

participants to identify God according to linguistic gender categories

hi the first

Foster and

(373).

subsequently equate a preference

mean

likely to reject all parental

evidence to support the

This conclusion is unwarranted. Foster and
force

most

sample endorsed Father but not Mother" (373).

feminist writers that the Westem cultural

Keating

likely to endorse Father only, both Father and

Mother, [while] Non-Christians by comparison,

images

Foster and

non-Christians,

does not

It does

mean

necessarily

that the

majority

language when referring to God.

the traditional Christian

position has
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been that God is neither male
is

heavenly father"

and

nor

In

language to
small but

a

majority of respondents agreeing that "God

using male pronouns does

subjects believe that God is male.
masculine

female. A

feminine

It does

mean

that

were

important study, Kunkel

then transcribed and

two hundred uiuque

redundancy,

or

recurrent

the researchers

they seem to

go

one

to

four, with

one

according

indicating "not at

The map reveals

nurturant

human

versus

as

as

were

were

were

or

three-word

able to

was

identify

analyzed for
God-images.

piles according to

compiled into
like for them

a

In

"how

questiormaire in

on a

scale fi:om

indicating "extremely well" (197).

then

plotted on a "map" and "clustered"

(see Appendix D).

eight clusters with the images organized along the two

versus

anthropomorphic (dividing the map vertically),
et al.

198).

such

as

and

Kunkel et al. observe that the

images tended to be grouped by role "Man," "Woman,"

"Brother"

and, by

"Teacher," "Ruler," "Judge," and "Lawmaker." Images of

"powerfiil" were placed between the regulating and benevolent

of salience
than

were

all" and four

the results

and ten men,

final list of eighty-five

sort each item in

puiutive (horizontally) (Kunkel

regulating functions,
God

a

the items

to how the items had been sorted

dimensions of mystical

The researchers

themes, and, after the themes

participants to

Using multidimensional scaling,

women

responded with one, two,

asked to describe what God

were

majority of respondents prefer

et al. asked ten

analyzed.

together" (197). Further,

which participants

that the

managed to compile

tum, the researchers asked the

necessarily mean that a majority of

language when referring to God.

"What is God like?" The twenty participants

phrases

not

ratings suggested that participants

tended to view God

more

functions. Pattems
often

as

"Father"

"Mother," "Powerful" and "Nurturant" rather than "Punitive," and, in more
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traditional ways such

as

"Creator," "Everlasting," and "Everywhere" than in

nontraditional ways such
The small

as

"humorous"

or

'Voman"

sample size of this study limits

underlying pattems

and stmctures of God

its

images

(198, 200).

generalizability. However,

for these

the

participants suggest that

masculine and feminine God

language is simply a fimction of a larger category, namely,

"human roles."

feminine traits, such

Stereotypical

"compassionate,"

are

not

grouped with "mother" or 'Voman," nor is

grouped with stereotypical masculine characteristics
This

"comforting," "loving,"

as

such

as

"man"

"powerfiil"

and

and

or

"father"

"strong."

study raises the possibility that no statistically significant association between male

and female God
If such

a

evidence
social

trend

language

were

and

stereotypical masculine

reflected in

larger samples sizes,

showing that a society's

norms

God concept is not

and stmctures. Moreover, the

masculine God

language may be more

or

feminine characteristics exists.

then it would

provide important

merely a projection of its

own

study also suggests that the prevalent use of

indicative of a preference for traditional

terminology than androcentric bias.
Larry G. Day makes

a

usefiil assessment about how

people

arrive at their

conception of God:
The word God is

a

symbol which is going to

take

on

its

meaning

and

definition from the referent group in which the child lives. All the
religious gestures connected with God, such as those illusfrating

spirituality, are going to take on affective and cognitive meanings so that
family member is able to interpret the gestures of others in accordance
with shared meanings. His mental perspective and his ability in roll taking
will effect the development of the child's God concept because both
derive materials from the parent's frame of reference. (177)
The results ofthe aforementioned studies support this view

outside the Christian tradition

are

less

likely to use

showing that those who

and share fraditional Christian

are

images.
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Masculine God

language,

group. It is therefore
use

of masculine

like the tenn

imperative to ask,

terminology as

it

"God," takes

meaning within a given referent

"What psychological

applies to

meaning is underlying

the

God?"

Louvain, spent over a decade "working

The Centre for Psychology of Religion,
out and

on

improving a positive method capable of determining to what extent and

according to what pattems

our

contemporaries' representation of God is mediatized

through the Father and Mother images" (Verigote and Aubert 432). Verigote

and

Aubert,

through a three-step process of literature review, categorization and factor analyses,

and

ranking by qualified judges, attempted to identify qualities that people normally attach to
fathers and mothers. In
After

all, fifteen matemal and fifteen patemal qualities

preliminary testing,

to ask

respondents to

three items

were

by past experience, but rather,

In this way,

the

selected.

added to each category. The researchers chose

"describe their parents, not

thought they should be" (433).

were

as

they had known them,

but

as

they

they chose not the "Memory-image" shaped

"Symbol-image"

that results

more

broadly fi-om the

desires, expectations, and a broader range of experiences including interactions with the

family constellation

as

weh

as

with societal

norms.

This distinction is

important, particularly since the "Memory-image" conesponds
affective

meaning of a word

for

an

more

extremely

closely to the

individual; whereas, the "Symbolic-image"

conesponds more closely to the cogrutive meaning^ ("Parental Figures" Verigote 17-18).
Then, in

a

series of four surveys held in

Europe, Africa,

the United States, and

Asia, researchers conelated people's matemal and patemal qualities with views of God.
In

a

fifth survey, the measurement instrument was

^

are

This has

affective

by

profound implications
nature.

for pastoral care,

improved

and tested

especially in light of
chapter.

This shall be considered later in the

on a

larger scale

"Parataxic Distortions" that
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in

a

North American

setting.

following results

The

from their studies

were

statistically

significant:
1 Matemal
.

qualities

are more

qualities

are more

attractive than

likely to be attached to

the

image

patemal qualities

ofthe

so

that matemal

Father, the image ofthe

Mother, and the image of God;
2. The Mother

the Father

image

image strongly correlates with matemal characteristics.

appears less

homogeneous, drawing on both matemal

and

In contrast,

patemal

qualities; and,
3. The God

matemal

'Tather

qualities.

Taken

even more

qualities

complex incorporating both patemal

image incorporates
same

time,

a

some

image than matemal qualities
together this

are more

and the Father

shows that the God

strongly

patemal qualities

are

the

image is broadly viewed encompassing both

Verigote

and Aubert add that

same

primary-composite factors

as

matemal and
one

The first

child,

cares

was

the

patemal elements.

who "stands for

were

identified

"Being-for-the-child"

Reflected

availability,

for him and

patemal

law and order"

qualities that some psychologists
(436).

cross-culturally.

some

associated with God than with the father concept. These

consider to be "constitutive elements of Fatherhood"
Two

sfrongly than the

image (Verigote and Aubert

"knowledge, power, might, justice, authority, model,

Interestingly, they

more

and

stronger correlation exists between matemal qualities

and matemal characteristics.

patemal

include

The

image." At the

and the God

436).

image is

participates

reflecting

psychoanalysts

the God concept

constmct that consisted of both

by the Mother image,

active but

and

(436).

it suggests that God is

unpossessive presence that welcomes

in his life"

(Verigote and Aubert 439).

the

When the
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same

category is applied through the Father matrix, it stands for the foUowing:
offers himself to his child as a model, an invitation to
identification, a discourse that acknowledges him, a symbol of autonomy,

[One who]

success; he enters the child's reald

future, happiness and

[sic]

to introduce

him into the universe of work,
world, finally he
secures through his work the material survival of his child. (438)

into the social and rational

A second

primary-composite

identified with the Father

Philippines,
mere

factor is identified

and the Uiuted States

authors

in the Mother

as

(all

"consistent with the

image" (Verigote

Mother embodies

some

they were her own:
matemal

she

the "law" factor. It

six

communities).

The fact that it is viewed

four

communities)

Congelese

and

and Aubert

438).

The authors

essentially patemal aspects,
merely projects them into

continue, "Indeed, the

but she does not

assume

the child's life while

focused

on

the

Congo, these functions were viewed

"protecting

and

as

if

the law factor is

severity of the law-making Father,

bipolar,

as

The

the

Belgium and the

held in tension with the matemal function

accepting" (439).

The "contour"

or

secondary

which Mother, Father, and God

factors

are

images vary

Femininity, Protection, Intuition,

Warm

those factors that express the ways in

across

cultures. The matemal factors include

Tendemess, and Mediatress. This latter term is

exclusively present in the Mother image and means "the Mother who
fimction."

them

loading them with

Indonesians stress his power, and the Americans, his knowledge. In both

of

is considered

composition within the six communities that were studied.

Filipano

as a

secondary role the other patemal dimensions play

valency and specifying their patemal origin" (439). Moreover,

not identical in its

was

image in Belgium, the Congo, Columbia, Indonesia, the

by-component within the Mother symbol (in only

by the

as

(Verigote

and Aubert

439). The patemal

factors include

mediates

patemal

Almighty, Big man,
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Knowledge, Disciphnary, Future,
Verigote

and Aubert found that the

mediated the God
the

and Norm

(439).

degree to which the Mother and Father images

images varied according to

culture. In

Belgium, the symbolic power of

parental images varied according to the gender of the respondents.

patemal image strongly mediated the image of God, although girls, in

boys, placed a heavier emphasis

on

specific matemal

In the

Congo, the

contrast to the

factors. In Columbia and in North

America, the overall images ofthe Father and the Mother equally symbolize divinity.
the Asian

communities, the image of God is

seen as more

In

patemal than matemal,

especially when viewed in the light of his specific components (440-41).
Building

subjects

on

same

methodology, Alvaro Tamayo conducted

firom six different countries

Philippines,

a

study with 360

including Belgium, Congo, Colombia, Indonesia, the

and the United States. He wanted to examine

the stmctures ofthe
the

the

possible cultural variations

in

mother, father, and God figures and in the symbolic significance of

parental figures (73). Tamayo

to the mother from the

found that "God is

invariably closer to

perspective of the patemal dimensions,

than to the father from the

perspective of the matemal

the father than

and closer to the mother

dimensions"

(97). Tamayo

and

Dugas found that significant cultural differences had emerged. They concluded that with
reference to both its extent and pattem, the

symbolization ofthe God figure by the

parental figures was largely determined by the cultural
Noteworthy is

the fact that these studies

were

environment

conducted in societies that fostered

nuclear families wherein the father was the custodian of the
societies. Moreover the
in

a

samples

Catholic milieu and with

a

in these studies

were

("Influence" 107).

authority,

taken from

Cathohc education. The

a

not in matrilineal

population of students

exception was the Belgian group.
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which included adult
and

respondents

actively involved

were

some

of whom

in professional life

The conclusions of these studies

are

were

married,

were

heads of families,

(Verigote and Aubert 435-36).

relevant to the debate

on

inclusive

language.

First, they undercut the claim that masculine language for God is synonymous with the

perception that
mediated

more

through cultural referents.

described
to

God is male. A

both matemal and

as

thorough analysis

shows that the

The God concept takes

on

image

of God is

what, culturally, could be

patemal qualities. Therefore, while God may be referred

semantically as male, the way that people perceive God clearly embodies both

matemal and

patemal

characteristics.

Given the patriarchal context within which this

study was conducted,

the level of

matemal characteristics attributed to God is remarkable. The evidence contradicts

feminist claims that the Westem concept of God is

subsequently,
hi

Tamayo

symbol

a

that

patriarchy reflects culturally masculine

less ambitious

and

exclusively masculine and,

Dugas

study conducted

found that the mother

of God than did the father

at the

images.

University of Moncton, Canada,

image showed

image (83).

God

a

stronger correlation to the

Conducted among French

speaking

students, their study found no differences with respect to the gender of the subjects.
However, they did find that intellectual and professional training seemed clearly
associated with differences in the

image of God.

Art students tended to view God in

matemal than patemal terms; while for science and graduate students, God was
modeled

on

the two

parental images. They speculated that, perhaps,

higher intellectual development or professional training,
image

and the

parental image decreases (83).

the

as

more

equally

individuals obtain

similarity between God
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Alternatively,

the differences may

undergraduate students.
found that American

18)

Li

study conducted

respondents

and post adolescence

into the

a

image of God,

(18-20)

thus

simply be a function of the younger ages

of both

in the United

sexes

tended to

of

States, Vergote and Aubert

between the ages of late adolescence

(16-

integrate more intensively the matemal values

making it richer and more complex

and

probably more

individualized (437). Thus the differences that appear in Tamayo and Dugas may
reflect the older age of graduate students who have

passed through their late teens

simply
and

early twenties.
Bassett et al. note that several

Elkind,

authors, including Fleck, Ballard, and Reilly,

and Goldman have concluded that the

correspond to Piaget's preoperational,

periods

of cognitive

developed

a

concrete

operational

Bassett et al. have

finally into

the formal

increasingly diverse

of development into the concrete

operational stages,

and less literal. For

flowing beard most frequently reminded those

in the

the

a

conservative Christian

Sunday

therefore, the familiar imagery of "the

school

pictures that remind them of

instance, while

a

"man with

a

of God,

a

preoperational stage

picture of Jesus with children was most popular among the
Bassett used

and formal

series of pictures that have been shown to remind their viewers of God. As

and

God become

operational,

development (4). Using Piaget's framework,

people pass through the preoperational stages
operational

development of religious concepts

as

concrete thinkers"

his test group. Not

cross, the flame and the dove"

was

surprisingly,

the most

popular image among formal (abstract) thinkers (76).
Sweeny generahzes when he links patriarchal standards to people who
remain in the Concrete

Operations Period of development:

(76).
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Given the

quality of sexist language encountered in the United States of
not surprising that patriarchal standards are accepted too

America, it is

easily by those persons who remain somewhere within the Concrete
Operations Period. People who remain in the Concrete Operations Period
tend to t^e what is said literally and have difficulty in dealing with
meanings intended beyond a literal interpretation of words involved. (163)
The

"projectionist theory" of God,

as

espoused by

feminist scholars such

as

Ruether, McFague, and Gerstenberger, reflects what Allen Winter calls "metaphoric

parallelism." Winter describes "metaphoric parallelism"

metaphorical representations
"there is

a

of social facts"

(27).

parenting styles reported by children,

by both generations.

Their research

surveys

by Search Institute

a

showed
some

a

and the

images

nationwide

showed

of God held

parallel between the

images

of God

were

predicted youths'
In

a

God

images,

More

parallels

specifically,

youths' impressions

as

properties

images of God held

study,

between

which

more

than

did parents' God

was

based

on a

parenting styles reported

by both generations. Further,

study involving two samples

found evidence that
children:

reflected in

and real

sample of families who completed

God-human and parent-child

(186).

gods,

from data collected from

degree of congruence between intrafamilial social

believers hold ofthe Divine

are

metaphoric parallelism

and the

in 1982-1983. The results of the

sample of fifth through ninth graders,
by children

gathered

[that]

theory of metaphoric parallelism

for parallels between

3,400 mother-father-youth triads in

to

attributed to the

Hertel and Donahue tested the

was

"theistic assertions

(27). According

parallel between the characteristics

of the social world"

as

the evidence

relationships, indicating

structure and the

images that

the results showed that
of parenting

parents'

styles, which in tum

images (186).

of children ages four to

eleven, Dickie

et al.

parenting style played a role in the development of God concept in
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When parents were perceived as nurturing and powerful (especially when
mother was perceived as powerful and father was perceived as nurturing),
children perceived God as both nurturing and powerfiil; more like father in

early childhood and more
God

seems

to become the

like mother

perfect

or

both parents in middle childhood.

"substitute attachment

figure" as

children separate from parents with age, or when fathers are absent firom
the home. Girls' images were more related to parents' attributes and

discipline styles than were boys' God-images. In childhood,
who directly and indirectly impact God-images. (25)
Beit-Hallahmi and

Argyle reviewed

basis of the data presented that "the
and

a)

the

six different studies and concluded

on

it is parents

the

similarity is greater between the deity image

opposite-sex parent or (b) the preferred parent" (73).

Yet, the effect of parental socialization upon their children's God concepts should

imply the nonexistence of God apart firom social construction.

not be taken to

anthropomorphisms,

and

even

of Jesus'

illumine the sacred. As such, the

parables,

is to allow the

family may be viewed as

The role of

commonplace to

God's

providential means

of

kindling the child's perception ofthe Divine.
Adults'

Conception

of God Distinct from Childrens'

Although studies with children provide

parallelism"
change.

Fowler, drawing

Piaget and Kohlberg,
the life

and

"metaphoric

children grow into adolescence and young adulthood their

as

James

evidence to support

has

on

the

cognitive

developed his

own

and moral

images

development theories

theory of faith development (53).

cycle of a human being beginning with the "Undifferentiated Faith"

concluding

purposes of this

with the very

study,

rare

"Universalizing Faith"

the transition from

of

He traces

of infancy

of post-midlife. For the

"Synthetic Conventional Faith" of adolescence

into the "Individuative-Reflective Faith" of young adulthood bears

Lownsdale describes this transition

of God

succinctly:

scrutiny.

Scott
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early adulthood the task of assuming responsibihty
beliefs, and attitudes emerges. The
longer defined by the composite of one's
roles and meanings to others, and begins the process of individualizing the
previously held conventional faith. The creation of a rational, workable,
world view is the goal.
Symbols are translated into conceptual meanings. There can be a demythologizing period in this stage in which creeds, symbols, and stories
are critically analyzed and reshaped into new, meaningful,
conceptual
formations. Previously meaningfiil images can be discarded or
transformed into new and more powerfiil ones. (59)
In late adolescence and

for one's commitments, hfestyle,
person now claims an identity no

Developmental theory,

as

children's views of God
familial influences and
of God

as

reflected

are

transformed from

interactions, into

typified by most adults.

parental interactions,

by Fowler, thus describes

an

adult's

more

a more

Whereas

the process

thinking,

concrete

abstract and

by which

dominated

complex conceptualization

child's view of God is referenced

a

understanding

by

of God is mediated

through

through the sense

of

self.
A

study done by Buri

relationship

of 331 Catholic

of God to their

and Mueller

college

supports this view. These authors studied the

students'

conceptions ofthe wrathfiilness-kindliness

parents' nurturance, permissiveness, authoritarianism,

authoritativeness, and their

own

self-esteem.

and

They found that although parents'

nurturance, authoritarianism, and authoritativeness

were

related to their

conceptions

of

God, the variable of self-esteem far outweighed all other variables in accounting for the
variance of God concepts

(17-26).

Psychiatrist Daniel J.

Heinrichs

sees an

analogy between the developing

relationship between parent and child in object relations theory and the relationship
between human

child's

ability to

beings

and God.

According

to

object relations theory,

relate to others and the world around him

or

the

capacity

for

her is laid down "in the

a
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child's
the

relationships within the home, in the dyadic relationship with the mother,

triangular relationships with the parents

and with

result of early interactions between parent and

experiences

of having been

for

healthy

if nurturance is

self- and

continues, the

sense

same

as

At this

adequate and frustration is not excessive,

object-regard is

laid

of aloneness and

the child leams that

time

(122).

As

a

bond is formed. Out of the

merely an extension of the self.

physically separated from the parent.
crisis"

a

in the home"

nurtured, the child realizes that she or he is dependent upon

the parent and that the parent is not

differentiation,

child,

siblings

and in

one

(123).

point of self-

the foundation

As the process of individuation

anxiety accompany the

child's

These

trigger a "rapprochement

feelings,

cannot be both

in tum,

exploration of being

totally free and totally secure

(123). Heinrichs notes what the rapprochement crisis means

at the

to the child:

This situation sets the stage for the parent's interactions with the child
around limit setting, where the child leams to subjugate his or her will to

significant other. Where threats or coercion play a prominent
acquisition of this developmental task, the child leams to
to
another
out ofthe fear of losing a necessary relationship. Where
submit
this developmental task is achieved in a relationship of love, firmness, and
understanding, submission to authority evolves within an atmosphere of
freedom from fear of object loss, and the balance of freedom and security
through obedience to rightful authority is acquired. Having achieved the
that of the
role in the

freedom to submit to another without fear, the child has leamed what tme
freedom represents-capacity for saying yes and no both to self and to

others, and the assumption of responsibility for personal choices. (124)
In Genesis 2:16-17 it states that God gave
In it the Lord God commands the

the tree of the

man

,

and

woman

knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat,

their estrangement from God
distorts their

only one "boundary."

"You may eat of every tree of the

it you shall die." The exercise of their freedom to

guilt

man

for in the

but of

day that you

reject their Creator's will results

(Gen. 3:1-12). They feel guilty; they are

image of God, causing them to

garden;

eat of

in

ashamed. Their

fear God and to hide from him
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(Heinrichs 125).
Heinrichs
as a

real

object,

posits that human beings have the capacity for relating to God and that,

God portrays

health, by the developmental
relational

an

image

that is

status of our

subject to

capacity

experience with significant others,

and

for

distortion

misconceptions

about the

state of mental

object relatedness, by our

by the quality of interpersonal

experience we have with those who propositionally teach us
labels

by "our

about God"

(122). Heinrichs

image of God as parataxic distortions (121).

He

gives

a

definition of parataxic distortion:
Parataxic distortion is defmed

is based

on a

fantasied

or

as

any attitude toward another person which

distorted evaluation of that person

or on an

identification of that person with other figures from past experiences. It is
fiirther defined as a phenomenon in which feelings, thoughts, or

expectations originating in one relationship are reenacted in another
relationship, serving to distort the character of that latter relationship,
thus being inappropriate and anachronistic when applied. (121-22)
In contrast to writers such

assumes,

correctly in my view,

as

Ruether, McFague, and Gerstenberger, Heinrichs

that there is

a

God and that human behigs

can

know

enough about God to be able to identify a "parataxic distortion" of God's image.
assumes an a

priori conception of God or

an

experience of God

projectionist theory of God

those who subscribe to

a

that God does not exist

or

also have

can

be

as

agent. In

an a

can

be

sufficiently known so

recognized and labeled as

that

an a

He

contrast

priori assumption

cannot be known. Those who subscribe to

agent who is revealed in history through Jesus Christ, make
God is real and that God

and

a

view of God

as

priori assumption that

parataxic

distortions of God

such. This latter position, I would contend, represents

biblical faith reminiscent of the author ofthe book of Hebrews who wrote, "And without
faith it is

impossible to please God,

for whoever would

approach him must believe that he
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exists and that he rewards those who
are

also foundational for

The distinction between

concept is crucial for pastoral
women

view of God
such

as

compared to

and Pastoral Care

accurate

an

For

care.

understanding of God and a faulty God

instance, Kane, Cheston, and Greer found that

perpetrated by a

women

child abuse is

"father" for God may stir
Kevin G.

who

were

father

not

have

figure,

a more

sexually molested.

prevalent within society,

associations

negative

and the

negative

Feminist

writers,

his

or

her

image

He believes that while

some

of God

change,

clients may fear

then his
a

finds that when

or

negative images

.

.

.

which may be little

introjects-is not abandoning God" (1 10).
and David A. Seamands have

Others such

more

as

developed methodologies

David
for

began with the question, "What is

language, and

J. B.

a

the

listed

a

self-image changes
they have

primitive superego

Eckman,

Leanne

Payne,

correcting "parataxic
Seamands understands the

Issue

relationship between inclusive God

person's God-concept?" Having

Phillips

client in

distortions."

Summarizing the
I

a

of God-especially

than

distortions."^^ Appendix E provides a picture of how David A.
development of "parataxic

her

loss of faith in the God

always known, they can be reassured that "abandoning images
restrictive and

appellation of

(43).

Culligan of the Institute of Carmelite Studies

psychotherapy has

in 1952.

assumptions

Duck, suggest that the firequency of the "Father" metaphor for God in worship is

problematic insofar as

(110).

Concept

survivors of incest,
as

1 1 :6). These

apologetics.
God

adult

dihgently seek him" (Heb.

done

a

brief review of some of the

dozen false unages of God in his book Your God Is Too SmaU. first published
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relevant

literature, the following conclusions

1. The

meaning

of specific words and

are

warranted:

phrases

are

the word has been and continues to be used. Whether the

God

language is

words and

exclusive

imagery

for the

depends

the referent

on

of reference for

masculine God

contains feminine

begin with

expositors

metaphors used

dominates. Defined

through the

by these writers

masculine

as

psychological

people's conception of God,
stereotypical matemal

images

and

use

of mascuhne God
for

femiiune

meaning

ofthe

of patriarchal culture. As

a

leads to the conclusion that

the bibhcal tradition

as a

referent

language. Although the Bible

God, masculine imagery and terminology

context of the bibhcal

story, masculine hnagery for God

divinely inspired and theologically motivated;
hterature

in

provides
the

evidence that while the

meaning

appear to reflect

general,

of that
a

Scriptures

terminology as

use

well

as

combination of both

patemal attributes;

psychological literature

of their parents and their

projectionist approach,
are

critique

a

appear to

terminology in reference to God,

5. The

the

or

imagery is sexist;

point for determining the meaning

4. The

of masculine

point that defines

defining masculine God imagery, this

3. Traditional Christian

is viewed

use

community;

2. Prominent feminist scholars

point

shaped by the context in which

a more

also shows

images

a

correspondence between

children's

of God. While this has been taken to support

thorough analysis suggests that children's God concepts

mediatized through their parents;
6. The evidence suggests the existence of a correlation between both positive

and

negative

a

God concepts and

early childhood interactions; and.
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7.

Negative images

of God and healthier

may be "corrected" to conform to

interpersonal interactions.

more

positive valuations
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CHAPTERS
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The Problem

The United Church of Canada
and women's

equality.

has been addressed

Inclusive

language is

exphcitly at a national

1980 the Church's General Council
to

places

traditional masculine

imagery such

an

level

or

excludes

women

The debate

issue that

appeals

to all three values and

by the United Church since

as

language" in its publications.

"Father" when

Trinity has been especially controversial. Yet,

assumption that when people call

high value on social justice, inclusivity,

1976. In

passed a formal resolution calling the United Church

and avoid "exclusive

identify, change,

a

at the

God "Father" their

referring to

same

The avoidance of

the first person of the

time, the xmderlying

language supports male superiority

has not been tested.

surrounding inclusive language shows

that theological

concerns are

paramount in determining whether or not inclusive God language is used. Critics within
the Uiuted Church such

as

the United Church Renewal

Fellowship,

Concem, and Church Alive have each voiced their objections
in United Church

God

language

have

questioned the

publications.

extent to which

Scholars such

the

Community of

to the removal of masculine

as

Achtemeier and Bloesch

proponents of inclusive language stand within the

biblical tradition.

Moreover, research with children suggests that the way in which they view God

directly reflects

the way

they view their parents.

abstract and diverse. Studies done

In

adults, God concepts

by Buri and Mueller have found

how young adults feel about God and how

a

are

far

more

correlation between

they feel about themselves.

The evidence
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suggests that

a

parents, their

own sense

believe that

relationship

to the

use

a

exists between both

significant relationship

of inclusive

of self, and their

conception of God. Given these relationships,

am

and her

addressing is this:
or

his

and includes both

use

use

inclusive God

question was

participants.

underlying theological
intended to

research
on a

This

study is

language?

mean.

The

answer

question did this.

participants

to this

The second

understand the

use

of

question reveals something about

language is perceived

The third research

The first part

question was

as

being

exclusive in the

intended to

explore the

differences between the two groups. The fourth research

question

explore any link between early childhood interactions with parents

receptivity of or the resistance to the use of inclusive language.

question was

intended to

a

avoid it, I first needed to

language and those who

and

The fifth

explore how inclusive language might have an effect

person's conception of God. Finally,

explore the relationship between the use
of God.

between

In order to compare the differences

groups. The first research

the basis upon which masculine God

either the

relationship

Questions

intended to fmd out what

masculine God language to

was

of inclusive God

section; the second, the interview.

distinguish between the two

minds of the

What is the

study incorporates both a survey and an interview component.

between those who

research

person's receptivity

a

quantitative and qualitative components.

Research

is the survey

I

language.

person's conception of God

This

view of their

person's

may also exist between these factors and

Therefore, the question I

exploratory in nature

a

the sixth research

of inclusive

question was

language

and

a

intended to

person's conception
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Survey

Phase

Research

study

and

questions

one

through four are

addressed in the survey

phase of this

found below.

are

Research

Question #1. To what

extent do

participants in this study use masculine

for God?

language

Hypothesis #1. Participants in this study will use masculine language

for God to

varying degrees.
Statistics. I used
in their

use

a

of masculine

Likert scale to

language

for God. To do so, I

language

Explanation.

well

as

language
the

for God.

psychological

I have chosen to

commitment

or

whether there is
and other

a

which

language

about God. For

antecedents that
Likert scale to

differ

groups, I

Question #2.

I have

explored the theological
from another.

participants' strength of

hi

doing

so, I will be able to observe

relationship between the strength of commitment to

theological or psychological

debate has

reject the use of

distinguish one group
measure

language

comparative purposes,

embrace and those who

By comparing these two

use a

participants

compared to their avoidance of masculine

rejection of inclusive God language,

Research

matemal

as

degree to

The most contentious element in the inclusive

distinguish between those who

masculine
as

for God

the

employed a researcher-designed questionnaire.

been the avoidance of masculine

chosen to

measure

inclusive

language

factors.

How do

participants view

God in terms of patemal and

qualities?

Hypothesis #2. All participants, regardless
masculine God language, have

an

of the extent to which

image of God contains both matemal

they use

and

patemal
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characteristics.

Hypothesis #3. Proponents
preferences
more

for matemal

of inclusive God

prevalent use of masculine God language.

Parental Scale
each person

hypotheses

developed by Verigote

was

masculine God

performed.

were

measured

et al. Factor

For

about God who transcends

if a preference for inclusive
attributed to God.

actually means

analysis

that

use

of God

one

gender categories.
the

This

question

are

language

seeks to determine

degree to which matemal

attributes

gendered God language

ascribed to God than matemal

qualities.

language differ in their

from those who

reject an inclusive approach to

language.
Question #3. How do the theologies differ between those who

language

Hypothesis
be less

for

listener, male gendered God

it determines whether male

patemal qualities

of masculine God

Research

inclusive

thirty-six variables

another, it may simply be a traditional formula for

language influences

Conversely,

more

For

Of particular interest is how proponents of inclusive God

understanding

of the

Semantic Differential

language were compared.

language implies that God is male.
speaking

using the

Then the results for both the proponents and opponents of

Explanation. Language is multi-vocal.

the

show stronger

imagery to describe God as compared to participants who make

Statistics. These two

are

language will

use

and those who do not?
#4.

Participants who

advocate the

use

of inclusive God

language will

theologically orthodox than those who prefer non-inclusive language.

Interview Phase
The fifth

hypothesis related to the third research question is

addressed in the
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interview phase of this study. Therefore, this section begins with
foUowed

by three

fiulher research

Hypothesis
use

of inclusive God

question number three was

1982 and later

study.

I define

an enormous

receptivity to the

part through both the

orthodoxy in Christian theology

developed by FuUerton and
1989.

literature reveals that inclusive

amount of theological

denominations. Given the

first

answered in

adapted by Hunsberger in

Explanation. A survey of the

the

a

language will be characterized by common theological themes.

represented by the Christian Orthodoxy Scale,

provoked

It is

questions.

smvey and the interview sections of the

Hunsberger in

hypothesis.

#5. The behef systems of participants who show

Statistics. Research

as

a

language has

reflection, especially within mainline

theological diversity within the United Church of Canada and

history ofthe inclusive language

debate within

our

denomination,

I

expected to

find

profound theological differences underlying the use or nonuse of inclusive language.
raising this

third

I

question,

was

seeking to

find out the nature of those

In

theological

differences.
Research

in the

Question #4.

are

early interactions with parents reflected

participants' images of God?
Hypothesis

father

In what ways

figures will

#6.

Participants who

show

who have had positive
Statistics. This

Explanation.

a

have had

negative or abusive interactions with

greater likelihood to adopt inclusive God language than those

relationships

question was

with their fathers.
answered in the interview section of the

Previous research has found

child interactions and how

people view

God. In

a

correlation between

addition,

one

study.

early parent-

ofthe main arguments in
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favor of inclusive God
a

language

contests the wisdom of using masculine God

social context in which child abuse

and females who have suffered

their fathers may have
other

a

by male authority figures

abuse, have been ignored,

difficult time

hand, the image of God

as a

heavenly Father may in

inadequate relationship with

an

the nature ofthe

between the

figure,

relationship

and their acceptance
Research

or

a

heavenly Father.

participants' images

How does the

use

God

of their father

by

On the

fact compensate for

earthly father. With this question I sought to

rejection of inclusive

Question #5.

prevalent.Both males

have been abandoned

or

relating positively to

is

language in

an

determine

or

father

language.

of inclusive

language

affect

a

person's

view of God?

Hypothesis
contributed to their

#7.

Explanation.

change

in

question was

viewed God. This

use

as

inclusive

language will

being more

answered in the interview section of this

shape the way people

about God should have

question sought to

share how it has

feminine.

Both advocates and opponents of inclusive

the power to

language

who

understanding of God

Statistics. This

language has

Participants

view

study.

language believe that

reality. Presumably then,

the

brought about a change in the way that people

find out how inclusive

language might influence

a

person's conception of God.
Research

Question #6. What is the relationship between inclusive language and

a

person's conception of God?
Hypothesis
influences their

#8. The type of relationship that the

participants had with their

fathers

conception of God.

Statistics. The

answer

to this research

question was built on both the

survey data
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and the information

gleaned

Explanation.
inclusive
of the

The

from

participants through the interviews.
and

relationship between a person's conception of God

language is complex. By using two methods of research in tandem the validity

findings

is increased. Of particular interest is if and how the

relationship

participants had with their fathers will influence their perceptions of inclusive language.
Methodology
This

project is

different groups,
not. The three

an

namely,

exploratory study that compared the God concepts
those who

use

inclusive

language

of two

for God and those who do

participating congregations were chosen deliberately based on the

likelihood that the

people in them would provide a suitable sample population for

each

group.

The
takes in

study

itself has two distinct

demographic information and

instruments. This

was

The second

were

phases.

The first

employs

a

questiormaire that

asks for responses to three different survey

pretested and subsequently modified.

phase builds on the first. Forty participants who

subsequently interviewed.

Both

phases

are

described in

more

filled out surveys
detail below.

Phase 1
In the first

phase of this study, I distributed a questiormaire that was composed of

three distinct parts. In the first section of the

questionnaire,

information pertinent to the research. This included the
level of education, and whether

Canada,

as

well

as

whether

they are

they are

a

a

member

or

I asked for basic

person's

age, their

demographic

gender,

their

adherent ofthe United Church of

member of the ordered

The second part combined two instruments and used

clergy.

a

Likert scale to

measure

the
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responses.

Participants were

asked whether

they "Strongly Disagree," "Moderately

Disagree," "Slightly Disagree," "Slightly Agree," "Moderately Agree,"
Agree" with

each of the

Language Instrument,
who

use

inclusive

a

problematic.
who neither

The

Chapter 4. Nevertheless,

showed considerable

The third part ofthe

rate the

a

formulated

degree to

Likert scale

was

was

reliability.

which

as a

This

respondents

proved

for those

not. This

tool, the Christian

It measured the differences of

and non-inclusive groups.

questionnaire contained the
by Verigote

present study did

research

the shorter

used for both the

Orthodoxy Scale.

statements. The

theological orthodoxy between the inclusive

originally

the Fisher Inclusive

original Christian Orthodoxy Scale used a "0" neutral point

shall be discussed fiirther in

Scale

same

Instrument and the Christian

agreed nor disagreed with the

Orthodoxy Scale

was

and those who do not. The second instrument

Orthodoxy Scale.

Language

The

The first survey instrument

researcher-designed test developed to distinguish between people

language

version ofthe Christian

Fisher Inclusive

questions.

"Strongly

or

et al. in 1969

Semantic Differential Parental

(390-93). This

scale

was

used to

associated the idea of mother, father, and God with

certain set of predetermined characteristics. Previous research had shown that this set of

characteristics

was

for the inclusive

scores

able to discriminate between mothers and fathers. The

group's

responses for each category

for the non-inclusive

group's

were

then

mean scores

compared to

the

mean

responses for each category.

Phase 2

The second

phase ofthe study was built upon the first. Although in the milieu

other denominations it

testimony," this

might have been appropriate to

kind of language is

ask

of

participants to "give their

foreign within the United Church

context. As

such, I
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intentionally asked open-ended requests
for me." This

their

phase was designed to give

understanding of God,

while

such as, "Please describe your

growing up.

inclusive

fiiller

a

language,

spiritual joumey

understanding of how people expressed

and their

relationship to

For the purposes of consistency, I followed

a

their parents

set of "Global

Questions," which can be found in Appendix F. These questions, though not restrictive,

provided

a

guideline

for the interviews themselves. The interviews

lasted from twenty minutes to

forty-seven minutes. They were

were

recorded and

later transcribed and then

analyzed.
Protocol
The interview itself centered around four basic

participants thought
joumey to

me.

I asked them to describe what

speak in more depth,

encourage them to

person

and felt about God. I asked

coming off a desert island,

discover how each

areas.

participants to

they believe

never

describe their

I also

heard of God before.

participant conceptualized God and then to

non-inclusive

determined in the survey

as

from the Christian

Orthodoxy Scale.

incompatible with the Scriptures,

then I

God to

My intent was

a

to

compare and contrast the
as

being

phase.

explored which participants were considered theologically orthodox by

using questions
is

or

how the

spiritual

they would describe

similarities and differences between the groups that had been differentiated
either inclusive

on

God is like. In order to

I asked them how

who has

The first focused

expected that proponents

as some

If the

use

of inclusive God

language

opponents of inclusive God language claim,

of inclusive God

language would show a very sfrong bias

against theologically orthodox Christianity.
The second

area

focused

on

what

participants

understand masculine

language
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referring to

God to

mean.

What do you think that

I asked

referring to

participants believe masculine

God

cormotations that it had for them. Here I
ofthe inclusive group
able to

compared to

God

mean

people pray to

was

interested at

God

Father.

as

"What does the

you?" I tried to get

to

language denotes

at not

use

only

for others but also the

finding out how the responses

those ofthe non-inclusive group.

explore whether the inclusive group

positive terms

such as, "Some

they mean when they call God 'Father'?" and

of masculine pronouns when
what

questions

Through this

described masculine God

I

was

imagery in less

than the non-inclusive group.

The third

area

focused

on

how the

with their fathers and mothers. I asked

participants viewed their own relationships

participants to

describe their

relationship to their

parents during four different periods of their lives ranging from early childhood to

encouraged them to

adulthood. I

discover why

they

interested in how

in the

parallels

fathers and their

relationships were

participants'

with the responses
for

felt their

participant's

descriptions

and later franscribed and

as

relationships

as was

they described them.

I

fitting to

was

responses in the latter section ofthe interview

they gave in the

After each interview

of the

share details of their

first section of the interview. I

accounts of their childhood

of God. Of interest

was

complete,

was

was

compared

especially looking

relationships with their

how these two factors

I thanked the

also

were

related.

participant, gathered the data,

analyzed it, comparing the results

ofthe first and second

phases

study.
Instrumentation
The

questionnaire that was developed combined three distinct

listed below.

surveys.

They

are
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Researcher-Designed Survey:
The first part of the
who

use

inclusive

that showed

a

The Fisher Inclusive

Language Instrument

questionnaire was designed to distinguish between people
and those who do not.

language

likelihood of having

Although I sought out congregations

distinctly inclusive

and non-inclusive groups within

them, realistically I did not expect that each individual within those particular

congregations
Therefore,

would reflect the

larger ethos

of the church to which

they belonged.

to discriminate between the two groups, I created the Fisher Inclusive

Language histrument (see Appendix B).
The first and sixth
between those who

inclusive God

language.
with the

use

language

The eleventh

use or non-use

reliability rate was

questions.

modifications

were

The Christian

and those who

question was
of inclusive

was

as a

tested

consistency
.57,
the

to

included in order to differentiate

intentional about their

intended to

assess

or

of traditional God

the comfort level

her

a

person has

respective church.

by coordinating the responses to

by experts

use

the

for face and content

The

remaining eight
validity.

Minor

subsequently made.

Orthodoxy

benchmark. The

on over

are

language at his

validated

Scale

The second instmment

scale

were

language because they have not been exposed to

traditional God

determined

The survey

in this survey

questions

integrated into

the first

using the same 6-point Likert

longer version ofthe Christian Orthodoxy

two thousand

has been

was

people

reported at

and has shown

.98 and .97. Its

predict scriptural devotional reading,

to

a

Scale has been

impressive reliability.

Its intemal

predictive validity rating has varied from
.77

religious guidance of the Bible. Hunsberger' s

rating to predict the

extent of tmst in

shorter version contained

only six
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items, but its
scale

statistical

properties were shown to be comparable to those ofthe longer

(Paloutzian 15-18).

The shorter version may be found in

Appendix A.

Semantic Differential Parental Scale
The third instrument used
It

Appendix C).
designed to

was

measure

hundred

the

matemal and

applicable.

In tum,

to determine which most

graduate

and paper and

was

second with

a

Dugas, 79-84), and finally,

consistency reliability

and

and

a

matemal and

patemal images.

college faculty, through a series

ensure

Through their efforts,

school and

hundred

of interviews

the

wording

equivalence of the various translations.

Courtenay and Kirkpatrick reviewed three

sample of two

college

students

studies

(Verigote

French-speaking Canadian

et al.

students

including
79-83),

(Tamayo

a

and

larger sample of three hundred American university students

(Vannesse and De Neuter, 25-41). Courtenay
items discriminated

intemal

compiled a list of 226

fiirther refined the scale.

sixty-two American high

Given the fact

literary works" (80).

composite index,

checked in order to

In terms of validity,

with

a

and

clearly discriminated between matemal

pencil studies,

of thirty-six items

These

students from various fields rated these characteristics

High school students, college students,

one

patemal characteristics.

From these sources, the authors

patemal qualities.

and is

originally derived by Verigote et al. by surveying "more than a

not summed to create

are

(see

relationship between an individual's symbolic image of mother,

psychological, philosophical, religious,

that the items
is not

were

the Semantic Differential Parental Scale

developed at the Catholic University of Louvain in Belgium

father, and God with respect to
characteristics

was

and

Kirkpatrick concluded that all thirty-six

significantly between mother and

father

figures (391).

Significantly this questionnaire asks participants not to record the "memory
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image"

of their mother

or

father. Instead of asking

participants how they view their

parents, the researchers asked for the "symbolic image" of their mother and father,

namely,

what

they believe

mothers and fathers should be.

Underlying Verigote
only reveal

their

and

meaning when

Tamayo 's

measures

is the

all its constituent parts

are

assumption that cultural
taken

together. This

instrument will, therefore,

provide a means

"symbolic" understanding

of mother and father and of God, Further

of comparison between

also be made between the groups who endorse
use

of inclusive

those who

participants'
comparisons

will

reject the widespread

language.
Population

In

versus

facts

and

Sample

total, seventy-eight participants from three different United Churches filled out

questioimaires

for this

study.

Seventeen

participants

are

from Sackville United Church

located in

Sackville, Nova Scotia, forty-one participants from Sfreetsville United Church

located in

metropolitan Toronto,

and twenty

participants

from Wilmot United Church

located in Fredericton, New Brunswick. AU except two ofthe
members

or

participants were

adherents of the United Church of Canada. These two

Presbyterian Church but had been visiting Streetsville when the
Since this
was more

to

was a

likely to

inclusive

comparative study,

on

was

conducted.

churches where I

find members and adherents with strong differences in their

language. Streetsville United Church belongs

Covenanting Congregations,

a

approach

to the National Alliance of

theologically conservative renewal organization within the

United Church. Both Sackville United and Wilmot United have
use

regularly attended a

survey

I focused my attention

either

inclusive language in worship. At Sackville, prayers

are

clergy who endeavor to

occasionally addressed to
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God, "Mother and Father of us all." Wilmot United Church makes
be inclusive. It

uses a

combination of non-gendered

language with benedictions
Spirit,

one

In

that

such

as

those

Finally,
significantly

given in the name

and

Of the

"Father, Son, and Holy

ofthe

The age

ofthe

Age

frequency

Participants
Frequency

an

adult's

conception of God is

child, I have included only people

and distribution of the

in This

sample

Percent

2

2.6

2.6

1

1.3

3.8

31-40

8

10.3

14.1

41-50

18

23.1

37.2

51-60

26

33.3

70.5

61-70

10

12.8

83.3

71-80

10

12.8

96.2

3

3.8

100.0

78

100.0

Total

the age of

is found in Table 3.1.

Cumulative Percent

15-20

+

over

Study

21-30

81

requested

forty-seven were female (60.3 percent).

different from those of a

Age

I

seventy-eight participants, thirty-one were

since research has shown that

study.

Table 3.1.

I asked

language as well gender-balanced

addition, because the subject matter of this study deals with gender,

(39.7 percent)

15 in my

concerted effort to

God, Mother of us all."

participants specify their gender.

male

a

participants if they were members of the

Ordered

Ministry

since their

professional capacity could affect the way they responded to the questions. Only one
person

was

ordained. As

a

whole, the participants who took part in this study had

a

very
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of education. This may reflect the fact that all three churches

high level

located in communities that had universities, and that the nature of the
have been of greater interest to those with

a

higher level

surveyed were

study itself may

of education. The

frequency and

distribution for levels of education may be found in Table 3.2 below.

Table 3.2.

Highest Level

of Education Received

Education Level

Frequency

Percent

44

56.4

56.4

8

10.3

66.7

13

16.7

83.3

7

9.0

92.3

high school

5

6.4

98.7

school

1

1.3

100.0

78

100.0

Graduate, Professional

4-year college
Some

coUege or technical

Finished

Some
No

high

high

school

Total

The

participants who took part in the

willingness to
of them

do

on

(55 percent)

the

second

questionnaire.

were

with

from Sackville United Church

people

and fourteen

In

were men

Cumulative Percent

phase of this study had indicated their

total,

I conducted

forty

interviews.

from Streetsville United Church,

(20 percent),

from Wilmot United Church. Of these

(65 percent)

by Participants

and ten of them

people,

one was

Twenty-two

eight with people

(25 percent) with people

ordained, twenty-six were

women

(35 percent).
Confidentiality

In the first stage of the

them that

study,

I asked

participants to

fill out

questioimaires.

they need not attach their name to the questionnaire; however, if they

interested in

participating

in the second

I told

were

phase of the study, they were required to give me
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their

name

and

a

telephone number where I could reach them

in order to set up

an

interview.
In the second

an

phase ofthe study,

issue because of the

I met with each

participant. Confidentiality was

personal nature of our conversations.

As

such,

I assured each

participant that our conversations would be held in the strictest confidence,
wished to

name

them

specifically in the study,

I would seek their

and

permission to

logistical purposes I requested that the interview be recorded. Finally,

that, if I
do

so.

For

I asked all

participants to sign a waiver to the effect that they understood that I would be using their
input as part of the study and to
conversations. All

Appendix

indicate their

wilhngness for me to record our

participants were agreeable.

A copy ofthe waiver may be found in

G.
Data Collection and

The data from the first phase of the

questionnaire was
more

administered. If the

use

project was

collected

shortly after the

of inclusive

language

influences

feminine view of God, I would expect to

those who support inclusive

patriarchy,

as

should have

language.

Analysis

see a

or

enhances

stronger matemal preference by

If masculine God

language

contributes to

proponents of inclusive language claim, then the non-inclusive group

significantly more patemalistic images

The information

gathered in the

second

of God than the inclusive group.

phase of the study was recorded,

transcribed, compiled, and assessed. In order to operationalize what is considered to be
orthodox Christian

theology,

I drew from and listened for distinctions made

shortened version of Hunsberger' s "Christian
Based

on

the data

obtained,

I

attempted to

by the

Orthodoxy Scale." (see Appendix A).

answer

the

questions

cited above.

a
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Introduction
The purpose of this

language

and

a

study was

to

explore the relationship

person's conception of God.

quantitative and qualitative methods

In order to do so, I have

employed both

of research. The survey component of this

featured three instruments: the Fisher Inclusive

Orthodoxy Scale,

between inclusive

Language Instrument,

project

the Christian

and the Parental Semantic Differential Scale.

Survey Pretest
The Fisher Inclusive
and content

then

Language instrument was scrutinized by two experts

validity. Slight modifications were subsequently made.

The entire survey

difficulty in distinguishing between the "symbolic" and "memory" images
and mother

following
the

figures. They had been asked,

scale." Since

Verigote was

"memory" image of mothers

respondents

the

mother

ascertain the father
ascertain their

using

interested in the

which each ofthe

parents,

not

as

as

they had known them but
It

was

following characteristics

the

"symbolic"

using

opposed to the

fathers, and since Verigote and Aubert asked

question was changed.

which each of the

as a

and

to "describe their

they should be" (433),

mother

degree to

of the father

characteristics you would like to be associated with your mother/father

following

degree to

"Please rate the

was

they had

of sixteen adults. Their responses showed that

pretested with a group

for face

following scale."

The

image. Participants were also

changed to

as

they thought

"Please rate the

should be associated with your

same

question was repeated to

asked the

strength of association between the patemal

following question to
and matemal characteristics
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and God: "Please rate the

degree to which each of the following characteristics

associated with your God using the
were

asked

were

following

scale." The order in which the

participated, seventy-two people gave enough

information to calculate the statistical

neither

scale included

a

"0" neutral

agreed nor disagreed.

people who
whether

Rates

seventy-eight surveys were distributed to participants attending three

different churches. Of those who

original

questions

also modified.

Reliability
hi total

are

had

point where participants

could indicate that

This would have been useful to maintain since

participated felt uncomfortable about having to make

they agreed or disagreed with the

asked to rate whether she

The

reliability of the Christian Orthodoxy scale.

statements. For instance

agreed or disagreed with the statement,

a

they

some

choice

one woman

"Jesus Christ

as

ofthe

to

when

was

the

divine Son of God," crossed out the word "the" and wrote in "a." Because of missing

data, only seventy-two ofthe seventy-eight surveys could be assessed

on

the Christian

Orthodoxy Scale. Although the test's reliability suffered because of this, its rehability
rate nevertheless remamed

and the

relatively high.

alpha reliability was
A covariance matrix

A covariance matrix

determined to be
was

was

used for the

analysis,

.7382.^^

also used to determine the

Inclusive Language Instrument. The reliability rate

was

alpha reliability

calculated

for the Fisher

using questions 2, 3, 4,

5, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Because of the way they were asked, questions 3, 4, 7, 9, and 10
reverse

coded to determine

reliability.

information to calculate the statistical

"

In total seventy-one

reliability.

The

participants

alpha reliability

gave

were

enough

for the instrument

"Reliability coefficients vary betw^een values of .00 and 1.00, with 1.00 indicating perfect rehability
(which is never attained in practice) and .00 indicating no reliability" (Borg and Gall 219).
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was

determined to be .8981 These results suggest
.

a

moderate to strong

relationship

between the six items that make up the shorter Christian Orthodoxy Scale and

relationship

among the

Instrument. A

eight

reliability

items that compose the Fisher Inclusive

rate was not

applicable to the

a

strong

Language

Semantic Differential Parental

Scale.
Variations between and within Churches

The churches that took part in this
were

thought to

language.

As

show

was

participants

less

agree with items

with items

a

(p<.001)

scale

ranging

the
or

use

specifically

and

because

as a

language than either the

(p<.001) United Churches.

from 1 to 6 with 1

they

practice of inclusive

Streetsville United Church were,

of inclusive

Wilmot

The results

meaning that respondents strongly

supporting inclusive language and 6 meaning that they strongly disagree

supporting inclusive language.

from Streetsville
mean

receptive to

from Sackville

shown below reflect

chosen

divergence of belief about the use

expected the participants from

sigruficantly

group,

a

study were

as

compared to

In

total, forty people made valid responses

seventeen from Sackville and

twenty from Wilmot. The

indicates the average of the scores, while the standard deviation reflects their

overall

spread

Table 4.1.

12

(see Table 4.1).

Inclusivity by Congregation
Church

Mean

Number

Std. Deviation

Streetsville

5.3987

40

.7290

Sackville

3.7059

17

1.5417

Wilmot

3.5188

20

1.3020

Total

4.5366

77

1.4195

A fuller definition of standard deviation may be found in the

glossary.
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The fact that the standard deviation
for either Sackville
more

homogenous
The

their

or

for Streetsville is

Wilmot suggests that the

or

Wilmot.

congregations that took part in this study were deliberately
but based

their

on

conservative

as a

whole than the

at

belongs to

a

more

of either Sackville

scale

a

selected not with

language in

theologically

ofCovenanting Congregations by

Streetsville would be

participants

The results shown below reflect

inclusive

approach to

Nevertheless since Streetsville United Church

expected that the participants

lower than that

sample from Streetsville was

conservative renewal group, the National Alliance
name, I

significantly

in terms of inclusivity than either Sackville

theological bent in mind,

worship.

score

ranging firom

or

theologically

Wilmot.

1 to 6 with 1

meaning that

respondents strongly disagree with items reflecting traditional Christian teaching
meaning that they strongly
As

agree with items

expected the participants

theologically

Table 4.2.

supporting traditional

from Streetsville tumed out to

orthodox than those in either Sackville

or

be,

Christian teaching.

as a

at Wilmot.

and 6

group,

slightly

more

(Table 4.2 below).

Orthodoxy by Congregation

The

Mean

Streetsville

5.7805

41

.5061

Sackville

5.0980

17

.8954

Wilmot

5.3683

20

.6605

Total

5.5261

78

.6991

differences, however,

exceptions. First,

as a

whole the

were

not

Number

Std. Deviation

Church

statistically significant with the following

participants

at Streetsville

more

strongly agreed with the
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statement, "Through the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, God provided

forgiveness

sins," than participants

of people's

of the

at Wilmot

at Streetsville

agreed with the statement,

more

"Jesus Christ

the divine Son of God," than those at Sackville

was

statement, "The Bible may be

an

way for the

and those at Sackville

(p<.026)

(p<.019). Second,

participants

a

(p<.022)

and the

important book of moral teachings, but it was no

inspired by God than were many other such books
statistically significant difference,

with respect to

in human

history" (p<.041).

theological orthodoxy,

was

more

No

found

between the group of participants firom Wilmot and those from Sackville.
The standard deviation

scores

for Sackville Uiuted Church

was

larger than either that of Sfreetsville and Wihnot United Churches.

considerably

This suggests that this

relatively small number of people had greater diversity of belief about God and
traditional Christian teachings

as

compared to the groups surveyed from

Sfreetsville and

Wihnot.

Though interesting the comparisons
the overall aims of this

provided a good pool

project.

Far

more

among

congregations

important is the

fact

are

that,

not that relevant to

as a

whole, they

from which to draw people who both support and oppose inclusive

language.
Findings
The

findings

of this

Based

on

Research

Questions

study follow each research question as

listed below.

Research Question #1
The first research

study

use

masculine

would

use

inclusive

question asked was,

language

for God

"To what extent do

participants

in this

language?" I hypothesized that participants

language to varying degrees.

This

hypothesis was supported.

The
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distribution for it is located in

Figure 4.1

below.

25

20

-

o15

-

Q.
O

10

*

2

1

3

Inclusive

Number

ofparticipants given

Figure 4.1.

valid responses

Distribution of Participants

When the inclusive

Language

language

=

4

77

according to

score

is

5

Score

Inclusive

Score

Language

higher the respondents

are more

support the use of inclusive language. Cluster analysis

was

inclusive and non-inclusive groups. The average

for the inclusive group

Fisher Inclusive

language

and 5

used to differentiate between

Language Inventory was 3.3028 with 0 showing no support

showing a high level

for the non-inclusive group
3.3028. Please

score

see

was

of support for inclusive

.6660. The average

Table 4.3 below for details.

score

likely to

language.

on

the

for inclusive

The average

for the inclusive group

score

was
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Table 4.3.

Support for Inclusive Language by Group
Number Percent

Inclusivity

Mean

Maximum

Std. Deviation Minimum

Non-inclusive

54

69.2

.6660

.6705

.00

1.88

Inclusive

23

29.5

3.3028

.8554

2.13

4.88

1.4536

1.4145

1.3

Missing

1

Total

78

The minimum

categorized as

100.0

attained

by people

the Fisher Inclusive

Language

indicate the lowest average

scores

either inclusive

or

non-inclusive

on

Inventory. The maximum scores indicate the maximum
person

categorized as

Language Inventory.
category, the

For

who

one

either inclusive

example,

was

or

non-inclusive

of all the

4.88

.00

score

average

score

attained

by

a

according to the Fisher Inclusive

people who fit into the non-inclusive

the most "non-inclusive" had

an

average

score

of no

more

than 1.88. Of all those who fit into the inclusive category, the least inclusive of them had
an

average

Inventory.

score

of no less than 2.13

Hence

according to

the Fisher Inclusive

Language

fifty-four (69.2 percent) ofthe participants expressed from slight to

strong reservations about the use of inclusive language while twenty-three (29.5 percent)

expressed slight to strong support for the use of inclusive language.

Of these,

forty-one

people (53.2 percent) expressed a strong to moderate agreement for the use of traditional
masculine

language

for God.

Research Question #2
The second

question that I

asked was, *TIow do

participants view

God in terms

of paternal and maternal characteristics?"
From this

question I

derived two

hypotheses.

The first

hypothesis proposed that
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all

participants, regardless ofthe

extent

they use masculine God language, would have an
and

image of God that contained both matemal
hypothesis proposed that proponents

patemal characteristics. The

of inclusive

language would show stronger

preferences

for matemal characteristics to describe God than would

make

prevalent use

more

of masculine God

second

language.

These

participants who

hypotheses

assume

that

certain characteristics have stronger associations with fathers than mothers and vice

Verigote

versa.

studies

more

and

Tamayo listed thirty-six characteristics that the participants in their

frequently associated with either fathers

or

mothers. Given the date when

they conducted their research and the changes that our society has undergone since then,
it

was

necessary for these characteristics to be retested to insure their

validity for my

(see Figure 4.2) indicate that though neghgible differences

sample group.

The results

exist

items, every item hsted by Verigote and Tamayo that was

on some

associated with fathers continues to be most
item that

was more

mean scores

triangle while the mean scores

for the

line between the two indicates the
been

sequenced so

the items most

strongly

continues to be

for the matemal items

patemal hems

are

are

more

sfrongly

associated with fathers

frequently

highhghted with a square.

associated with mothers
on

and every

highhghted with a

degree of difference between the two.

that the items most

frequently

frequently associated with fathers,

frequently associated with mothers

associated with mothers. The

more

the bottom.

The

The items have

are on

top while
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For

=

=

maternal

mean scores

paternal mean scores

mean scores

Maternal

example

=

versus

for

God image

Paternal Characteristics

the most matemal characteristic is the

one

who

"brings

out the
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delicate and refined." This is indicated
square and

by the

right

ofthe

items rated

to be the most

strongly associated with patemity as

diamond, and the length between the
as

"patemal." The

particular item.

two is

its

of the

length, is
by the

the square is found to the

greater than any of the other

closer proximity between the diamond and the square the

subjects viewed mothers

example participants viewed mothers

For

according to

right

On the other end of the spectrum, power is considered

smaller the difference between how the

"dynamic"

fact that the diamond is to the

fact that the line, which shows distance

longer than those below.
study group

by the

and therefore the diamond and the square

are

and fathers

and fathers

ahnost

as

on

almost

touching.

that

equally

The circles

represent the average association that participants made between various characteristics
and God.

mothers

Figure 4.2

also shows that the

varies, with respect

"Strength"

from the

to certain items such

"Who is all
same

as

the least

"charming" of all.

showed little association with

fathers and

embracing,"

and

characteristic with God. To

example, people may perceive mothers

fathers, but God is perceived

below.

as

sfrength that people associate the

take the most obvious

"charming," which

strength of association between

as more

For

"charming"

than

logistical purposes

God, has been dropped from the figures
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The first
matemal and

4.3

above).

hypothesis

states that both inclusivists and non-inclusivists associate

patemal characteristics with God.

This

was

As indicated the white circles represent the

confirmed by the data.

mean

(Figure

averages for the

associations the inclusive group makes with God for various items. The black circles

represent the

means

averages for the associations the non-inclusive group makes with

God for various items. The results support the first

hypothesis by showing that both

inclusive and non-inclusive groups associate God with the

hsted. The center line represents the average
the

thirty-five characteristics
The second

listed.

hypothesis

^"^

more

prevalent use

supported. Figure 4.3

shows

of masculine God

no

items

images

over

is excluded.

stated that proponents of inclusive

stronger preferences for matemal characteristics
who make

for the mother and father

score

"Charming"

patemal and matemal

language would show

to describe God than would

language.

This

participants

hypothesis was

not

statistical difference between the way inclusivists and

non-inclusivists view God with respect to matemal characteristics. Nevertheless, the data
shows that inclusivists made

selected

statistically significant weaker association between

patemal characteristics

significant differences were
decisions"
directions"
the law"

a

(p=.004),
(p=.004),

"The

found in the

one

the mle"

"Firmness"

(p=.016). Only
with fathers,

The

(p=.017),

five of the

matemal and

(p=.016),

mind"

characteristics: "Who makes

"Stem"

(p=.008),

"Who

"Who takes initiative"

(p=.007),

statistically

"The judge"

gives the

(p=.039),

(p=.011),

(p=.001), "Authority" (p=.002),

"Who

gives

"Who is the

and "Power"

eighteen characteristics deemed to be most clearly associated

namely "Who

mean

following

who maintains order"

(p=.027), "Systematic

principle,

and God than did non-inclusivists. The

examines

things," "Dynamic," "Strength,"

patemal scores

for each item may be found in

"The

Appendixes

one

who

J and K.
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acts," and "Protection from danger"
Statistical
God

as

were

not

significantly less

associated with God.

significance was computed where p<.05. Whereas both groups tended to

being "Very much associated"

inclusivists viewed God
characteristics.

significantly less

characteristics, only

associated with selected

patemal

Relatively speaking, non-inclusivists more strongly associate

both matemal and
for matemal

as

with most matemal

patemal characteristics, while inclusivists show

over a

select group of patemal characteristics.

both groups felt that all the characteristics listed above

a

Noteworthy is

were

God with both matemal and

Although not

a

the fact that

at least "Somewhat

"Very much

patemal characteristics.

part of the original research question, I have also graphed how

both inclusivists and non-inclusivists ranked both mothers and fathers

according to

same

characteristics. Similar to their assessment of God, inclusivists rank the

items

as more

weakly associated with fathers

"Authority" (p=.005),

"Who

"Who maintains order"

principle,

the mle"

(p=.048),

(p=.013),

are

and "Who is the judge"

inclusivists

for

embracing" (p=.046),

(p=.012),

(p=.001).

showed

a

the

"Who is the

statistically significant

which inclusivists

more

comparative mean scores

difference. These

strongly associated with

strongly associated these qualities with mothers

Figures containing

(p=.01 1),

One matemal item,

non-inclusivists, "The judge" (p=.034), and "Stem"

more

directions"

(p=.039),

me," is statistically significant (p=.020). With respect

image, only three items

"Who is all

mothers than

"Who makes decisions"

these

following

than do non-inclusivists: "Power"

gives the law" (p=.008), "Who gives

namely "Who is always waiting
to the mother

God with

stronger preference

associated" with God. On the other hand, non-inclusivists tend toward

associating"

view

at

(p=.042).

Non-

than did inclusivists.

for both the father and the mother

image
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may be found in

Appendixes

H and I

respectively.

Research Question #3

My third research question was,
who

use

inclusive God

answered

language

*How do the

theologies

and those who do not?" This

differ between those

question may be

by reflecting on both the quantitative results from the Christian Orthodoxy

Scale and with reference to the narrative data from the interviews.
I

hypothesized that participants who

use

inclusive

language would be

theologically orthodox than those who prefer non-inclusive language.
was

confirmed. I found

a

This

less

hypothesis

strong and statistically significant negative correlation between

inclusivity

as

measured

on

the Fisher Inclusive

orthodoxy

as

measured

by the

Christian

Language

Instrument and Christian

Orthodoxy Scale (see Figure 4.4).
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Non-inclusive

The dots

Figure

on

this

graph

=

the

scores

4.4. Correlation between

The correlation between

called

same

a

orthodoxy/inclusivity scores ofparticipants.

Orthodoxy

and

degree

a

person

was

degree they would be considered less

"regression line"

and shows that for every

inclusive/inclusive axis, the average

orthodoxy scale had

a

Inclusivity

orthodoxy and inclusivity was

would have shown that for every
to that

6

Inclusive

score

for

-.56. A correlation of 1.0

considered orthodox

inclusive. The line in the
one

decreased

wider range then the correlation between

participants had low scores

on

the

by

.75

points.

If the

orthodoxy and non-

Given the fact that the

inclusivity scale,

graph is

point increase on the non-

inclusivity is

inclusivity probably would have been stronger.

theologically,

majority of

the correlation between

orthodoxy
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and

non-inclusivity probably would have been stronger if the orthodoxy scale had

a

wider

range.

These results show that the
were,

group, less

as a

Christian

likely to

was

resurrection of Jesus, God

the divine Son of God,"

provided

a

way for the

crucified, died, and was buried but

were

old

theologically orthodox

also

defined

as

by the

shorter

Orthodoxy Scale. They are more likely to disagree with the following

statements: "Jesus Christ

was

be

people in this study who used inclusive language

more

likely to

agree with the

forgiveness

the third

on

"Through the life, death,

day He

of people's

arose

sins," "Jesus

from the dead."

were

an

no

scores,

as

an

"The Bible

important book of moral teachings, but it is no more inspired by God than

many other such books in human

there is

They

"The concept of God is

following statements:

superstition that is no longer needed to explain things in a modem era,"

may be

and

such

thing

as a

indicated in the

God who is

aware

of our actions."

are more

words, while non-inclusivists,

theological orthodoxy, inclusivists
results suggest that inclusive

theologically unorthodox.

"Despite what many people believe,

scatterplot graph (see Figure 4.4),

theological orthodoxy among those who
not. In other

and

history,"

may

language,

If that

were

or

as a

Moreover, the dispersion of

shows

a

greater variation of

inclusive than among those who

group, have

a

strong preference for

may not be orthodox in their

in and of itself, does not

the case,

one

scatterplot would be closer to the regression line

as

cause

theology.

people to

would like to caution

confounding

a

These

be

would expect that the dots ofthe
the

degree of inclusivity increased.

Although a correlation between theological orthodoxy and inclusivity exists,
other variables may be

are

simple relationship between the two.

against misinterpretation ofthe data. Not

one or more

Hence I

everyone who feels
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comfortable

using inclusive language in worship

simply represents this sample's
inclusive

language

I further
to the

hypothesized that the belief systems

Of the

forty people I interviewed,

language

as

seventeen of them

measured

describing God as
"awe." One

what its like

as an

perceive

a

"well

themes do emerge.

coimnon

four

The

categories.

They emphasized the incomprehensibility

beyond our knowing," "beyond our comprehension,"

stated, "I think God is

a

Spirit,

and I think that we can't say

or

exactly

grouping of nine people seemed more comfortable with the image of

impersonal omnipresent force.
person

One

man

me

God is not

thought of God

who fit in this group

think God is energy. You

Everything is

God. That

described God

woman

in this

grouping stated,

concept of God. I feel that in our universe there is

another stated, "For

woman

receptivity

(42.5 percent) tended to support the

people may be grouped into

magnificent power." Another woman said,

force." A

of

[emphasis mine]".

A second

God

use

by the Fisher Inclusive Language Instrument.

The first group contained four people.

simply as

of participants who show

vary from person to person, certain

responses of these seventeen

of God

comfort with the

language would be characterized by cormnon theological themes.

people's beliefs

of inclusive

person's

a

The data

orthodoxy.

While

use

theologically unorthodox.

correlation between

and Christian

of inclusive

use

is

as a

are

as

a

"I think God is

personal,

not

a

a

sentient

verb,

being

energy, I

am

filing cabinet is

energy.

God. You

life force."

overriding

process" while

good." Another

God like

Everything around us is
are

God. I

am

still

at all. More of a

"a reflection of whatever I think is

responded to the question of what is

"mysterious

a

an

"I don't

by saying,
energy.

God." Another

man

"I
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grouping contained two people.

A third

commitment to

When asked what is God like,
is

a woman

compassionate with a deep, deep

say. That's how I think of God. As

broken." A second

respondent,

extremely forgiving,

a

but there is

her

Canada. Both also
One

stated, "I had

She said that when

responded by saying,

probably the kemel

man, likened God to nature

a

limit." He

was

"I think God

of what I would

being hill of compassion. Deep loving.

Heart

saying that "nature is

very comfortable

calhng

God

"prodigal son" who had been accepted and leamed
by Baptists,

one

in

through conversion prior to joining the United Church of

emphasized inclusive language as
a

and relational view of God.

Both of these individuals had been influenced

and the other

upbringing

in this group

heart. That is

"Yahweh" and hkened himself to the

through his mistakes.

managed to combine their

language with a very personal

inclusive

use

These two

friend, oh

years ago, who

they think about God as

a

was a

a means

women.

lesbian and who didn't go to church.

father, that is

particular statement, just kind of made me go, oh,

to be sensitive to

not my God. And that

everyone has got their

own

version of

God, and this is mine, and my God was pretty conservative compared to many."

Finally two

other individuals did not

above. Here is what

All

one

seem

to fit well in any of the

categories

of the two stated when asked what God is hke:

encompassing.

...

I don't think of God

as

being

some

being

out there.

all part of God. I guess that is what I mean by all encompassing.
As much as we are all in him. I don't think there is a place where God is
We

are

not.

She affirmed her belief that God is

a

"Spiritual Being."

The final individual who

supported inclusive language appeared to be wrestling with her faith.
would like God "to be
us

comfort and

a

loving God,

strength to

go

on

in

someone

who is

watching

particular when times

are

over

She stated that she

all of us. And

tough."

Then she

gives

added, "I
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am

not

going to pull any pmiches here.

I do have moments when I

church because I have leamed this behavior, of because there is
church for besides the

simply

as

a

"God." Five

group also referred to God

none

ofthe

Three had done

so

something worth going to

as

strong preference (approximately 81 percent) of

people out of the

"Creator"

participants

(approximately 29 percent) versus

in this part of the

to

seventeen within the inclusivist

people out of twenty-three (approximately 61 percent)
Moreover

to

community."

Overall this group showed
address God

think, 'Am I going

fourteen

in the non-inclusive group.

study prayed to

in the past but felt that they had "moved

God

as

"Mother."

beyond that." Several

expressed the belief that gendered language was "too limiting." Representing the belief of
many,

one

Mother

as

participant in the inclusive

to call God Father. But it's still

participants
Research

group

said that

they,

at least

stated, "[I]t would be just

exclusive

occasionally,

no

as

fine to call God

matter which way it is."

address God

as

Only two

"Mother-Father."

Question #4

My fourth research question was,
parents reflected in

the

*Tn what ways

participants images

are

of God?" I

early

interactions with

hypothesized that the

participants who have had negative or abusive interactions with father figm"es would
show

a

greater likelihood

to

adopt inclusive language than those who

relationships with their fathers.

corresponded to

how

The

people I

interviewed

positive

asked which best

they would describe their relationship they had with their parents:

"cold and distant," "somewhat distant," "casual,"

close."

were

have had

as

"somewhat close,"

or as

"warm and

They were asked to describe these relationships when they were between the

of three to

eight, nine to twelve, thirteen to eighteen,

and then

as

aduhs.

ages
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Based

on

interviews, I found no conclusive link between people's

these

relationships with their mothers
evidence

suggested a strong

and their

receptivity to

that is 40 percent,

and their acceptance of inclusive

link between the

inclusive

language.

participants' relationships to their father

language. Sixteen out ofthe forty people I interviewed,

generally supportive of inclusive language.

were

However the

Ten of the sixteen

representing 25 percent ofthe total interviewed and 62.5 percent of those who supported
inclusive

language,

considered their

"somewhat distant,"

or

"casual"

relationship with their father to be "cold and distant,"

during their childhood.

representing 7.5 percent ofthe total interviewed and
supported inclusive language,
distant"
often
least

as

ranked their

"somewhat distant"

or as

relationship to

"casual"

of the

following

incapacitating illness
elderly gentleman,

or

factors:

their fathers

during their youth.
rune

alcoholism, frequent yelling

was

thirteen years old. I

as

"cold and

Within this first group

(22.5 percent)
on

prolonged physical separation owing to

stated that "I

people,

18.75 percent of those who

representing 25 percent of the total interviewed,

one

An additional three

was

encountered at

the part of the father,

distance. The tenth,

six feet tall, and I

was

an

doing

the work of a man. Conditions, economic and otherwise, dictated I had to work. I guess if
I

were

to be

psychoanalyzed or something I probably resented the fact that I never ever

had any free time

as a

kid."

Of the six others who
ofthe total
18.75

generally supportive of inclusive language (15 percent

interviewed), only three, representing

7.5 percent ofthe total interviewed

or

percent ofthe inclusive group, felt their relationships with their fathers were warm

and close
three

were

or

somewhat close

throughout their childhood

(7.5 percent of the total interviewed or

and their

youth.

Ofthe final

18.75 percent of the inclusive group
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interviewed),

one

described her

relationship with her father as "casual" during her youth.

She

was a

middle-aged woman who

less

rigid,

less cold and

couldn't

quite

formal, and

discipline
And he

as

"I grew older I

as

stated, "[H]e wasn't

a

began to

early as

as no

was

me

as

and

less than "somewhat

the other hand,

we

close,"

really know how to

all loved and

impatient and would yell," while the other said that while

father when he

my father

I would have liked." Of the other

demonstrative father, and he didn't
on

see

who loved

a warm man

relationship with their fathers

four children very well. But

was

as

really quite

articulate that in the culture

two who described their

one woman

felt that

respected him.

she felt close to her

around, because of the nature of his work, "he wasn't around that

much."

Based
who have had

likelihood to

on

these

findings,

negative

or

I believe my

hypothesis, namely "that the participants

abusive interactions with father

adopt inclusive language than those who

figures would show

have had

a

greater

positive relationships

with their fathers" has been confirmed. However, this correlation does not prove
causation. Additional
whether this indeed is

Ofthe

study would be
a

trend

thought of God

as

in

there

were

fathers may be described

opposed to merely "casual."

supply data that would indicate

merely a reflection of this particular sample.

forty people interviewed,

relationships with their

to

or

necessary to

Of these ten

as

ten

people (25 percent)

distant, negative,

or

whose

abusive

as

only two (5 percent of the total interviewed),

personal relational terms. One of these two people, whom I shall refer

"Carl,"^'* thought of God in very concrete terms. A man in his early thirties, Carl

prefered the use of non-inclusive language.

I have used

a

pseudonym for the

The second makes

sake of confidentiality.

a

conscious effort to

use
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inclusive

language.

He

compared God to nature-"extremely forgiving,

hmit." He sometimes refers to God

fifties and in poor health when he
"distant"

as

"Yahweh" and

was a

explained that his

some

scholars

question,

"When you think of God do you think of God

implies that God is

out of the group of forty

think of God

language.

replied "neither,"

No

eleven

a man or

at least masculine in

or as a man.

one

as

total

rated their

over

thought of God
rated their
or

the

same

relationship

as

period of time.

as a man or as

masculine

old

exception was

with

a

people (35 percent

or

surrogate fathers

as a

man, I

as

do."

of the
or

"cold

replied that they
all but

either "warm and

(see Table 4.4).

relationship with his

eight but "cold and distant"

father

as

after that.

asked, "Do you think of a picture of an

great long white beard?" Carl replied, "Long hair, yes, and

Forgive me but yeah I

Of those

or

(37.5 percent ofthe total interviewed),

Carl. Carl described his

leaming that he thought of God

man

Fourteen

Of the fifteen people who

"warm and close" between the ages of three and

After

as a woman.

either "casual," "somewhat distant,"

relationships with their fathers

one

supported the

either "warm and close"

"somewhat close" from childhood to adulthood,

The

woman?" Fifteen

people (27.5 percent of the total interviewed) rated their

during their childhood and youth.

and distant"

as a man or a

replied that they thought of God

between themselves and their fathers

interviewed)

nature, I asked the

None of these fifteen people

"somewhat close"

close"

as

(37.5 percent) replied that when they think of God they

either masculine

as

of inclusive

relationship

one

relationship

(e.g., Johnson; Soskice; Duck) believe that masculine

for God

who

father was in his

child. Thus he has described their

language

use

a

though not cold.

Since

people

but there is

a

white robe.
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Table 4.4. When You Think of God, Do You Think of God
View of God

Number

Percent

Inclusive

God

as a man or

masculine

14

35.0

No

(14)

God

as a man or

masculine

1

2.5

No

(1)

11

25.5

God neither

man nor woman

Yes

No
God neither

14

man or woman

35.0

Yes
No

God

as a woman

Total

When I
man or

0

0.0

40

100.0

(7)
(4)
(13)
(1)

a

Man

or a

Woman?

Relationship to father/surrogate
Warm & close

or

somewhat close

Cold & distant after age 8

Warm & close somewhat close

Casual, cold, and/or somewhat distant

--

probed the other fourteen people about how they associated God with a
with

masculinity, I got a variety of answers.

A

couple of people associated

masculinity with God referring specifically to "strength."
have

as a

physical image

in mind and

Two others stated

they

did not

simply did not know why they thought of God as

male.
In what

was

the most

response, four

of presence: "Well I think of it

God with

a sense

ever seen

God." One

to her

cormnon

woman

people connected the masculinity

more as a

presence. Because

no one

of

has

who felt distant from her father but lived with and felt close

grandfather throughout her childhood stated the following:
as a presence, but I have to admit a very masculine
presence. But I don't picture him with a beard or a face, or this or that. But
I still see him as a man in every way. However I see him as being a very
advanced man. Not the kind of men that are rumung aroimd now.

I think of him

Because she had described her

way you

see

God

as

grandfather in

similar terms

similar to the way you would

see

your

earlier, I questioned, "So, in a

grandfather?" With a look
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that revealed

sudden burst of insight, she

a

this presence with

male voice she heard while

a

thought of a male image she stated, "No,
image.

You can't

him. I

see

God. In church I feel his

my

can see

a

male presence

vision. When I asked her if she

fiirther I

had, but

physically

1 caimot

"I'm just curious how

responded,

opposed to" but was interrupted,

as

me

that God is

a

see

"Because

male. Who would know

destiny but him?"
Some referred to Jesus. Said one,

Because

image

nobody has

of the

seen

"My image

the Father. Who has

quite

often when I

am

of them

has

seen

one, "I still think of God

as

as a man

and that is what I've been

Bible]. I would

of God, I

seems

to make

the Father. So I have the

am

masculine based

their

because that is in the

taught." Another stated,

say he is described

as a

Although the responses of the

purely physical terms that is

on

also

thinking of Jesus
to lump the two

more sense

together that they are both male figures

Still others viewed God

in that respect.

reading ofthe Bible.

Said

Bible, and that is what I believe,

"The way he is described

[in the

man."

group varied

as a man

with

no one

other than Carl identified God

long hair and a beard.

conclusion, the participants that I interviewed for this study who described

their childhood
or as

seen me

thinking

Christ. So it is sort of easier. It

In

is Jesus Christ. When I pray.

Father, and the Father is in heaven." Another participant told me this:
Well

in

a

Jesus because of the vision I

the voice that convinced

was

having

Still another woman connected

no, I just feel his presence. I don't

presence." Probing

would you know that it is

of that voice. It

replied "Yes!"

"casual"

relationships

relationship with their fathers

more

as

"cold and

distant," "somewhat distant,"

frequently endorsed inclusive language than those whose

with their fathers

were warm

and close

or

somewhat close.

Moreover, those
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participants who

viewed God

as

relationships with their fathers

male

as

or

masculine most

"warm and close"

masculine

language in speaking about God.

Research

Question #5

My fifth research question was, "How
a

person's

view of God? This

question was

who felt comfortable with inclusive

private prayers.

I had

evidence did not support this
inclusive

language

differentiated between

public worship
use

of neutral

difficult to

use

of inclusive

answer

use

In response to the

inclusive

gendered language that tries to
names

and neutral

several

address God

feminine. The

a

difference to them at all. One of the

and visualization that male

believe

should have the

image."

presumption to

fell into the inclusive category,

Index, he said he does

not

non-gendered language

"How has

people

using both masculine

language that avoids both the masculine

language in private prayer has helped him "[remove]

people

language

people replied that using inclusive language within the

has not made

people

it in their

following question,

changed your view of God?"

affect

language

since most of the

understanding of God as being more

understanding

Although he

does the

language in public worship did not use

hypothesis.

for God

and feminine pronouns and
and feminine. Seven

"somewhat close" and used

hypothesized that the participants who

believe it has contributed to their

using

or

frequently described their

An

eighth

seven

context of

replied that the

at least from my

own

said that he does not

call God either Father

or

Mother.

according to the Fisher Inclusive Language

support inclusive language

for God. His view of God

as

at all. Rather he beheves in

"awe"

shapes his preference

using
for the

language.
Two other

participants who were members or adherents of Streetsville United
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Church approve of the

public worship
use

it

or

really has

in

of inclusive

use

Their comments suggest that while

private.

not had

tries to avoid masculine

impact

an

language but do not hear it being used either in

on

them.

Although

a

they would be open to

its

third person from Sfreetsville

language, his image of God does not appear to

have been altered

by inclusive language.
Two others

expressed that they feel more open to

since it has been infroduced and that it has

public worship

of equality between
open to the whole

women

she

came

one woman

to that

so we

she

uses

influence

on

flowed from

who

and that "God is

changed how

a

as

opposed to

evolving theology.

God is viewed,

that those who

the

one

of these

use

importance

woman

a

balance to

to have dictated the

of inclusive

cases

"I

everything." In this

the

woman

language having

language

said the

type of language

seems

a

to have

formative

naturally

language has

following:

I think my understanding of God resulted
of inclusive language. I think as long as
God is he,

become

agreed:

states that

reverse.

.

use

.

he and that

.

image.

But

that it is very limited and that it includes,
in the world, unun, then that does not fit.

aware

excludes, half the people
The second

not

are

and feminine in all of us." She

that it does not matter. It does matter that we
soon as we

certainly much more

Thus when I asked how inclusive

I would think that it is

in the

am

mixture of good and bad. Of light and

participant's theology appears

her God concept. In two other
an

language in

helped them think about issues

stated, "I

so

of inclusive

consistently prays calling God "Mother-Father"

"energy"

to address God

use

Father, God the Mother is fine with me too."

need to have balance. There is

this

particular case,

One of the two

men.

approach by "thinking there is masculine

believes that God is
dark. And

and

concept of changing the language

comfortable with God the
The

the

was never aware

of changing my

language.

I think it

as
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broadened;

only be

I think it

was a

relief. Because I used to find it pretty

Father."

a

Finally,

one

woman, who described her

she entered her teens, said that she

replied, "No,
I

language.

I used to,

mean once

began to believe that if we are

as

"casual"

as

thought of God she thought of a man or a woman,

clearly God was

you start

relationship with her father

thought inclusive language changed the way she

viewed God. When I asked if when she
she

To have God

confining.

an

old

man.

calling God 'Mother,'

created in God's

image,

[T]hat [image] changed with the

he stops
I

am

being

a

man, and I

really

too-me too!" In another

portion ofthe interview she stated,
I can't tell you when I first heard of inclusive language, but as I
exposed to it, it was an "ah ha" experience. So the Mother God,
you

get that crack opened up, then it

was
once

sets loose all kinds of

possibilities. I think it scares people because there is also the
grieving that I just never paid any attention to it. Once that crack
opened it was just [these] two sides-the grieving and the loss of the
known and the familiar and then being open to other pictures, other
images, and for me that is a little like being exposed to other things.
At this

but

as

point in her spiritual joumey this participant does

"a

verb,

"anyone"

process."

appears to have had very little real

cases, inclusive

in

as

conclusion, for most of the people that I interviewed, the use of inclusive

In

language

a

not think of God

one case

the

language

impact on how they view

appears to resonate with

God. In

a

couple of

participants' evolving theology while

language itself appears to have had a formative influence

on

shaping a

person's conception of God.
Research

Question #6

My sixth research question was,

language

and

a

person's conception

**What is the

relationship

between inclusive

of God?" Several strands of evidence must be
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brought together in order to
not,

as a

question. First, the participants

address this

whole, fmd that inclusive language has had

conceive of God. Moreover, with respect to
the term "Mother-Father" God. The rest

a

fomiative

in my

study did

impact on the way they

private prayer only one person regularly used

preferred to speak of God in "gender-neutral"

terms.

Second, with only

one

masculine had "somewhat close"
while

growing up.

said that

they did not

number, thirteen
ofthe total

or

In contrast, with

relationship with their fathers

all persons who

exception,

as

"warm and close"

associate God with

as

those who described their

"somewhat distant"

a man or a woman.

out of fourteen in this group

or as

"cold and distanf

Though relatively small in

(approximately

93 percent

or

interviewed) support inclusive language (see Table 4.4 p. 1 19).

contains

eight women and

likely to

describe God

as

six

men.

Theologically they were

"mysterious" or

as an

a man or as

relationships with their fathers

only one exception,

"casual"

thought of God as

32.5 percent

This group

less orthodox and

impersonal "power"

or

more

"energy."

Thhd, the data collected through the Semantic Differential Parental Scale, shows
no

statistical difference between the way inclusivists and non-inclusivists view God in

terms of matemal characteristics. In contrast inclusivists tend to diminish the association

between God and
I had

a

select group of patemal characteristics.

hypothesized that the relationship people have with their

influence their

conceptualization of God.

the evidence suggests that the way

receptivity to
have felt

inclusive

warm

language.

and close

or even

The evidence supports this

people have conceptualized

fathers would

hypothesis.

In tum,

God influences their

Those who have grown up with fathers with whom
somewhat close appear to be

more

likely to

they
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conceptualize God
nonexistent

positive

personal relational terms than those who have had more distant or

relationships with their fathers.

emotive value to traditional

The

patemal

strength of this relationship

feel comfortable

calling

Hence this group is

felt cold and

distant, somewhat distant,

these

appear to be

describe God

as

mysterious.

theology, which,
language.
familiar

more

more

comfortable with

degree to

God in

which

relationship

or

are

number of participants in this
validate these

as

casual,

impersonal ways or to

are

less

from

liturgy or from

likely to

associate God

to feel that God is in any way masculine.

gender neutral language because it better suits

relational in nature. These

they have

they resonate with inclusive

description of God as "Father"

God in contrast to the traditional masculine

required to

who describe their

readily accepted because they

with patemal characteristics
more

or even

likely to conceptualize

in tum, influences the

is

more

The nature of their relationship to their fathers informs their

The omission of the

hynms

gives

God "Father."

On the other hand, those who have grown up with fathers with whom

people

in tum

characteristics and to the traditional

language that mainstream Christianity has espoused.

masculine

likely to

in

broad

their

feel

conception of

language, which is more personal and

generalizations,

and

given the relatively small

study and the complexity of the

findings.

They tend to

Nevertheless

they

issue

more

research is

appear to be consistent with related

research and warrant close consideration.

Summary of Results
The

major findings

of this

study are

as

follows:

1. Non-inclusivists associate God with both
2. Inclusivists view God

as no more

patemal

matemal but

and matemal

significantly

characteristics;

less

patemal than
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non-inclusivists;
3. Non-inclusivists

overlap
reveal

are

theologically more orthodox

exists in the way both groups

an

their concepts of God also

considerably different emphases; and,
4. The data

suggests

with their fathers and how
"somewhat close"

masculine

distant,"

or a

or

man, and

"casual"

Finally,

a

link between the

they view God.

participants who had "warm

and close"

think of God

or

as

conversely those who have had "cold and distant," "somewhat

relationships with their fathers were more likely to

or as an

describe God

as

"omnipresent force."

I have found that the Fisher Inclusive

statistically reliable instrument.
area.

The

quality of relationship people have had

relationships with their fathers were more likely to

being "mysterious"

this

conceptualize God,

than inclusivists. While

It may prove to be

a

Language Inventory is

a

valuable aid for fiiture research in
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
The United Church of Canada formalized its commitment to the

language in

1980. It

be eiuiched

by broadening

on

presented as

was

and

an

opportunity "to experience

use

God in

of inclusive

new

ways, to

"Committee

deepening our perceptions" (United Church,

Theology" 343). Through its commitment to the inclusivity of its publications and

through its

introduction by the

congregational
increased its
This
reflects and

life

over

clergy,

inclusive

the past decade. The

language has played a prominent role

publication of Voices United in

project has
shapes

our

assented to the
world"

widely accepted premise that "[IJanguage both

(MacLauchlan 7),

language.

It follows that if people

way, their

image of God will change.

The purpose of this

and

interviewed

findings.

a

use

study was

to

inclusive

It is the

starting point

person's conception of God.

forty of those

same

language to

I

inclusivists,

as a

group,

God, then in

surveyed seventy-eight people

people for this study.

as no more

non-mclusivists, that non-inclusivists

and that

for inclusive

This

study has yielded

matemal but

are

some

between inclusive

I have found that non-inclusivists associate God with both

than

for both the

guidelines,

describe

explore the relationship

characteristics, that inclusivists view God

patemal

1996 has

visibihty and prevalence in worship.

United Church of Canada's and The United Methodist Church's

language

in

patemal

and

five

major

and matemal

significantly less

theologically more orthodox than

they differ with respect to what they think God is like.

The United Methodist Church's guidelines are contained in
Words That Heal: Language about God and People.

a

document entitled, Words That Hurt
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Finally,

I found

and how

close"
man

a

hnk between the

they view God.

The

quality of relationship people have with their fathers

participants who had "warm

and close"

or

"somewhat

relationships to their fathers were more likely to think of God as masculine or a

and, conversely, those who have had "cold and distant," "somewhat distant,"

"casual"

relationships

"mysterious" or as
inclusive

an

with their fathers

were more

"omnipresent force."

This

likely to

chapter briefly discusses

language on God concept and then considers

It then makes

a

concludes with

possibilities

few observations of a
a

describe God

each of these

as

being

the influence of

findings

theological and philosophical nature

few remarks about both the limitations of this

or

cited above.

and

finally

study and suggests

a

few

for fiiture research.
The Influence of Inclusive

Although significant

Language

a

Concept

differences exist in the way inclusivists and non-inclusivists

conceptualize God, the data from this study was
language has

God

on

insufficient to establish that inclusive

significant impact on their views. Using the Fisher Inclusive Language

Inventory and the Semantic Differential Parental Scale,

relatively weaker association

I found

among inclusivists for certain

a

correlation between

patemal characteristics

a

and

God than among non-inclusivists. This correlation does not establish that inclusive

language actually causes people to conceptuahze God
the interview

phase ofthe study, only

language had

an

a

as

being less patemal.

In

fact, in

couple of people expressed that inclusive

impact on their God concept.

This

mns

contrary to

common

wisdom that

language shapes the way people perceive reality.
Four factors must be taken into account in order to

only sixteen people who

endorsed the

use

of inclusive

interpret these findings. First,

language responded to

the
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question,

"How has

using inclusive language

for God

changed your view of God?" The

size is small.

sample

Second,

a

split exists between what people may be willing to hear, sing,

accept in public worship and what people practice in private. That is

acquiescence
example,

should not be

one woman

public

equated with a change in a person's private beliefs.

I interviewed said that

on

her

For

although she used inclusive language in

praying at United Church Women's meetings,
believe it had any influence

to say,

and

she did not

use

it

privately, nor did she

conception of God.

Third, the personal God concept held by participants in this study was

more

significant in influencing whether they use inclusive language than the effect that
inclusive

language had on their perceptions

interviewed Grod concept played
than did the

a

greater role in shaping their choice in language

language shape their conception of God.

Fourth, because of its relatively
its

of God. For the group of inclusivists I

recent introduction into the United

impact has yet to be fiilly realized. Presumably,

greater impact on people's conception of God

early ages. Although I
up in the
answers

church,

to the

an

did not ask the

estimated

question,

exposed primarily to

as more

language will have

people

thirty-eight out ofthe forty did.

"Please describe your

ofthe

are

exposed to

a

it at

people I interviewed whether they had grown

ages relative to the introduction of inclusive

mid-1980s), virtually all

inclusive

Church,

This is based

spiritual joumey

on

their

for me." Given their

language into public worship (circa the

participants would have grown up having been

masculine

language

for God.

Non-Inclusivists Associate God with Both Paternal and Maternal Characteristics
The results of this

study show that the participants who reject the use of inclusive
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language,

as

it is defined

who accept inclusive

by this study, do

language.

as

use

of masculine

male.

Participants

with certain
so

at

such

language to the

as

any less matemal than those

findings

identification of God, at least at

who favored masculine

of matemal characteristics.

views of feminists such

as

language

for God

Thus these

Daly, Ruether, Wren,

for God promotes the

labeled "exclusive"

language

minds of those who

use

of Verigote

Johnson, Soskice, and Duck have connected
an

ideological level,

clearly did associate God

patemal qualities. What is important to note, however,

the expense

language

as

This is consistent with the

("Overview" 219, 223). Scholars
the

not view God

findings

and others who

is that

they did not do

stand in contrast to the

posit that masculine

superiority of men over women. Ironically what has been

does not exclude

it. Both matemal and

a

matemal dimension of God fi-om the

patemal characteristics

are

represented in

non-inclusivists' views of God.

Moreover, the

use

of the Fisher Inclusive

Language Inventory in conjunction with

the Semantic Differential Parental Scale has shown

no

significant difference between

how non-inclusivists and inclusivists rate God in terms of matemal characteristics. Hence
the

assumption that calling

Smith argues, should be

God "Mother" will elevate the feminine side of God,

carefiiUy scmtinized.

The evidence of this

as

Paul

study does not support

his contention.
Inclusivists View God
The results of this

as

Significantly Less

Paternal than Non-Inclusivists

study

show that inclusive

language does not

the "feminine aspects of God"

certain characteristics

more

as

it reflects

a

so

much include

diminished association between God and

closely associated with fathers.

The

quantitative data shows

that, in reference to God, the only statistically significant difference between those who
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support the
of certain

use

of inclusive

language and those who

patemal characteristics. Specifically, they are

"Power," "Authority," "Firmness,"
"Who

gives

gives
the

are

the

or as one

less

it is their evaluation

likely to

"Systematic mind."

"Stem," "Who takes initiative,"

not

or

mle," who is "the judge," or

These results raise the

so

much about

language

associations between God and power,

authority,

favored

favors

a

causes

language it uses

in

as

it is about

The evidence is

etc. What the evidence does

view of God that is

worship

a

people to make weaker

significantly

by non-inclusive language. What are the implications

when the

with

recognizing a feminine dimension in God,

insufficient to establish that inclusive

language

one

possibility that the inclusive language debate

reducing the association of God with certain patemal characteristics.

that inclusive

associate God with

directions," "Who maintains order," "Who makes decisions," "Who

law," "Who is the principle

is, in practice,

who is

opposed to

less

suggest is

patemal than that

for the Christian Chiurch

diminishes the connection between God and

"Power," "Authority," "Firmness," etc.? The "correctness" of this de-emphasis of these

patemal characteristics depends
God should be less
inclusive

on an a

priori understanding of God. If a church believes

frequently associated with "Power," "Authority," "Firmness," then

language facilitates that end.

"Authority" and "Power"

should be

limited evidence suggests that the

If a church decides that characteristics such

more

strongly associated with the Deity,

adoption of inclusive language

as

then the

for God may prove

counterproductive.
The results also raise other

demand that the Church
some

extent, from these

important questions.

Does the

equality ofthe

linguistically adopt a practice that disassociates God,
same

characteristics? How

might the de-emphasis

sexes

at least to

of these
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patemal characteristics favor a feminine view of God that men in the church, already
outnumbered

questions,
To

by women, might fmd alienating? The findings of this study may raise these

but it
a

can

large

not answer them.

extent the

statistically significant differences between how the

inclusive and non-inclusive groups viewed God
father

image (see Appendix H).

That

are

is, nine of the

paralleled in how they evaluate the
same

twelve items showed

statistically significant difference. Similar to the way they view God,
is

significantly

"Authority,
makes

less

"Who

likely to

associate the father

gives the law,

"Who

participants to

rate the

figure and the

degree to

associated with your father
inclusivists is less

figure with the following items: "Power,

gives directions,

as a

God

"Who maintains

image. Since the questionnaire

which each of the

father

account the fact that

uiclusivists had with their fathers

as a

was warmer

between the father and child could

associations between

figure

sample

inclusive
and

and

are

in

plausible

relationships that non-

and closer than the

relationships that

quality of relationship

explain why non-inclusivists made stronger

inclusivists.

and both the God

Though these results

are

based

image

on a

and the

relatively

exploratory in nature only, they are consistent with the view that the

language issue is
women

asks

for non-inclusivists. One

group the

specific patemal characteristics

image than did the

a

following characteristics should be

inclusivists had with their fathers. The connection between the

men

order," "Who

father, the results imply that the idealized father for

patemal than the ideal

explanation takes into

small

the inclusive group

decisions," "Who is the principle, the mle," and "Who is the judge." This shows

link between the father

Father

a

a

part of a much larger debate about the relationship between

society in general

and in the home in particular.
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Two

showed

items, which had been significantly different when associated with God,

significant difference with respect to

no

and "Who takes initiative." Of fiirther interest is

strongly associated with mothers, namely
group, to

statistically significant

a

with the father

extent

the father

third item that

a

"Who is

(p=.02),

image.

always there

made

a

These

was

were

"Firmness"

normally more

for me." The inclusive

weaker association for this item

image than did the non-inclusive group. This

is not

surprising given that a

relatively high proportion of them had somewhat distant relationships with their fathers.
In addition this is the

have

more

only item in the

survey that

uses

the word "me" and

frequently elicited memories of a person's real

about fatherhood

on a

symbolic

father

as

as

such it may

opposed to

a

response

level.

By way of comparison, only three statistically significant differences between the
way both groups viewed the mother

the mother

This

As

one

group

they also,

"Who is all

unclear. To
to their

a

The inclusive group viewed

being more weakly associated with "the judge"

as

probably shows that the inclusive group was

general.
with

image

image (see Appendix I).

to

a

and with "stem."

less comfortable with these terms in

significant degree,

more

strongly

embracing" than did the non-inclusive group.

speculate, perhaps the inclusive group,

associated "mother"

The

The data of this
for masculine

Theologically More

study shows

a

as

moderate correlation between

opposed to the

probably would have been stronger since

a

group overall.

Orthodox than Inclusivists

language for God and Christian orthodoxy.

Orthodoxy Scale been used

why is

in the absence of a strong attachment

fathers, felt closer to their mothers than did the non-inclusive
Non-Inclusivists Are

reason

a

preference

Had the fiill Christian

shorter version, the correlation

considerable number of participants
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encountered

a

"ceiling effect" whereby they could not be listed as

any

more

orthodox than the shorter scale allowed.

Taking into consideration that only one man and one woman interviewed
said that inclusive

language

influenced them to

change their conception of God,

obvious conclusion is that those who do not show

theology are more likely than non-inclusivists

preference for tradition, both in terms

an

affinity

for

orthodoxy in their

to embrace inclusive

of theology and

language,

the

as

language.
well

genuine differences between how both groups view the Divine accounts

A

as some

for these

results.
Moreover inclusive

appears to be less

language

adequate

for

conveying Christian

orthodoxy than does traditional language. One participant equated inclusive language
with

politically correct language:
Whenever

we

language and we try to,

take

as

it were, to make it

lose part of its precision. For example, language can't
correct,
operate without being precise. Politically correct language destroys
we

communicate. The purpose of language is not to convey
femaleness but to convey precision. Precision is necessity. In
every aspect of life
they want precision except in theology.

the

ability to

male

or

.

The conundrum of trying to find

a

.

.

suitable "inclusive" altemative to the traditional

trinitarian formulation of "Father, Son, and

participants

of this

study,

terms seemed almost

the

use

of inclusive

mutually exclusive.

United Church of Canada

on

inclusive

abandon all reference to God in

339).

However for the

using

the

Holy Spirit" illustrates this difficulty.

language and references

personal

The 1986 report to the General Council of the

language contended that its purpose was not "to

personal terms" (Uruted Church,

participants

to God in

For the

in this

study the one

imagery of a bisexual androgynous deity,

has

Record of Proceedings

altemative

purposed, namely

proved unpopular.
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While God

was

United Churches,
a

bisexual

ofthe

none

language, if it was

As

proper name,

a

use

or

as

image of "Father."

of the

one

or

in

a

God Mother of us

people I interviewed, inclusive

all, almost always took the form of using the word "God"

addressing God as "Creator." Thus those who supported the

of inclusive

language tended to

consequence their

use

descriptions of God as
a

gender-neutral language in private.
a

whole felt less

number ofthe inclusivist

"mystery" composed the semantic

personal and less

participants, "energy"

content ofthe word "God." One

this group, when asked how she would describe God to
island stated the

For

"Mother and Father of us all,"

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,

relational in their orientation. For
or

to balance the

private prayer lives

used at

a woman or as

practice when inclusive language uses the term

so as a means

of the

all." In contrast, in the

public

In

God may be addressed in prayer

blessing "in the name

as a

people I interviewed thought of God as

androgynous Being.

"Mother," it usually does

example,

using the term "Mother" at both Sackville and Wilmot

referred to

a

person

women

coming

in

off a desert

following:

I guess I would relate it back to the fact ofthe miracle of humanness
and the miracle of creation. These things can't have been a random,
non-directed act; therefore, there has to be a power that we tend to

call God.
In contrast non-inclusivists tended to describe God

pronouns and

spoke more frequently in terms

participant said,

"I guess

That my whole life

put

trust in him

being that I

can

no

can

.

.

.

of relationship. For

God is the greatest

thing that has

revolve around him. And that

matter what." A second

using mascuhne
example one

ever

happened to me.

everything I do,

participant stated,

"I just

relate to. That I say thank you for the fact that I

am

I

can

always

feel, God,

some

here. That I

am
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who I am." These results do not suggest that it is
a

personal conception of God

never

more

any

than

they suggest that non-inclusivists will

speak of God using impersonal metaphors. Rather, they

the biblical and traditional masculine

mainstream Christian

Christ, is

a

as

evidence that

as

revealed

through Jesus

personal Deity.
Earthly

Fathers and God

During my interviews with the participants
connection between how

of this

I found

a

clear

people viewed their relationship with their fathers growing up

subsequently how they viewed God.

those whose

Concept

study,

Those who described their

relatively distant or abusive were more likely to understand

are

stand

for God better preserves that which

language

theology has always insisted: God,

The Link between

and

for inclusivists to have

impossible

relationships were

characterized

Grod in

relationships

impersonal terms than

by warmth and closeness.

These

consistent with those of Hertel and Donahue who found parallels between

styles reported by children and the images
In this

study the

of God held

as

findings

parenting

by both children and their parents.

inclusive group associated God

more

strongly with matemal

characteristics than patemal characteristics. This is consistent with the work of BeitHallahmi and

Argyle who

found

a

similarity between the Deity image

opposite-sex parent or the preferred parent.

For the

preferred parent would have been their mother.
hand,
were

also

was more

consistently close to

the matemal characteristics

and either the

majority of the inclusive group,

The non-inclusive group,

on

the

the other

both their mothers and their fathers. Hence, not

generally accepted, but the patemal characteristics

only

were

significantly more closely associated with God.
In tum these coimections

seem

to have

played

a

role in

shaping the theology of
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the

participants

typically move

from

Synthetic Conventional stage of faith into

a

discarded

Previously-held images

meaningfril, conceptual

or

fransformed into

new

formations.

and

more

these

even

women

"Individuative-

critically analyzed and reshaped

ones"

powerfiil

of God

six

"somewhat close" to their fathers
as

being

"like

women

in the
All of

church, and none of them felt that they were

throughout their childhood or youth.

Moses," another

"an old man." These

be

did not

(59). Although I

changed,

can

reported having a male God concept prior to their early adulthood.

had sfrong coimections to the

described God

are

a

[PJreviously meaningftil images

question participants when and how their images
inclusive group

wrote that young aduhs

chapter 2 1 cited Lownsdale who

study.

Reflective" style of faith.
into "new,

In

in this

"having

as

a

white

flowing beard,"

images changed as they moved into

another

as

with, in

at least three cases, the maleness of them

One
and still

young adulthood

being held under scrutiny while at

university.
The pattem of these

Anstey

et al. who found

as

changes

people move into

characteristic of adulthood their
to the

more

diverse and abstract.

relationship with his

pictures

with

God

thinking

and suggests that his

reaching

the formal

as a man

a

the formal

of God

move

operational stage of thinking

from the

more

Carl, the only participant who had

father and yet at the

pictured

On the other

is also consistent with the work of Bassett Miller

same

time

beard and robe. This

a

concrete and literal

cold and distant

thought of God as male,

said he

description typifies preoperational

psychological development has been arrested prior to

operational stage.
hand, object relations theory

instances in which God

was

associated with

can

account for the fourteen other

masculinity or as

a

male.

According to
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psychiatrist Daniel

J.

Heinrichs, (see pp. 75-77 above),

others is laid down in their relationships within the

relationships between parents and their siblings.
viewed God

as

male

their childhood and
relate to God

as a

their affective
had

warm

or

masculine all had close

youth.

The data of this

masculine

relationship

and close

a

children's

home, with their mothers, and in the

The

remaining fourteen participants who

relationships to their

study supports

being has been,

in

capacity to relate to

some

fathers

throughout

the view that their

sense,

with their fathers. This does not

capacity to

psychologically mapped by
mean

that

people who

have

relationships with their father will necessarily view God as male.

Some ofthe

people I interviewed had wonderftil relationships with their fathers but

viewed God

as

relationship
male

as

to

neither male
a

father

they move

female. Rather the evidence suggests that

nor

figure is

a

strenuously held
irmer

sense

so

into the formal

operational stage

use

that God is male

value to the name;

inclusive

acrimonious. At least

onto the

of the

or

some

name

of the

people in this study who

have most

"Father" for God have been those who have

They experience

a

an

positive emotive

therefore, predictably, they feel upset when the application of

worship vocabulary.

because

they feel that God is

fourteen

people who

and their mothers

of thinking.

helps explain why the inclusive language

masculine in nature.

language systematically curtails

written and

close

precondition for people to retain the sense of God as

If this line of thinking is correct, then it

debate has been

a

the

use

ofthe

name

To make matters worse,

they

"Father" from the church's
are

male. Some of them may indeed be

stated that God

was

male

or

accused of "sexism"

sexist, yet all ofthe

masculine felt close to both their fathers

throughout their childhood. The salient point then is that their

assessment ofthe maleness of God

can

be

more

appropriately explained by the
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psychologically positive and affirming childhood interactions with their own
opposed to entertaining

easily labeled

a

same

as a

prejudice against women. Unfortunately their responses

"man with

a

other

were

participants who had given up

beard" and for whom

underlying psychological appeal.

did not have such

(see pp. 72-73)

a

relationship

may have done

and persons in the "Concrete

childhood

others?"
had for

images.

After I

as a

white

perceive of God

would be

so

in

replied,

man

as

easily mislabel

Operations Period"

am

too

man, and that's

to the

through a

experience of others. Sweeny

calling

use

of sexist

they have got the,

language

development.
own

God Father

Some of

discarded

means

to

their vision of what I

probably influenced by that awfiil picture

are unaware

and

psychologically unequipped

anything other than concrete terms,

relatively unsympathetic

images

suggesting, those who

of psychological

you think

bearded." If people

male in

I

"male" God concept with their

"Well I think that
a

the

as

link between the

making the

a

their childhood

If the "maleness" of God is mediated

asked, "What do

while, of God being

a

could

study have equated

one woman

of Jesus,
to

in this

people

are

God "Father" did not have the

calling

positive early childhood relationship with a father figure,

the

as

sexist.

In contrast, there

of God

fathers

concems

then

predictably they

expressed by those who

feel that God

is masculine.
If for

some

child mediates

a

participants

positive view

Cheston, and Greer,
research

as

in this
of God

study,
as

a

positive relationship between

male in adulthood, then the

highlighted in Chapter 2,

adds

a

study of Kane,

poignant counterpoint.

clearly makes the link between a negative view of God as "Father"

experience

of incest

perpetrated by a father figure.

To

father and

Their

and the

speak of God as Father for one
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group may be
To

blessing

and for another

up, this research

sum

conception

a

a curse

depending upon their

frame of reference.

supports the link between earthly fathers and

of God in three ways.

First,

as

noted above,

a

a

person's

parallel of differences

exists

between how inclusivists and non-inclusivists view God and how they view the father

image.

As

warmer

a

group the

relationships that non-inclusivists had with their fathers

and closer than the

coimection between the
reasonable

relationships that inclusivists had with their

quality of relationship between the

was

fathers. The

father and child

provides

a

explanation as to why non-inclusivists made stronger associations between

specific patemal characteristics
the inclusivists.

and both the God

image

and the Father

Second, all of the participants who thought of God

masculine" and who had moved beyond

relationships

to their fathers while

relationships

as

viewing

God

growing up. Third,

as a

as a

"man with

a

image than did
"man"

or

"more

beard" had close

those who described their

relatively distant or abusive were more likely to describe God using

impersonal terms

than those whose

relationships were characterized by warmth

and

closeness.

Theological
The United Church's

language is prescriptive

analysis

insofar

as

avoidance of an androcentric bias
human

beings

inclusive. For

and of generic

and

it

Philosophical Implications

of inclusive

language begins

with the

shapes the way people view reality.

premise that

It advocates the

suggesting that the language people use to

grouping

should be

example the Church recommends

officer should be substituted for mankind and

describe

changed in order to make it more

that words such

as

humanity or police

policeman respectively (see Table 2. 1

p.

27). This is both cogent and, given our cultural context, somewhat convincing. Yet the
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analysis breaks
applied to

the

down when it presupposes the

same

language used to speak about God.

masculine-feminine dualism

as

"exclusive," that

a more

beings

and

a

term

"inclusive" term would be "God,"

"Father/Mother," or simply "Creator." The analysis
describe human

be

The United Church's hiclusive

Language Guidelines suggest that instead of addressing God as "Father,"
designated

can

generic groupings

is

is flawed in that the

language used to

substantially different than the language

used to describe God. This is true in at least three very

important ways.

First, whereas the exclusive language used to describe human beings and generic

groupings rehes
as

Father is

on an

androcentric

dualism,

primarily directed not to

the

the familial

language used to

dichotomy of masculine

versus

describe God

feminine, that is

between the father and the

mother, but to the relationship between the parent and the

child. The

centers

linguistic focus

on

child. Moreover, the data from this

the

relationship between one specific parent and the

study suggests

that the

image of God as

"Father"

patemal characteristics

takes in both matemal and

Second, the words "father" and "mother" invariably and unavoidably take
different cormotations and, therefore, should not be viewed

as

synonyms that

interchangeable. While they both signify "parent," the reality of birthing,
various

psychological

and

sociological

factors that contribute to

as

are

well

(Courtenay 390).

by strength of association between

These characteristics continued to have

Third, the semantic

language used to

the

a

list of

fathers and mothers

efficacy for this study.

content ofthe word "father" and "mother"

embedded in the human psyche than the

as

early childhood

development distinguish their differing roles. Thus Verigote was able to develop
characteristics that discriminated

on

are

describe either

far

more

generic

deeply
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groupings
"ma ma"

or

or

other human

first

a

first words children

"da da." These words describe the nature of a

Thus when familial
evoke

beings. Often the

language

deeper more primal

relationships.

God "Father" to

response

Unlike the

on

a

far greater

the part of the hearer. It is the

from chairman to

move

are

words like

deeply personal relationship.

God, it carries

is used to address

acquire

chairperson,

the

potential to

language

move

of our

from

calling

calling God "Creator" not only represents a shift in meaning but also

loss of a connection that informs the semantic content ofthe word. For

God call "Father" reminds the listener of his

or

her

own

family;

good or for ill,

the
to

to call God "Creator"

does not.

Finally,
exclusive in

what critics

charge

perception only.

equal degree

The

as

"exclusive," that is calling God "Father," is

image of God

encompasses matemal characteristics in

for both inclusivists and non-inclusivists alike.

language of God as

"Father" creates

characteristics such

as

authority,

This, in tum, is interpreted

as

cognitive dissonance

the

being

one

to

for inclusivists the

between certain

patemal

who maintains order etc., and their view of God.

"exclusive." Thus in

making the language the church uses

Plausibly,

practice the prescription for

speak about God more inclusive

is

primarily

accomplished by making its language less masculine.
Referent Matters: Inclusive

According to

G. B.

Caird,

word

Changing

meaning.

Cultural Context

He notes that the

verbal,

play a role in determining the meaning of
the debate

Clearly our cultural

on

inclusive

context has

language

are

changed over the

the

last

Cognitive dissonance is defined in the glossary. Worchel and Cooper state "A person who has
or discrepant
cognitions is said to be in a psychological state of dissonance which is experienced
unpleasant psychological tension" (117).

dissonant
as

contexts all

(see p. 31). Of particular importance to

traditional and cultural contexts.

and the

context determines

situational, traditional, and cultural
a

Language
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four decades. The word "men," for instance, once considered to refer to both men and
women, is now commonly associated only with males. Feminist insights have shown how

language (see p. 37) makes masculinity normative and,

the androcentrism of masculine

thereby, reduces
identified

as a

Clearly the

the feminine to

a

derivative and

secondary

status. This has been

form of linguistic sexism that perpetuates women's second class status.

cultural context for

our

interpretation has changed.

Context and the Use of Inclusive

The semantic content of masculine

language

Language

for God

for God is understood

differently

depending upon which referent is employed to interpret the meaning ofthe language.
Different referents

yield different interpretations.

critiqued mascuhne language
Soskice's noted how

a

as

because

hand, feminist analysis has

sexist dualism from Plato to Aristotle to

Augustine on down has

On the other

as a

for God

hand, non-inclusivists have emphasized the non-sexual nature of

and ultimate way of symbolizing God.

primacy ofthe male" (103). Cooper stresses

when he cautions that when inclusive

specific teachings

language as the primary

Hamerton-Kelly has argued that God the Father

should be understood from the context of Scripture and not

meamng and

language

symptom of an "oppressive male-dominated hierarchy."

God and have deferred to the biblical pattem of using masculine

the

in tum, has

shaped the way masculine language for

Feminist scholars have been critical of masculine

they view it

Janet Martin

femininity (see p. 35). This,

led to sexism within the Christian church and has

perceived.

one

symptomatic of a patriarchal dualism.

affected the Church's view of masculinity and

God is

On the

the

as

"a male

god who

secures

importance ofthe biblical context

language is used for God it must retain "the

of bibhcal revelation and does not

diminish, alter,

fiill

or
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undermine them"
The
context: the

(191).
of a

fmdings of this study highhght the importance
The evidence shows that the

family.

of a child with his

especially the relationship

or

third, frequently ignored

early object relations

her

father,

can

of an

directly influence that

person's image of God. The role object relations play in contributing to
God concept, with its

impersonal

deserves closer

language,

excluded

Language

and Societal

objective of inclusive language is not only to

by the use

a

masculine

or an

the issue of inclusive

scrutiny.

Inclusive

The

subsequent implications to

individual,

of masculine

society as whole making it

language

less sexist and

Change

accommodate those who feel

for God but also

more

egalitarian.

ultimately to

This is

a

transform

noble

aim, yet

wisdom suggests that the task should not be undertaken without critical self-reflection
undue

care.

including

The

shifting

dramatic

cultural context from within which the debate has arisen has

changes

in the

subsequently in family systems
considerably
masculine

over

the last

language

inquiry invites

relationships between women

as a

whole.

forty years.

for God has been

Even

as

feminist scholars have

projected

family

and men, and

Notably the divorce rate has

from sexist

critics to examine the extent to which their

itself a projection of dysfimctional

risen

argued that

patriarchal structures,

depiction of God as

fair

"Father" is

structures.

Language does shape the way people perceive the world. Therefore inclusive

language raises serious issues
following:
change

as

how the

place

or

for the Church to consider. These issues include the

and role of psychologically

the Church's view of God is neutered

healthy fathers

and

men

could

through its use of inclusive language;
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how

dysfunctional fathering

and the abuse of authority in

general has colored society's

perception of the legitimate use of authority and masculinity in general;
Church

can

faithfliUy and unequivocally communicate a positive

Fatherhood of God and of fatherhood in general when it is

point is
God

not that the Church should retum to an age

are

used; rather, it is

God may have

society as

a

a

to raise concems that the

broader and unforeseen

is whether

or

not to

language

use

of inclusive

reconcile inclusive and non-inclusive

observations

are

or

The focus of this

relationship between the use

have

a

depatriarchalizing of language about
on

for

Ministry

God, the most salient issue for pastoral

balance

language

and feminine terms

by a combination of using

as

"language that

equally,

and

or

by

avoiding terms

study has been more about determining

language

and God concept than

the

trying to

warranted.

gendered terms

frame of reference for

such

as

concems

raised

by non-inclusivist theologians,

father with mother remains

understanding what

a

father

is,

problematic. People

and likewise what

is. No such frame of reference exists for "Father-Mother" and, therefore, the
seems

for

positions on the topic. Nevertheless, the following

First, laying aside the theological

trying to

for

genders equally by using both masculine

genders equally."

practical

only masculine metaphors

it. I have defined inclusive

avoiding gendered language altogether,
of both

hnguistically tongue tied. My

whole.

With respect to inclusive

treats the

and biblical view of the

impact not only on the Church but also

Implications

leadership

where

and how the

artificial at best and heretical at worst.

"Mother-Father" in her prayers

a

mother

terminology

Only one person in this study regularly used

and, confrary to the conviction that such language
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represented personal imagery for God (see the United Church's position p. 53), her

conception may be described

"energy." Without
of God means,

a

as

pantheistic.

frame of reference to

pastoral leaders

risk

She described God

as

"everything" and

as

interpret what the gendered balanced naming

confiising

the

people with whom they are trying to

conununicate.

asks, "Is it okay to call God 'Mother?'" Non-inclusivists may object

Paul Smith

by stating that this
presupposes the

is not the

categorical

language of God's self-revelation.

existence of "right

speaking"

the belief that God's self-revelation may be known
communicated in
and

images

a

way that

metaphors

and,

accurately corresponds to

for God found in the Bible

about God and is

at least in

14)

to

feminine
with

a

give but

one

example,

invariably contain a point of reference

similar frame of reference

imagery for God

In my

otherwise,

view,

may be

a

Christian faith. For

licking her young

that it is neither

as

"Father." The

a woman

as a woman

in labor

feminine

but rather

their

The

a

problem

equivalent to nor interpreted by

lingering question for those who wish to

broad range of non-biblical

meaning

example,

God's for

images, feminine, masculine,

use

and

describe God if their frame of reference lends

and if that

after birth. Intemal

interpreted.

a

(Isa.

is this: "what does it mean?"

appropriately used to

interpretative key to

is to be

description of God

a

measure, may be

image that describes the emotional texture of an activity of God.

calling God "Mother" is

feminine

is not

some

predicated on

that revelation. The feminine

by which they may be interpreted. Hence, God crying out like
42:

This response

meaning

an

falls within the parameters ofthe

people could be likened to that of a mother cow

points of reference show how the image ofthe cow
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At the

challenge.
asked

same

time

opponents of inclusive language should take seriously the

What does the continued

one woman

growing up,

who had had

"What does

a

use

of masculine

language

"somewhat distant"

same

for God mean? When I

relationship with her father

calling God Father mean to you?"

she

replied as

follows:

Father, but it is just a word. It has no connection with my
experience. Of fathers. My own father, other fathers, it's just a
I

use

the term

convenience
Conservative writers such

as

can use

mother and feel just

as

Bloesch claim that "Father, Son, and

symbols corresponding not to

(36).

I

phrase.

inner

feelings

or

means

Holy Spirit are

experiences, but to ontological realities"

These arguments, whatever their theological

those for whom the word father

comfortable.

nothing.

merit, will remain unconvincing

I shall retum to this

topic

in

a

moment.

Second, the use of neutral language for God, especially addressing God
"Creator"
this

study.

or

simply "God" proved to

The

that neutral

difficulty for the Christian church,

language fails to

convey that God is

both "Creator" and "God" lack the

his

relationship

be the most

to his "Father"

m

obedient to his
convey that

leadership
do two

has

personal,

heavenly Father,

disciples

and God

of intimacy. From

a

relational

being.

on

See John 14-17.

is

Moreover

about Jesus and

gospel^^ both records an

and

promises

that

the condition that

same

they

are

church to

practical point of view then, pastoral

considering the use of inclusive language

things. First, pastors

in

already been acknowledged,

teaching. Neutral language compromises the ability ofthe

same sense

in

as

heaven. For instance John's

shared between his

as

popular option among inclusivists

specificity of what the Bible teaches

intimate association between Jesus and his

intimacy may be

a

to

for God would be well advised to

should be clear about what the

language they use

is intended
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to mean and

the

second, they should consider the shortcomings of neutral language to

that God is

sense

Finally,
figures

in the

showed

a

a

personal, relational being.

the results of this

study underscore the importance of fathers

development of a personal conception of God. Participants

greater likehhood of perceiving God

impersonal omnipresent force if they had also
as

"cold and distant"

or

Son, and Holy Spirit,"

even

recognize the influence

those who

are

aware

if interpreted

God is

of poor

committed to

Jesus Christ to be

as

either

ontologically as

fathering

on

relationship

growing up.

incomprehensible.

a

in this

The

Pastoral

study
an

to their fathers

language

of "Father,

Bloesch insists, will

the debate. It is

leading people into

and father

incomprehensible or as

assessed their

"somewhat distant" when

nothing to people for whom
to

convey

mean

leadership would do

well

strategically important for

relationship with God through

covenant

of and to foster strong bonds between fathers and their children.
Limitations and Future Research

This
between

study has demonstrated a definite, identifiable,

fathering,

God concept, and inclusive

participants. Although its findings
their

generalizability would be

are

and measurable correlation

language within a group

consistent with related

enhanced if the results

were

of seventy-eight

psychological research,

replicated using

a

larger

sample size and with a broader demographic makeup. This study has only surveyed three
United Churches with

a

limited number of participants who have attained

levels of education. Moreover
grew up

Ideally

approximately thirty-eight ofthe forty people I

coming to church in a time,

a

future

when masculine God

study would test whether these

mainline denominations with

relatively high

same

interviewed

language was prevalent.

results could be attained in other

people of varying education levels

and with different
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conversion

experiences.

Although some

language who participated in this

of the advocates for inclusive

study had poor relationships with their fathers, these results
misread to infer that those who advocate the
poor

parenting.

inclusive
a

At the

language to

same

take

of inclusive

seriously

potential influence

the

on

testing is necessary to

the

validity is

establish the

it

be determined. Part of the

that inclusive

gender balancing may be interpreted

"inclusivist"
neutral

one man

according to

is

the

degree to

it

for

same

time

gender neutral language

He showed

a

is,

or

only one

opposed inclusive language was

Inventory.

That

balancing masculine

"inclusive" when in fact it reflects

as

on

measures

composed of two components.

preference

who said he

the Fisher

fatherhood may have both

ofthe

considered

strong preference for gender

language while rejecting gender balanced language.
This

study was exploratory in nature,

Future studies may wish to

explore the

people have had with their fathers
categories

of Kunkel et al. for

abusive father
wish to

because of

difficulty in assessing the instrument's

language, by definition,

and feminine references to God. A strong

components. Thus

so

validity ofthe Fisher hiclusive

incorporates both gender-neutral language while at the

two

do

perception of inclusive language.

Language Inventory. Although the reliability rate is high,

validity has yet to

language

generalized or

time, this study invites both advocates for and detractors of

person's conception of God and
Further

use

should not be

and its

findings

invite fiiture research.

connection between the type of relationship

and the way

instance,

a

they speak about God. Using the

study could

assess

how

emotionally absent or

figures influence the words people use to describe God. Other studies may

explore

the connection between

sphitual

formation and

family dynamics

and how
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authority is
measure

the

language

degree to which sexism

a

study examines the

as a norm as

language

congregations that use inclusive language.
is associated with the

for God. The true effect of the

known until
with it

exercised in

for God.

compared to

use

of inclusive

use or non-use

language

differences between the

A fiuther

use

of inclusive

for God will not be

people who

those that have continued to

study could

have grown up

traditional, masculine
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APPENDIX A
The Christian

Orthodoxy

Scale*

This survey includes a number of statements related to specific religious beliefs.
You vdll probably find that you agree with some of the statements and disagree with
others to varying extents. Please circle the niunber that best describes your opinion

according to the
Circle

a

Circle

a

Circle

a

Circle

a

Circle

a

Circle

a

amount of your

-

disagreement you have.

+3 if you strongly agree with the statement.
+2 if you moderately agree with the statement.
+1 if

you*%^^6^

withthe statement.
-1

-2

I

\

Strongly
Disagree

\

Moderately
Disagree

Jesus Christ

Slightly
Disagree

-1

-2

2. The

concept of God is

things

in

a

-3

modern

+3

+2

h

h

Agree

Moderately
Agree

+1

+2

Slightly

i
Strongly
Agree

an

old

superstition

that is

no

+3

longer needed

to

explain

area.

-2

-1

Through the life, death, and resurrection
the forgiveness of people's sins.
-3

+1

the divine Son of God.

was

-3

3.

or

3 if you strongly disagree with the statement.
2 if you moderately disagree with the statement.
1 if you slightly disagree with the statement.

-

-

-3

1.

agreement

-2

-1

+1

of Jesus, God

+1

+3

+2

provided

+2

a

way for

+3

4. The Bible may be an important book of moral teachings, but it was no more
inspired by God than were many other such books in human history.
-3

-2

-1

+1

+2

+3
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-3

Strongly
Disagree

5.

Moderately
Disagree

Despite what

many
of our actions.

-3

6.

Jesus

-2

was

+1

-1

-2

Slightly
Disagree

people believe,

-1

crucified, died, and

was

Slightly

Moderately
Agree

Agree

there is

no

such

+1

buried but

+3

+2

thing

as a

God who is

+2

on

the third

Strongly
Agree

day

aware

+3
He

arose

from the

dead.
-3

-2

provided."

+1

+2

+3

original, shorter version of the Christian Orthodoxy Scale was
people could fill in the blanks. It also contained the following option:
exactly and precisely neutral about a statement, write dovm a "0" in the space

*Please note. The

formatted such that
"If you feel

-1
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APPENDIX B
The Fisher Inclusive

will

Language

Instrument

This smvey includes a number of statements related to inclusive language. You
probably find that you agree with some of the statements and disagree with others to

extents. Please circle the nmnber that best describes your
the amount of your agreement or disagreement you have.

varying

Circle

a

Circle

a

Circle

a

Circle

a

Circle

a

Circle

a

opinion according to

3 if you strongly disagree with the statement.
2 if you moderately disagree with the statement,
1 if you slightly disagree with the statement.

-

-

-

+3 if you strongly agree with the statement.
+2 if you moderately agree with the statement.
+1 if you

-3

Strongly
Disagree

-2

means

-2

statement

-1

Moderately
Disagree

1. I know what it
-3

slightly agree with the

to

Slightly
Disagree

use

inclusive
-1

+1

+2

Slightly
Agree

Moderately
Agree

+3

Strongly
Agree

language to speak about God.
+1

+2

+3

+2

+3

+2

+3

2. When I pray I will often call God "Father."

-3

-2

-1

+1

3. When I pray I will often call God "Mother."

-3
4. I

try

to refrain from

-3
5. If I

-2

-2

-1

using masculine
-1

+1

pronouns

+1

or

images when referring
+2

masculine pronouns or images when referring to God then I
balance them with feminine pronouns and images.
use

-3

-2

-1

+1

+2

to God.

+3

try

to

+3
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6. I believe I have
-3

7. I

try

the

to refrain from
to the

-3

me

-3

me

-3

-3

use

of inclusive

-2

being

addressed

as

-1

as

-1

supported by my local church
language about God.

worship.

"Father"

+3

or

"Son" when

+3

"Mother" in

worship.

+2

as

+1

language

in

+2

+1

being addressed

language
+2

+1

-1

when I hear God
-2

support the

+1

-1

when I hear God
-2

9. It disturbs

of inclusive God

masculine words such

-2

8. It disturbs

11. 1 feel

using
Trinity.

use

-1

-2

referring

10. 1

experienced

"Father" in

+3

worship.

+2

+3

when used to refer to God.
+1

in my beliefs

+2

concerning the use

+3

or non-use

of inclusive
-3

-2

-1

+1

+2

+3

Questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10 were used to discriminate between those
who endorsed inclusive language for God and those who did not. Questions 3, 4, 7, 9 and
10 should be reverse coded in order attain high reliability.
Please note:
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APPENDIX C
Semantic Differential Parental Scale

The following items are part of a research tool known as the "Semantic Differential
Parental Scale." It is designed to measure the degree in which the specific characteristics
of each ofthe symbolic parental
figures are present in the representation of God. In other

words, it attempts to compare what we believe our parents should have been like
respective roles as mother and father, and what we believe God is like.

in their

In

making the following associations with your parents, please do not report how you
Rather, please state what you believe they should have been like
they fit into their role as a father and as a mother.
remember them to be.

Please

give your first impression in rating

each of the

as

figures.

degree to which each of the following characteristics should be
associated with
your father/mother as a father/mother using the following scale.
Please rate the

*

In the third instance

of the

following
1

people

were

asked to "rate the

characteristics with your God
2

degree to which you associate
using
following scale.

4

3

Not at all

the

5

6

somewhat

very much
associated

associated

associated

1.

The

2-

Strength

3.

A

4.

Power

5.

Who takes

6.

Who

7.

Who will

8.

Systematic

9.

Tendemess

10.

Who is the

one

warm

who is most

hearted

patient

refiige

loving

care

of me

gives the directions

sympathize with the child's
mind

principle, the mle

7

sorrows

each
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11

.

Who is intimate

12.

Who takes initiative

13.

Who is

14.

The

15.

Who is

16.

Authority

17.

Who

1 8.

The

19.

gives

one

comfort

who has

knowledge

always ready with open

brings

one

arms

out that which is delicate and refined

who acts

^Close to whom one

feels at home

20.

Who makes the decisions

21.

Self-giving love

22.

Firmness

23.

Sensitive

24.

The judge

25.

Who welcomes

26.

Dynamic

27.

Who is

28.

The

29.

Intuition

30.

Who

32.

Stem

34.

Who examines

36.

Protection fi-om

me

with open

always waiting

one

for

arms

me

who maintains order

gives the law

31

33

things
danger

Who is all

.

35.

.

Charming
Warmth

embracing

APPENDIX D

Concept Map of Participant's God Images

the multidimensional scaling plot of participant's sortings of 85 God-image items reduced from their written respo
Points representing the items are clustered according to similarity, the names ofthe clusters assigned by the researchers in co
From Mark A. Kunkel et. al. "God Images: A Concept Map". Used with Permission.

Based

on

CONCEPT MAP OF PARTICIPANTS' GOD IMAGES

MOTHER CHILD

LAWMAKER

UNPREDICTABLE

C
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APPBNDIX G
How The Good News
Becomea The Bad News

GOD

HAFEFUL
ft
UNCONCEHNCO

UNCHOSEN

ORIGINAI SIN

WRONG RESPONSES

(n^LLOMESS)

NHCRTTANCE
CKMRONMENl
ACCIDENTS

SNFDL CHOICES
et
FEAR CUIir

TRAGEOIES
INFRMinCS

RESCNTMCNl. REBEIUON
VIHICH R[MFORC� IHE
MISPERCCPTIONS

uisconcephons/feeungs

WHY THE HOLY SPIRIT SOMETIMES NEEDS A TEMPORARY ASSISTANT

<UKE
From

"Heoiing

ot

A

PASTORAL

Memories" by Oovid

(Used

A.

With

COUNSELOR)
@ 1 952

Seamonds

Permission)

Chariot Victor

Publishing
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APPENDIX F
Global Questions

Please describe your

own

If I

"How do you feel about

were

to ask

God would

God,
say?

spiritual joumey for me.
name

of the subject" what do you think

What do you think God is like?

If a person were coming off a desert island and had never heard about God, and you
the first person they met, and they asked you about God, what would you tell them?
When

some

people pray, they call
mean to you?

God "Father," What do you think it

means

were

to them?

What would it

How do you feel about
Do you do it?

When

some

addressing

people pray they call
mean to you?

God

as

"Father" in prayer?

God "Mother," What do you think if means to them?

What does that

How do you feel about
Do you do it?

addressing

God

as

"Mother" in

When you think of God, do you think of God
If you

use

How has

inclusive God

using

inclusive

as

either

prayer?

a man or a

woman?

language:

language

for God

changed your view

of God?

Now, I would like you to think back to your own family, I am going to ask you how you
felt about your mother, and then I am going to ask you how you felt about your father
when you

were

growing up.

When you were between the ages of three and eight, (pre-school grade 3), how would
you describe your relationship between you and your mother, as cold and distant, as
-

somewhat

distant,

as

casual,

as

somewhat

close,

or as warm

and close?

How about between the ages of nine and twelve? (Grades 4-7) Would you describe your
relationship with your mother as cold and distant, as somewhat distant, as casual, as

somewhat close,

or as warm

and close?
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How about your teenage years? Between the ages of 13 and 18. (Grades 7-13). Would
you describe your relationsliip with your mother as cold and distant, as somewhat distant,
as

casual,

as

somewhat

close,

or as warm

and close?

And how about now? Would
and
you describe your relationship with your mother as cold
distant, as somewhat distant, as casual, as somewhat close, or as warm and close?

(If there is indication that the relationship was particularly cold and distant at any
particular point, I may ask the participant if she or he wants to tell me about it).
Now I

going to

am

When you

were

ask you the

same

questions

about your father.

between the ages of three and eight, how would you describe your
as cold and distant, as somewhat distant,

relationship between you and your father,
casual,

as

somewhat close,

or as warm

as

and close?

How about between the ages of nine and twelve? Would you describe your relationship
with your father as cold and distant, as somewhat distant, as casual, as somewhat close,
or as warm

and close?

How about your teenage years? Between the ages of 13 and 18. Would you describe your
relationship with your father as cold and distant, as somewhat distant, as casual, as

somewhat

close,

or as warm

and close?

And how about now? Would you describe your relationship with your father as cold and
distant, as somewhat distant, as casual, as somewhat close, or as warm and close?
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APPENDIX G
Consent Form for Interview Portion of the Studv
Statement of Purpose and Consent

The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between how people view God
and the use of inclusive language with reference to God. In this part of the study, I shall
also be trying to discover if there is a relationship between a person's early childhood

experiences vis-a-vis their parents and their attitude toward inclusive language. Your
participation in this study is completely at your own discretion, and you may choose not
to continue at any point.
In this interview you will be asked several questions about your understanding of God as
as about your
relationship to your parents. If your relationship was strained, these

well

questions may

cause

you to feel uncomfortable. If so, you

are

free not to

answer

them.

If,

result ofthe

questions being asked, you would like to pursue discussion of any of the
topics covered, I will help you locate a competent pastoral or professional counselor. Any
cost for the counselor will be your responsibility.
as a

In order to make

interview

sure

that I

am

able to capture all that you have

said, I plan to record the

tape. If you wish you may use a pseudonym in order to protect your
You will not be named in the study unless you sign a consent form in the future
on

cassette

identity.
giving me permission to

do

so.

approximately 45 minutes. If you would like to have a sununary
study once it has been completed, then please let me know by placing

Our interview will last

of the results of the
a

checkmark in the box below.

I have read and understand the

paragraphs

above and agree to

participate in the

portion of this study.

Researcher

Participant

Yes, I would like

a

summary of the results of this

Date

study.

I I

interview
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APPENDIX H
Paternal Characteristics/Inclusive and Non-Inclusive

Brings

(0

Intuition
Who is intimate

acteri

rnal

Tenderness

Warm-hearted refuge

�

CO

4>>

out delicate and refined

u

o

Sensitive

|who is all embracing
Sympathize with child's sorrows
|One who is most patient
Takes loving care of me
jWho is there with open arms
Who gives comfort
iWho is always waiting for me
*

Warmth

|Close to whom one feels at home
love

Self-giving

fWho

welcomes with open

Who examines

arms

things

jDynamic
The

one

|WA?o
Tiie

who has

knowledge

makes decisions

one

*

who maintains order

iw/7o gives the directions

*

*

Firmness

{strength
Who takes initiative

IWho gives the law
Systematic mind

iThe judge
The

one

*

*

who acts

IProtectlon from danger
Who is the

principle,

the rule

Istern
Authority
C

1.5

:

1

J

J

1

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1

The black squares

*

*

1.5

1

Somewhat Associated

The white squares

~'ower

\

=

=

Very Much Associated
Inclusive Father

mean scores.

Non-Inclusive Father

The italics with asterisks

=

*

mean scores.

Statistically significant Differences (p<.05)

*
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APPENDIX!

Maternal Characteristics/Inclusive and Non-Inclusive

jBrings
? o

o

?

Who is intimate

?o

Tenderness

? o

arm-hearted

?o

*
Who is all embracing
Sympathize with child's

?o

o

o ?
?

o

Warmth

?
?

sorrows

jOne who is most patient
Takes loving care of me
|Who is there with open arms
Who gives comfort
'ClyVho is always waiting for me

o

?

refuge

Sensitive

?>

?

out delicate and refined

Intuition

fClose to whom one feels
Self-giving love

o

{Who welcomes with

?o
K>

Who examines

at home

open

arms

things

Pynamic
?

The

one

^ho
?

o

?

o
?

The

who has

knowledge

makes decisions

one

who maintains order

{Who gives the directions

V

Firmness

>

(Strength
Who takes initiative

{Who gives the
Systematic
The judge

Law

mind

*

The

one

who acts

protection
Who is the

\stern

from

danger
principle, the

*

Authority
Power

Somewhat Associated

The white squares
The black squares

Very Much

=

Inclusive Mother

=

Non-Inclusive Mother

The asterisks with italics

=

Associated

mean scores.

mean scores.

Statistically significant Differences (p<.05)

rule
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APPmDLX^J

Distribution of Mean Scores for Mothers

iBrings

CO

out delicate and refined

Intuition

(0

|Who is intimate

<a
u
(Q

Tenderness

|Warm-hearted refuge

o

(Q
SZ

o

O

Sensitive
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Distributiqn^ of the Mean
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APPENDIXL

Glossary

Alpha

�jt jg

a measure

of the intemal

(Cronbach's) alpha ranges
are

measuring

the

same

rehability of the hems

of an index. This

from 0 to 1.0 and indicates how much the items in

an

index

thing" (Vogt 4).

Androcentrism

"[ig] from the Greek aner/andros (male human bemg), [and] is the name
conunonly given to the personal pattem of thinking and actmg that takes the
characteristics of mling men to be normative for all humanity" (Johnson 23-24).

Biological Gender refers to

the sexual

identity of living organisms.

Cluster Analysis xhe
process

by which groups of data are clustered according to a
question or set of questions, hi this study there was a pattem to the
way people responded to the Fisher hiclusive Language Inventory. Two groups emerged
common

response to

and

identified

were

Content

respect

a

as

the hiclusive and Non-hiclusive group.

Validity Indicates the degree to which certain items

to the domain of skills,

and

tasks, knowledge,

so

are

representative with
being measured.

forth of what is

Cognitive Dissonance

relationship among cognitions such that one cognition follows
opposite of another. Also, a theory proposed by Leon Festinger that unpleasant
psychological tension arises when an individual possesses cognitions that are dissonant"
(Worchel and Cooper 620).
from the

Etymology jg

the

study of the derivation of words.

External

Validity xhe extent to which the findings of a study are relevant to subjects
settings beyond those in the study. Another term for generalizability (Vogt 87).

and

Face

Validity "Logical or conceptual validity; so called because it is a form of validity
determined by whether, on the face of it, a measure seems to make sense. In determining
face validity, one often asks expert judges whether the measure seems to them to be
valid" (Vogt 89).

Hermeneutics

inquiry concemed with the presuppositions and mles ofthe
interpretation of some form of human expression, usually a written text (Harvey 117).

Intemal

Consistency "The

extent to which items in

another, which is to say the extent to which
Internal

Validity

they

a

scale

measure

are

the

correlated with

same

one

thing" (Vogt 114).

-phe extent to which the results of a study (usually an experiment) can
be attributed to the treatment rather than to flaws in the research design; in other words,

Fisher 167

the

degree to which one can draw valid conclusions
on another"
(Vogt 1 14).

about the causal effects of one

variable

Likert Scale

widely used questionnaire format developed by Rensis Likert.
Respondents are given statements and asked to respond by saying whether they "strongly
agree," "agree," "disagree," "strongly disagree." Wording [may vary] considerable"
(Vogt 128-29).

Mean -phe
average. To get the mean, you add up the values for each case and divide the
total by the number of cases. Often symbolized by ^or as ^("X-bar")" (Vogt 137).
Nuclear Factors Used in the studies of
Verigote and Tamayo, the nuclear factors are all
those particular characteristics that are congruent for all six cultural groups that they

studied. The nuclear factors are considered as the core of the figure, (father, mother,
God), a core that is present no matter which culture is considered. (Tamayo 77).
^

"Probability value, orP value Usually found in an expression such as p<.05. This
expression means: 'The probabihty (P) that this result could have been produced by
chance (or random error) is less than (<) five percent (.05).' Thus, the smaller the
number, the greater the likelihood that the result expressed was not merely due to chance.
For example, P<.001 means that the odds are a thousand to one (one tenth of 1 percent)
against the result being a fluke. What is being reported (.05, .001, and so on) is an alpha
level or sigruficant level. The p value is the actual probability associated with an obtained
statistical result; this is then compared with the alpha level to see whether that value is
(statistically) significant" (Vogt 163).

Parataxic Distortion jg defined

as "any attitude toward another person, which is based on
distorted evaluation of that person or on an identification of that person
with other figures from past experiences" (Heinrichs 121-22).

a

fantasized

or

Peripheral Factors
are

-

Used in the studies of Verigote and

those characteristics that

called

peripheral

Tamayo the peripheral factors
semi-congruent or specific to one or more groups are
nuclear factors^
(Tamayo 77).

were

factors. See

Polysemy xhQmvlivpXQ meaning of a single word.
Regression
scatter

Line

regression line is

a

line which marks the

slope of the mean scores

in

a

plot graph.

Reliability "The consistency or stability of a measure or test from one use to the next.
When repeated measurements of the same thing give identical or very similar results, the
measurement instrument is said to be reliable. A
extent that it is free of random error"

measures

(Vogt 195).

is said to be reliable to the
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Scatter Plot j)ata from correlational observations are typically pictured in a scatterplot. hi
scatterplots "each variable is represented on an axis and each point represents a single
measurement"

(Martin 12).

Semantic range The breadth of meaning that

a

word has.

Septuagint

Greek version ofthe Old Testament including the Apocrypha, traditionally
believed to have been initiated by Ptolemy II and said to have been translated by 70 or 72
scholars around 270 BC. It was in common use at the time of Jesus.

Standard Deviation �a statistic that shows the

spread or dispersion of scores

in

a

distribution of scores; in other words, a measure of dispersion. The more widely scores
spread, the larger the standard deviation. The standard deviation is calculated by the
square root of the variance"

Theology

(Vogt 217).

poj- the purposes of this

study theology shall mean the way one thinks

or

feels

about God.

Validity

^ term to describe

supposed to measure; the
240).

a

measurement instrument

extent to which

a measure

or

test that

measures

what it is

is fee of systematic error"

(Vogt
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